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Foreword

In the body of American folklore, which is both indigenous
and -.elated to that of other lands, one portion is identified as
having come to this country from the African continent.
Richard A. Waterman and William IL Bascom point out in
*AfriQtn and New World Negro Folklore (item 18o) that
-surviving the drastic social changes that accompanied the
forceful transplanting of African peoples into slavery on a
strange continent, .. Negro folklore has persisted in the
New World as a well-defined and basically homogeneous
entity.**

The nanative. along with the riddle. proverb, song or
game, has been dominant in Negro oral literature.. Some of
these black (or Afro-American) tales have become as much
a part of the heritage of Atx*rican children as has chcde folk-
lore derived from European sources. Most popular among
then have been the animal tales revolving about Brer Rabbit
and his companions.

In the latter balf of the 19th century a paternalistic interest
was shown by missionaries to Africaand soon after by civil
servants. linittists, and ethnologistsin recording African tales
in their many original languages and theNranslating them
into English. French, German, and other languages of the
colonial powers. The intent was to preserve the tales -in the
name of progress and ciiilization- (see item 105) and to
enable study that would promote an understanding of the
peoples by the white man and also provide textbook reading
matter in African languages for use by non-African govern-
ment workers as well as by Africans. It is recognized, however,
that there is no complete collection of mythical tales repre-
senting any one of the thousands of African peoples. Presa-va-
tion was also a motive of collectors in the West Indies and the
United States.

The purpose of this bibliography is to reveal original
sources of African tales and to nave their relationship to
stories carried to the West Indies 4nifet the American South,
ineloding the Sra Islands, South Carolina, where the tales
were old in the Gullah pasois. These stories were chiefly
animal arid trickster tales. But as it developed, black American
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folklore was to include not only these tales, dearly related to
Africa, but also tall stories and others which came to be told
about black American folk heroes, I.M.e John Henry, Daddy
Mention, and the slave John.

The following entries, composing a selective rather than a
comprehensive bil:diography, descrilae works available in the
collections of the Library of Congress. For the most part, theY
cite collections of folklore, but a few linguistic, ethnological,
and anthropological studies and some travel accounts and
government reports containing tales are also inciwied The
titles were cefreted because they shed lien on the cultures out
of which the tales arose and are fruitful sources for retellings
for children. The geographical arrangement brings items to-
gether in four major African land areasWest, South, Cen-
tral, and Eastpreceded by an opening section on. general
works and followed by sections on the West Indies and the
United States. The bibliography is limited to English-language
works except for a few French-language items for Africa and
the West Indies.

Criteria for inclusion of collections for children are the
citation of printed sources where possffile, faithful treatment
of cultural backgrounds, and a style approximating the origi-
nal in directness and simplicity, if not in starkness. In some
instances the annotations indicate inappropriate style and
distorted adaptation, such as the deliberate softening of inci-
dent and characterization to make a storr palatable to other
cultures. Single-tale picture books are excluded as main en-
tries Imt in a few cases have been cited in notes for longer
works.

Call numbers indicate location of the items in the Lalvary
of Congress collections. "Micro" is the designation for location
in the Microform Reading Room.

The Chrldren's Book Section acknowledges with gxatitude
the assistance of specialists in the African SegtiOn fox the
identification of proper forms of names of peopies kild geo-
graphical areas.

Virginia Haviland
Head, Children's Book Section
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Entries in this section offer an overall view of the oral tradi-
tion from Africa south of the Sahara,. Studies survey the col-
lecting of tales and other oral literature, storytelling and
stylistic devices, and criteria for evaluating books of African
folklore for children. From English-language sources it is
apparent that there has been increasing activity in the collect-
ing and publishing of folklore for adults and children.

The anthologies present examples of genres of folklore
gathered from many sources. Folklore journals, such as the
Journal of American Folklore (v. 1+ April-June 1888+ Phila-
delphia, American Folklore Society, GR1A5) and Folk-Lore;
a Quarterly Review (v. 1-1- March 1890-1- London, Folk-Lore
Society, GR1.F5), and other African-oriented periodicals have
not been analyzed for this bibliography. These and other
journals are listed in Littérature orate Afrique noir5; bib-
liographie analytique (item 4) . African specialists have com-
piled two of the bibliographies listed, one American, the
other French. Both cite works directed to children.

STUDIES AND BIBLIOGRAPHIES

1. Dorson, Richard M., comp.
AFRICAN FOLKLORE. Bloomington, Indiana University Press
[1972] 587 p. GR35o.067 1972b

Includes bibliographical references.

Papers, presented by African and non-African folklorists, an-
thropologists, and oral literature and linguistic specialists at
the Confetence on African Folklore, Indiana University, July
16-8, 197o. The volume is divided into three pans: (1)
"Africa and the Folklorist," an essay in which the compiler;"

From African Folk Tales by Charlotte and Wolf
Leaf's,. illustrated by Grisha Dotzenho. Item za.
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SUBSAHARAN AFRICA

Distinguished Professor of History and Folklore and director
of the Fo 'gore. Institute at Indiana University, discusses the
relationship of folklore to oral literature, anthropology, and
oral history; (1) papers by other scholars, arranged in the
following categories, Traditional Narrative; Traditional Ver-
bal Genres; Folklore and Literature; Tradition and History;
Traditional Poetry; and Traditional Ritual; and (3) texts of
tales recorded in the Sudan. Liberia, Ghana, Mali, Cameroon,
Gabon, and South Africa.

Topics treated in depth include literary art, stylistic de-
vices, the contrast between the traditional and the innovative
storyteller, and such genres as the dilemma tale, which gives
the listener -a choice between alternatives, such as which of
several characters deserves a reward," the epic, and the heroic
song.

The rich selection in part 3 of examples of prose and verse
narrative indicates the abundant variety of folklore in African
culture.

2.
THE Biensn FOLApoinsis; A HIST0RY. [Chicago] University
of Chicago Press [1968) 518 p. illus., ports. GR50.D63

Bibliography: p. 442-46o.

An informal history, with some analysis, of the development
of the study of folklore in Great Britain and of those behind it.
Pages 349-371 of chapter ro. "The Overseas Folklorists," con-
cern Africa. Among the pioneers and specialists singled out
for lengthy comment are Dr. Wilhelm Heinrich Immanuel
Week, a German Philologist who worked with Khoisan mate-
rials; the Reverend Canon Callaway, an English medical mist
sionary and first Bishop of Kaffraria, who was concerned with.
the Zulu; George McCall Theal, who worked with the Xhosa;
and Maj. Arthur John Newman Tremearne, who studied the
Hansa.

3. Görb-g-Karady. Veronika.
[LiTaRATURE °RALE nig L'AFRIquE NOIRE; BIBLI0GRAPHIE
ANALYTIQUE] Cahiers d'attdes africaines, v. 8. 3. cahier,
1968: 455-501; v. 9. 4. cahier, 1969: 641-666; V. 1 0, 4.
cahier, 1970: 583-63i; V. 12.1. Cahier, 1972: 174-192.

DTI-C3, v. 8-io, 12".

Part I cites general studies, bibliographies of oral literature,



_ Studies and Bibliographies 3

and "methodological" works (for example, Antti Aarnes The
Types of Folktale; a Classification and Bibliography and Stith
Thompson's Motif-Index of Folk-Literature) selected and an-
notated by a French scholar to indicate the most important
studies in the field of oral literature and other significant
though less familiar volumes. Part I also lists a number of edi-
tions for children, among them Kathleen Arnott's African
Myths and Legends (see item 13), Eleanor B. Heady's Jambo,
Sungura! Tales From East Africa (see item 125), and Harold
Courlander's The King's Drum, and Other African Stories
(see item 16).

Parts 2-4 consist of annotated references to texts, studies,
and articles from international scholarly periodicals in the

-disciplines of folklore and ethnography. Among the sources of
English-language entries are the Journal of American Folk-
lore and African Studies.

Each of the four parts contains an ethnolinguistic index;
part 4 also provides a tale type index.

An introduction was published in v. 8, 2. cahier. 1968, p.
310-317.

4. Herman, Gertrude B.
AFRICANA: FOLKLORE COLLECTIONS FOR CHILDREN. School
library journal, v. 18, May 1972: 35-39. Z6p.L7, v. 18

Selected, annotated bibliography.

Among the criteria for books of African folklore for children
discussed here are authenticity of sources, authority of the
author, compiler, or collector, style, appeal for American
children, and format. The author, an assistant professor at the
Library School, University of Wisconsin, points out stylistic
features and story elements encountered in African folklore
and directs the reader to recognize the importance of cultural
differences among African peoples.

5. Parrinder, Edward Geoffrey.
AFRICAN MYTHOLOGY. London, Hamlyn [1968, c1967] 139,
[2] p. illus. (part col.), map. BL2400.P34

Bibliography: p. 11401

In his introduction the author comments on the peoples of
Africa and on their artsculpture and paintingas a form of
writing which interprets life and religion. Summarizing their
oral nan-atives, he groups them into categories: The Creator,
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Twentyfrtr short, often gently didactic tales fume the peoples
of Africa represent stories of origins.. how and why ritiarsek and
Mirrheis (faitytak4. Among the latter aze "The Marriage of
the )intsse." initiated from Humid Courlander's Ate 0. the
Aftiontaits (item sea). and -flattsdrani." a 'ham in Boots'
traria* found as "Sinhan Uttar in Edward Serves Swahili
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Strong there.tokir linotuts decorate the small volume.
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Ca Isaias, ter Chi Moro

Whkh shines like the moon,
On the bare, grey rock.

Among favorites here are -The Magic Drum" "Snake nk.**
'The Tug of War." "The Monkey's Heart." "The Rubber
Man" (a Tar Bahl variant), and "The Magic Horns." There
ate also a 100 uhkster tales, with Spider, Tortoise, and Hate
rotating m berms. Handsomely illustrated.

14. Bryan, Ashky.
Tim ex or nix womreartir sioans, mos arflu AMMAN
rotaratas. Resokl and illustrated by Ashley Bryan. New
York, Mheneurn, B9711. 41 p, MLR/10 Ox

Contents: Assault the spider in search of a fool.Frog and his
two wilies..Llephant and Frog go couningTortoise. Hare,
and the sweet potatoesThe on of the wonderful horns

Five vigorous and entertaining stories from Angola, South
Africa, and West Africa, strikingly illustrated with the author's
woodcuts, some in three Mien. The tettings ate enriched by
formula beginnings and endings such as "We do not mean,
we do not really mean, that what we are going to say is true
and "Whether good, whether bad, there Is nothing to add. I
hate finished." Solutes for the stories are cited.

t$. Carpenter. Frances.
Mitieltal WOW*" MUM. Illustrated by Joseph Escourido.
Gatden City. N.Y. Doulateday (tg4$1 *#$

P72.1.C**7 Al

Celled by the author from French and English written sources,
these as stories are presented formally. as if she were telling
them directly in children. Her me of mugs strengthens a sense
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JO SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA

of the original style, and her introduction 'of customs and
....;her necessary explanatory material is unobtrusive.

One encounters marvels like the "Wonder Boy," whil
talked and walked at birth; the "boom-boom-y7 a mighty
beast of ancient times with a tail to times the size of a lion's
and covered with white hairs so that it resembled "a trailing
cloud in the sky"; and beasts who could change into men.
Among favorite themes is that of a girl in a drum ("The
Cannibal and His Singing Bird"). a girl concealed in the skin
of a snake ("Polo, the Snake Girl"), and a magic drum
capable of producing quantities of food ("The Tortoise and
the Magic Drum"). "The Monkeys and the Little Red Hats'
may be a source for Esphyr Slobodkina's picture book tale
Caps for Sate.

Full-page line drawings depict lively action.

Courlandrr, Harold. comp.
THL MG'S DRUM, AND OTHER Ariucax mans. Illustrated
by Enrico Arno. New York, Harcourt. Brace Jr World
[19621 ts5 p. P2.8.1.C8 Ki

An assortment of tales gathered from the Bema. Bakongix
Mbako, Masai, Ashanti, Ewe, Hausa. and Mende peoples.
They tell of tricksters, heroes (true and false), dilemmas, and
conflicts. All have much to say about human nature. Some are
humorous, some poignant, and some subtly philosophical.
like "How Poverty Was Revealed to the King of Adja":

Adjahosu, the King of Adja, had everything. One day he
went to see his diviner. He said to him. "You must divine
somethirkg for me. I am too rich and do not know what it
is to be poor. I want to know what it is to be poor."
The diviner took his divining shells; he threw them on
the earth and studied them. Many times he tossed the
shells and read their meaning. Then he told the King of
Adja to bring him a drum, a gong, and rattles. He told
the King of Adja.to have his hunters catch a giraffe. .

Background matersal, sottfas and comments on digerent
versions appear in noon on ttle storks.

17. Savory. Phyllis. ramp.
LK* otrtworto Iv KARR* AND MN= Aratrias Tu.as.
Illustrated by Frans Altschokr. Chicagss, A. Whitman
(sop) sfso p PM* ..Stsy LI

Contents: Tales told by the Matabele peoplet How the lion
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was outwitted by the hare. Why the hippopotamus left the
forest. The hare's rope trkk. The tortoise who dared the hare.
How the bat made his choice.Tales told in Malawi and
Kenya: The bushbuck's visitor. The lion and the little brown
bird. Haw a poor man was rewarded. The lazy son. The bird
with the golden legs.Tales told by the Zulu people: The
tortoise and his boast. The song of the dovexTales told by
the Xhosa people: The moon girl, The mastic bowl and spoon.
When the husband stayed home. The wonderful water pot.
What the fish promised.

These 57 WdItold and attractively presented tales come
from Southern and Eastern Africa. Grouped by people or
locale, they include animal stories and narratives of magic.
They represent a j5xlicroos selection from five volumes of the
author's out of print Fireside Tales Series (Cape Town. H.
Timmins): Basuto Fireside Tates,- illustrated by Ji llian
Hu Ime (596s. 6 p. GR56o.B5S3) Fireside Tales From the
North, illustrated by Janos Hulme (i966. 86 p.
GR360.1402): Matabele Fireside Tales, illustrated by Sylvia
Baxter (596,. p. G1460,1143430 ; Xhosa Fireside Tales,
illustrated by Gerard Bhengu (2963. too is. GR360.)C6S3);
and Zulu Fireside Tales, illustrated by Sylvia Baxter (New
York. Hastings HOUre 119.041 64 p. G11360.Z8S3).

Under the title Banta Folk Tales From Southern Africa
(Cape Town. H. Timmins 159743 *03 p. Mirk GR36ollISIS).
tales fronl eight of the "Bantu" peoples have also been
selected from the Firesick Tales Series. jillian Hulme's Illus-
trations have been retained. A further volume in the series is
neckinzry Fireside Tales . illustrated by iUian Hulme (1965.
SI p. GR36aBsSi9). Additional collections iferli the same
publisher but not in the series are Fireside Tales qr she Hare
and His Friends ('965. GR36ollsSs) and Swazi Fireside
Tales (196s. GR36o58sSair). both illustrated by jillian
Hahne. The first a:MUMS Mort atifinal stories from Southern
and Eastern Africa.: the other has fairytales from Southern
Africa, seven ot whkh--"Setuli," "Ilse Cock's Kraal" "The
Moss Creen Princess." "The Cloud Princess." 'The Bewitched
Suck "Tonsbe.Ende." and "The White Dose"--hase been
**reconsaucted" from IrertiOns fint a in Fairy rah,*
Fro* South Afrki, by Um. J. and We. J. B. Drake
(km

Throughout these colkrtions appear storks with Scandina-
vian amid Teutonic equivalents. like "The Husband Who
Wanted To Miod the House (here "When the Husband
Stayed Hamel.

Except as noted. specik printed MEM art oast indicated.
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18, Woodson, Carter G.
AFRICAN MYTHS, TOGETHER WITH PROVERBS; A SUPPLEMEN-
TARY READER OIMPOSED oF FOLK TALES FROM VARIOUS PARTS
OF AFRICA, &HAFTED TO THE UsE OF CHILDREN IN THE PUB-
LIC SCHOOLS. fad ed.1 Washington. Associated Publishers
[ct948] Xsii, 1$4 p. illus. PEI127.G4W7 1948

In his preface the scholar-author, describing the role and
method of the storyteller, notes that the selections in this
volume "are merely a few legends from different sources. . .
These art presented here without modification of thought but

; in the simplest language possible to reach the minds of chil-
dren of the lower grades of public schook."

Mildly instructive are the appealing stories about the be-
ginnings of things, tales of animals and everyday life in the
bush, and "The Legend of Ngurangurane." a great magician
who was the son of the crocodile. Together they reveal the
evils of greed. jealousy, ingratitude, and other undesirable
human traits. "Ile inclusion of proverbs, chants and songs,
and the names of people create a strong sense of authenticity.

2 1
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West Africa

This area comprises Niger, Nigeria, Mali. Upper Volta.
Dahomey, Togo, Ghana, Ivory Coast, Liberia, Sierra Leone,
Guinea, Portuguese Guinea. Senegal, Cambia, and Mauri-
tania.

A vast amount of folklore has been recorded in West Africa,
where, however., there remain still untouched areas for the
collector. The Hausa tales clearly reveal a Muslim influence.
preserved both through oral transmission and in Arabic manu-
scripts. fhe Yoruba have a rich mythology, as is shown by
Harold Courlander. The epic Sundiata is still part of oral
literature in the western savanna region. The Ashanti have
Anansi the Spider, while the Hausas tell about Spider, or Giza*
and Jackal and less often about the Hare, Zorno. The Yoruba
have Ajapa the Tortoise, or "bald-headed elf."

STUDIES AND COLLECTIONS FOR ADULTS

in. Barker. William H.. and Cecilia Sinclair.
WEST AFRICAN FOLK-TALES. With frontispiece le s3 draw-
ings by Cecilia Sinclair. New foreword by Hermese
Roberts. Northbrook, 111., Metro Books, 1972. 183 p.

PZ8.1.Br; We

The author, formerly principal of a government teacher-
training institution, collected these 36 Spider (Mann) tales,
how and why stories, and Mirchen from its first students.
mature men who had had experience in their district schools.
In his introduction he desaibes a set* for village story-
telling, discusses the European impact ott' Gold Coastpeoples.
and comments on the tales and their equivalents in other
cultures. The stories are short, frequently didactic, with edi-
torial interpolations pointing out Anansis "wicked ways.'
Anansi is depicted as conniving, malevolent, and greedyy, as in
most of the Spider stories. Two stories have a tiger as central
character. A footnote explains that in West Africa the tiger is
a leopard.
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so. Basden, George T.
NIGER 1BOS;, A DESCRIPTION OF THE PRIMITIVE LIFE, CUSTOMS
AND ANIMISTIC RELIEFS, fkc., OF THE 1110 PEOPLE OF NIGERIA
BY ONE WHO, FOR THIRTY-FIVE YEARS, ENJOYED THE PRIVI-
LEGE OF THEIR INTIMATE CONFIDENCE AND FRIENDSHIP. With
70 illustrations and a sketch map and a new bibliographi-
cal note by John Ralph Willis. bid ed,) New York, Barnes
& Noble 1s966] 456 p. DT515.B34 19662

" . . a fundamental study of many aspects of Ibo life and
culture." In a bibliographical note to the 1966 edition, John
Ralph Willis comments on the uniqueness of this work, a
product of the missionary-author's long residency among the
lbo, when he became familiar with ancient customs and tradi-
tions ordinarily concealed from the stranger. His full bibliog-
raphy (p. 440-445) has seven sections.

The author introduces sympathetically the plight of the lbo
at a time when "the balance of life [was] disturbed" by the
gradual demise of "native law and custom" under British
administration. He tells of the difficulties of acquiring reliable
information on old beliefs and customs, stressing that "the
substance of this boOk is concerned with the lbo people as
they werenot as they are at the present day."

Chapter 33. "Fireside Stories," supplies nine Ibo narratives
and a number of proverbs. Four tales about Tortoise as
trickster reveal his greed. cunning, and lack of scruples. Of
potential interest to children are a puzzle story, "Oliji and Her
Three Suitors," and "God and the Two Brothers."

Other examples of narratives and proverbs appear in chap-
ter 26. "FablesFolkloreProverbs," of the author's earlier
Among the [hos of Nigeria, a 1921 work reprinted by Barnes
& Noble, of New York, and by Frank Cass, of London, in 1966
(DT5.5.133 1966), Eight of the to untitled stories are about
animals; each is didactic. Here are variants of "The Hare and
the Tortoise," in which Frog races Deer, and "Tug of War," in
which Tortoise pits Buffalo and Elephant against each other.

st. Canu, Gaston. comp.
CONTES MOSS1 ACTILIELS; ETUDE ETHNO-LINGUISTIQUE. Dakar,
IFAN, 1969. 361 p..map. (Mémoires de linstitut fonda-
mental d'Afrique notre, no. 82) PL$352t.C3

Text in Mossi and French.

BibliograPhy: 1)- f3371-410-

An analysis of 225 traditional tales recorded by high school



students in the capital city of Ouagadougon, Upper Volta,
resulted in this compilation of 23 stories, set down both in the
Mossi lam:loge and in literal French translations. T4ey are
followed to, an examination of traditional talestheir genres.
themes, characters, and literary and cultural 'values. Genres
represented include the etiological, trickster, moral, and en-
tertaining stories. "Le Prince des Paroles" and "Le Prince des
Menteurs" revolve around remarkable children.

A short survey ck the Mossi, their way of life and language,
introduces the work.

22. Cardinall, Allan W.
TALES TOLD IN TOGOLAND, TO WHICM IS ADDED 'ME MYTHICAL
IC TRADITIONAL HISTORY OF DARR/MIRA, BY E F. TAMAELOE.
Westport, Conn., Negro Univiersides Press 1197o1 ago p.

GR360.T6C3 297o

Reprint of the 1931 ed.

Myths, legends, and tales told to the author by peasants and
hunters."

In his inunductory chapter the author describes the land and
its inhabitants, commenting that the "real difference between
Africin peasantry and European . . . is that the superstitions
are actually believed in and not half believed in. . . They
are not mere tales to while away the evening hours; they are
real happenings." He provides some one hundred stories
illustrating the great range of lore: creation myths, tales ot
little people and Anansi, how and why narratives, cumulative
stories, anti didactic tales (why a wmuan does not choose her
husband herself, why children must obey their eidels). The
final dupter preset" the legendary history of the Dagomba
people: the beginnings of totemism. stories ot famine (in-
cluding Tar Baby stories). and legends of rulers.
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23. Courlaoder, Harold.
TAW OF YORUBA GODS AND 111R0E5. Decorations by Larry
Lurin. New York, Crown Publishers [073] 243 is.

GR360.Y6C68 1973

Bibliography: p. 241-243.

EARTH AND SKY
olunrete!

W
Earth and Sky

ent hunting.
They killed a bush rat,
Earth claimed to be the elder,
Sky also claimed to be the elder.
Then sky-owner moved away.
The yam roots stopped growing.
The nsaize gave no more kernels,
Mothers went searching for water.
Babies became faint and cried.
Lanrete

In a handsomely decorated work, a well-known folklorist in-
troduces major deities of the Yoruba pantheon. Beginning
with a preliminary historical sketch of the Yoruba people and
their gods, the orishas, his stories tell of beginningsdivina.
don and the making of land and peorle by Oblata, King of
the White Cloth----ol lesser deities, w.tter spirits, and great
herOes. NoteS prOvide Specific background for each narrative.
and appendixes describe Yoruba religious traditions in the
Americas, Haiti, Trinidad, and Cuba and give examples of
Cuban Yoruba narratives, drum music, and songs. A glossary
is also included.

24. Cronise, Florence M.. and Henry IV. Ward.
Ctirmtz RABBIT, MR. stquest, loin Tux OTHER REEF; WEST
AFILICAT4 FOLK TALtS. Illustrations by Gerald Sidle. Fore-
word by Hennese E. Roberts, Chicago, Afro %Am Press.
5969- 330 p. GR350.C7 1969

Reprint of the 1903 ect

Temne animal narratives selected from u5 stories gathered
from the thildreo in a mission school- In their introduction
the authors describe the method of recortling the stories, as
well as the traditional literature itself, and give an account of
bthe inner life of the African** as seen by 'an educated
native."
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The stories center largely on animals, although a few
Mdrchen are included. The authors note that human qualities
and characteristics are ascribed to the various animalsSpider,
Cunning Rabbit, Deer, Leopard, Turtle, Elephant, Lizard,
Chameleon, Cat, and Hawkand call attention to the impor-
tance for the native of the cunning and cleverness evidenced
in narratives about these creatures. They point out the like-
ness of Mr. Spider to Brer Rabbit, although the former is
vicious and the latter is not; to Annancy, of the West Indies;
and to Hlakanyana, of South Africa. Cunning Rabbit appears
more amiable and intelligent than Mr. Spider.

Rambling descriptions frame the tales, which are presented
in pidgin English, their natural flow constantly interrupted
by paternalistic and pedantic interpolations. The work is
flawed further by an overweening sense of superiority of the
white man, but it has, nevertheless, usefulness as source ma-
terial for narratives for children, since all of the stories would
appeal to them. Riddles are included.

25. Dayrell, Elphinstone.
Fout STORIES FROM SOIMIERN NIGERIA, WEST AFRICA. With
an introduction by Andrew Lang. New York, Negro Uni-
versities Press [1969] xv, 158 p. GR36o.N5D18 1969

Reprint of the ,19to ed.

In his introduction to these 40 narratives gathered by a
district commissioner, Andrew Lang points out likenesses to
traditional lore in such cultures as the Australian and the
Welsh and also identifies certain animal stories as "Just So
Stories." Other tales, he notes, explain customs and illustrate
morals: "Never kill a man or a woman because you are envi-
ous of their beauty, as, if you do, you will surely be punished"
and "Never marry a stranger, no matter how pretty she may
be." "The Woman With Two Skins," "The King's Magic
Drum," and "Why the Sun and the Moon Live in the Sky"
have the greatest appeal for children, the last having been
retold in Blair Lent's Caldecott Medal-winning picture book
of the same title.

26. Edgar, Frank.
Must. TALES AND TRADITIONS; an English translation of
Tatsuniyoyi na Hausa. Translated and edited by Neil
Skinner. With a foreword by M. G. Smith, v. 1. New York,

26
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Equabedb. Via Oe F13211;015.-
COMTE:5 IdeVLAurES D'AIWKSIE. OCCIDESTALE. Prixidis trim
essai =sr la liztaature merscilleuse des wits. Nouv. id.
magma dune ptie. inidite. Avantpropos par Robert
Cornesin. Paris. G.-P. Shisonneuve et Larose. sgTz. 512 p.
(Les Littiratures popnlaires de toate les nations. Norm
sir.. L ri) GB36011E65 zgp

Indudes hairsographical references.

An essay by Robert Cornesin, then seeritaire perpetual de
rdeadentie des sciences d'outre-aner, identifying earlier collec-
tors and their work and int/n4:1g a biography of Equilbecq.
introduces this rich compenclints of West African narratives.
The study also contains a detailed examination of folklore
its games. rehtionships to other cultures. themes. characters
(aninal. human. and supernatural). and motifs. The taks
are arranged by ethnic origm . with explanatoty notes when
adteSsary.

3o. Eurnegan. Ruth K. COMP.
LiWilAt WOOLS VOW STONICY-TELUNG. Oxford, Clarendon
Press. 1967. 35z p. (Oxford library of African &astute)

GR36a.L6F5

BibriogrIPhy: 131- 13511-3.5*-

in the first prt of this twopart work. a British scholar pro .
vides a detailed. authoritative description of the ',Inaba people
a aoreheso-Sorga Lome. their .villages, aim -farms,,-otticfs.
famOy life and religion. She then analpes their oral litaa-
ture. emphasizing its artistic exprenion. genesis, and danifica-
lion. as well as the storyteller and ritw occasions for storytelling.

The second part consists of stories in three categoric=
parer-. Rana ra High God" as well at a story character) and
°muss (the beginnings of things), and animals. A selection of
prowerbs and riddles follows. Two appendixes contain rem*
*esti* werd-for-word transbtion' anti a lig of narraton.

a meaty collection. Forklift a lavish backgromld
the setting and the society. but &wed by inadequate compar5-
tive notes- (Richard M. Dotson, in his African FOULlOres
p. s r-sr. See iton s.).

In her later Oral Literatteire in Africa (London. Clarendon
PM& MU. WI. p. [Oxford library of African Wafture]
IFILIktn..4). the author provides a thorough analysis of the
oral tradition.
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3r. Gbadarnosk ague, axd UM Beier.
Nor zrzu Gan is um sumac Yentas swam. London.
Heinemann Educational. :968. 58 (AfFican writers
saki. 4$) P24-G2874 No

Twenty subtly ironic narratives provide insight into West
Afrian philosophical auitudes towards human nature and its
basks. A small number with likely appeal for children in-
clude '"Tbe rbt That Boils Ova Dirties Itself; retold in
Olawak Iclewtes Niseriaa Falk Tales (itein ss) as "The
Hunter Who Was King% "What an Old Man Can See Sitting
DownA Young Man Can't See Standing Vp.r a tale about
the value of the aged; and "Hatred h Lae Rain in a Damp
It I. el No the to Anybody." which deals with ingratitude.



Junto Lester has adapted two of them in his Black Folktaks
(item 188): -Large Eyes Produce Many Tears- as 'The Girl
With the Large Eyes- and -A Wise Man Solves ifts Own
Problems" as -The Old Man Who Wouldn't Take Adsice."

32. Graham. Lorenz IL
How Goo FIX JONAH. Wood engravilgs by Leuerio
Calapai. New York. Reynal lz Hitchcock 119461 xvi 171 p.

GR35o.G7

A selection of Balk stories told -in the speech patterns and
images of African people.- The author discusses both the
idkvn of the West African,. which he heard in Meria, and
the stories, which have been "set down as an African lad
might tell them to his friends.- Commenting on pronuncia-
tion and rhythm. he defines such words as "palaver- and
"pican." A volume produced with many str&ing wood en-
EXasinVL

The of the stories have appeared as individual_ picturr
booki," all pUblisbed in NeW York by- Croviell: Every Man
Heart Lay Down, with pictures by Colleen Browning (197o)
the story of the Nativity ; A Road Down in the Sea, with
pictures by Gregorio Preuopino (197o), the story of the
ESOChiS; David He No Fear, with pktures by Ann Grifakoni
(1971), the story of David and Goliath; God Wash the World
and Start Again, with pictures by Clare Romano Ross (z 97a) ,
the story of Noah and the flood; and Honpy Catch the
Foolish Boy, with Octures by James Brown. Jr. (1973). the
parable of the prodigal son.

fierskovits. Melville J.. and Frances S. Herskovits,
DA/10311LAX NARRATIVE; A CIOSS-CULTUSAL ANALYSIS. EYAIIIr
ton fill] Northwestern University Press [09581 ari. 490
p. (Northwestern University, Evanston, lit African stud-
ies, no. Gli.36o.D3H4

"To exund the knowledge of African literary resources and to
dispel the notions that Africans tell only simple animal
stories:* two well-known anthropologists have selected sp
hwendo (myths) and fiche (tales) for their study of the
Dahomean oral tmdition. These are preceded by a description
of the authors` methodology. an examination of narrative
forms. classification scheme (including riddles, proverbs, and
verse), themes, values, and style, and a discussion of a 'crow
cultural approach to myth.-
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Narratives follow pcouped as: exploits of the gods; divina-
tion; hunter stories; enfant terrible talesabout twini,
orphans. and the abnormally born; Yo storiesabout a con-
niving, gluttonous, impulsive being spiritually akin to Spider
and Hare; historical tales; tales of womenabout love, in-
trigue, and betrayal; explanatory and moralizing tales; and
miscellaneous tales. Each area opens with a list of dramatis
personae. Explanatory footnotes are emplord when necessary.
Hunter stories and enfant terrible tales are valuable sources
for a reteller.

34. Herzog. George, and Charles G. Blooah.
Isms PROVERBS FROM LIBERIA; MAXIMS LN THE LIFE OF A
NATIVE ?MIRE. London. Oxford University Press, 1936.
272 p- PN6519.J 5H4

The numbered proverbs and sayings which compose this work
are grouped as Proverbs: a) Nature (Phenomena of Nature,
Plants.. Invertebrates.- Fish,. Amphibians and Reptiles,- Birch,
Mammals); 2) Culture (Food and Tobacco. Objects- of Use.
Human Behavior and Pursuits, Social Relations); 3) People
(Types, Attributes, The Human Body); and Sayings: Sayings
Similar to Proverbs, Definitions, Descriptive Sayings, and
Idiomatic Sayings.

Recorded by the author and his Liberian assistant while
conducting a study of musk and signaling for the Department
of Anthropology of the University of Chicago. the texts ap-
pear here first in the original language, with an interlinear
translation, and then in English. Each is defined. Parables or
stories explain the proverb or saying in some instances: One
of these, "One does not see the coming of sleep," appears in
expanded form as "The One You Don't See Coming' in
Courlander's The Cow-Tail Switch (item 51). Other examples
of Herzog's parables with storytelling possibilities are saying
8t. . one doesn't shake hands with a crowd,- which is
induded in Thr Cow-Tail Switch as-Don't Shake Hands With
Everybody"; and saying in whkh "Tortoise says: one per-
son alone has no wisdom." The latter often found as a story
with Ananse or Tortoise as hero, explains why knowledge
and wisdom are scattered dnoughout the world.

An introduction discusses the role of the proverb and its
related forms in African society. Appendixes list proverbs and
sayings accompanied by parables or stories, sources, and a
comparison of Jabo (Grebo) and Kru proverbs. A subject
irdex is provided.
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35_ Idewu. Olawale, and Omotayo Adu.
NIGERIAN FOLK rAt.r.s. Told to and eclited by Barbara IL
and Warren S. Walker. Text decorations by Margaret
Barbour. New Brunswick, Rutgers University Press
[19611 113 p. GR360-N5I3

Thirty-seven Yoruba tales "taken almost entirely verbatim
from oral renditions" were told to the editors by two young
college students from Nigeria. In their richly informative in-
troduction the editors describe the backgrounds of the stu-
dents. Mr. Idewu. a Lluistian convert, and Mr. Adu, a Muslim.
They throw light upon the Nigerian dramatic tradition in
storytelling and "the alteration of traditional tales to fa the
demands of a changing cultural situation," e.g., use of a bed
instead of a sleeping mat, wives sharing one house with their
husband instead of mar having ber own, and'husbands and
wives eating together, formerly forbidden. They comment
further that the tales retold by the Cluistian show greater
changes than those retold by the Muslim.
The .editors - have followed-the-Thompson . index of types
"as mud," as possible in their groupings of the narratives into
Tales of Demon Lovers; Pourquoi Stories; Moral Fables;
Trickster Tales; and Fertility Tales. They point out char-
acteristics of each category, explaining their commentazy in
the notes (p. n-log), and include a bibliography (1 t 1-

kg,

33
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Small linoleum block prints, based on photographs of
Nigerian art objects, add to the interest and attractiveness of
the book.

38. Icayemi, Phebean. and Percival Currey, comps.
FOLK TAIKS AIM FABLES. LOIX1011, Penguin Books [19511
122 p. (Penguin West African series, WAS) GR35o.

In their preface to this collection of West African narratives,
the compilers note that the Yoruba tales -have been more
carefully selected and translated . [whereas} most of the
others have been got together as time and occasion allowed,
and they have been kept unchanged. as the translators re-
membered them, without being *written up' to make them
more interesting or more attractive. It should be borne in
mind that the translators of many of these stories are
unskilled in translating and are not professional storytellers:-

Continuing their examination of folk tales in the introduc-
tion. the compilers contend that the uanslations have Jost !Iwo
important things . . . many of the jokes and the puns, and
the funny twists of language that the listenen originally en-
joyed . . [along with) the special songs that are so often
part of than, especially those of the Yorubas:* Thus 'these
Englished folk stories from West Africa are without their
distinctive African dress" and are "merely the piens stories.
Further, they &cuss the background of the tales and reflection
of the traditions and ideals of the peoples. Three reaurent
themesthe value of knowledge, the importance of good
sociaL behavior, and the upbringing of childreoare dis-
cussed.

The collection is arranged by people and area: Yoruba
Stories, lsoko Stories, Gold Coast Stories. and germ Leone
Stories. The Yoruba are classified by genre.

A useful source for research.

37. Johnston., Hugh A. S.. ed. and tr.
A SELECTION OF HAUSA STORIES. Oxford, Clarendon Press,
1966. 241 p. (Oxford library of African literature)

. PU254295E5 1966

Appendix in Hausa.

A former British official in Nigeria, Johnston has drawn more
than half of the 86 narratives in this text from Frank Edgar's
Taisuniyoyi MI Hausa, a three-volume work in Hausa--"easily
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the largest repository of folktales to be found in any African
language."

In his introduction he surveys Hausa society and examines
the Hausa language and the work of collectors, in particular
John Alder Burton and Frank Edgar. He comments on the
antiquity of the tales, their significance, general characteristics
of each genre. and dramatic presentation.

The tales are arranged as follows: The Animal Stories, The
Fairy Tales, Historical Legends and Fragments, True Stories,
and Fiction. Proverbs and Aphorisms also form a section. The
appendix consists of six tales in the Hausa language. Each
narrative has an appended note that provides source informa-
tion and, when necessary, citation of textual alterations and
explanatory material. Parallels to Brer Rabbit stories are
specified.

Three tricksters share the role of protagonist in the animal
stories: the cunning, malevolent, and ruthlesc Spider, of the
Sudanic peoples; the sly, resourceful, and generally sagacious
Jackal, of the Hamites; and the mischievously clever Hare, of
the "Bantu"- (encountered less frequently than the other two)
The author notes that Zaino (Hare) is so unquestionably one
of Brer Rabbit's grandfathers that he bas taken a small
liberty with the translation and called him Rabbit.

The fairytales abound in djinns, ogres, mysterious Old
women, and shape-changers (animal and human). A number
of these, like "The Girl and the Frog and the Chief's Son," a
Cinderella variant, resemble well-known European favorites.

Flavor is added throughout by the retention of such phrases
as "God grant you forgiveness." the standard greeting for a
man of learning.

38. Nassau, Robert H.
WHERE ANIMALS TALK: WEST AFRICAN FOLK LORE TALKS.
New York, Negro Universities Press [197o, azosjsr 250 p.

GR 3 igio
Tbe author notes in his preface that the typical native African
Ekano, or legend, is marked by repetition and is "of very
Ancient origin . . in supposed prehistoric times, when Beasts
and Human Beings are asserted to have lived together with
social relations in the same community. . . The most dis-
tinctive feature of these Tales is that, while the actors are
Beasts, they, are speaking and living as Human Beings, acting
as a beast in a human environment; and. instantly, in the
same sentence, acting as a human being in a beast's environ-
ment." He comments also on the prevalence of a "powerful
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personal fetish-charm known as IsTga lo'; a fetish almost as
valuable as Aladdin's Lamp of the Arabian Nights:* points
out possible Arabic influences, and descril3es the setting for
storytelling: 'At night, all gather around the camp-fire; and
the Tales are told with, at intervals, accompaniment of drum;
and Farts of the plot are Mustrated by an appropriate song, or
by a short dance, the platform being only the earth, and the
scenery the forest shadows and the moon or stars."

The collection, predominantly animal tales, is divided into
three parts representing the Mpongwe. Benga, and Fang
peoples.. Each section has a short introduction, and each tale
is preceded by the dramatis personae and an explanatory
note- An indx supplies a list of the animal names then used in
West Africa.

39. Niane, Djibril T.
SUNDIATA: AN EPIC OF OW MALL Translated by G. D.
Pickett. [London] Longmans fr 965) 96 p. map. (Forum

-- series) DT532.2.N513

Translation of Soundjata-

I am a grim. It is I, Djefi Mamoudou Kouyate, son of
Bintou Kouyatk and Djeli Kedian Kouyate, master in the
art of eloquence. Since time immemorial the KouyattS
have been in the service of the Keita princes of Mali; we
are vessels of speech, we are the repositories which har-
bour secrets many centuries . . without us the
names of kings would vanish into oblivion, we are the
memory of mankind; by the spoken word we bring to life
the-deeds-and exploits_nf_tings-for_younger_generk_
dons. . . . Listen then, sons of Mali, children of the black
people, listen to my word, for I am going to tell you of
Sundiata, the father of the Bright Country, of the savanna
land, the ancestor of those who draw the bow, the master
of a hundred vanquished kings.

Thus begins the epic of Sundiata, which recounts his birth,
childhood misfortunes, and rise to greatness as a warrior and
the founder of the empire of Mali. The author heard this
hero tale first from "an obscure griot" (a bard-storyteller) and
subsequently translated it into French. Comparable to epics
of India and the western world, this story has interest for
children. For a variant adapted to young people, see Bertol's
Sundiata: The Epic of the Lion King (item 50).
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40. Rattray, Robert S.
AKAN-ASHANTI FOLK-TALES- Illustrated by Africans of the
Gold Coast Colony. Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1930. U.
275 p_ plates. GR360.A55R5

Seventy-five Ghanaian tales, "the gleanings, if not of 'a thou-
sand and one nights; at least of many scores of evenings spent
sitting in a circle after datrk in the village street or, if in the
rains, in some open palm (three-walled room) with the four
sides of the gase kesie ((big courtyard) of the compound
thronged with villagers garthered under the dripping eaves to
hear and to relate these !tales." The narratives, rendered in
the vernacular and accompanied by Twi texts, have a preface
in which the author describes his method of collecting and
translating them. Further, he explains their origin, nature,
role in society, and classification.

In these vigorous and entertaining storieswhether droll,
cumulative, moral, or how and whythe world of men and
animals come together. Anansi, sometimes man, sometimes
spider, is the hero (or antihero) of most of the tales. The
tellings are pleasing in their rhythmic presentation.-Formula ---

beginnings and endings, Twi words and colloquialisms such
as "old-woman-grandmother," interpolated songs and re-
frains, and ideophoneswords like "Fre! Fret fre!" to express
the swishing sound of a leopard's tailcreate a sense of
atmosphere.

One of the sources used by Harold Courlander, the collec-
tion offers much to any reteller. Here, as an example, is the
beginning of "How It Came About That Children Were
(First) Whipped":

They say that (once upon a time) a great famine came,
and that F-ather Ananse, the Spiaer, and his wife Aso, and
his children, Ntikuma, Nyiwankonfwea (Thin-shanks),
Afudotwedotwe (Belly-like-to-burst), and Tikonokono
(Big-big-head), built a little settlement and lived in it.
Every day the Spider used to go and bring food, wild
yams, and they boiled and ate them. Now one day, Father ,

Ananse went to the bush; he saw that a beautiful dish
was standing there. He said, "This dish is beautiful." The
dish said, "My name is not beautiful." The Spider said,
"What are you called?" It replied, "I am called 'Fill-up-
some-and-eat.' "

Black-and-white drawings and halftone plates by a team of
12 young African artists harmonize with the text.



, ed. and tr.
HAUSA FOLK-LORE, cusroms, PROVE211S, Ere. Collected and
transliterated with English translation and notes. With a
preface by R.. L Marett. New York, Negro Universities
Press [1969] 2 v. illUS. PL8234.A2R3 1969

Transliterated text with English translation and Hausa text
on opposite pages.

Reprint of the 1913 ed.

Contents: v i Preface. Author's note. Alphabet. pt.i A
short history, purporting to give the origin of the Hausa nation
and the story, of their conversion to the Mohammedan re-
ligion. pt. 2. Stories in which people are the heroes and
heroines. Illustrations.v. 2. pt. 3. Animal stories. pt. 4. Cus-
toms and art. pt. 9. Proverbs. pt. 6. Notes. Illustrations.

A study of the Hausa language by an assistant district com-
missioner in the former Gold Coast, also an anthropologist-
folklorist-linguist.

The volume is prefaced by comment from R. R. Marett,
then a reader in social anthropology at Exeter. He describes
the author's method of recording the tales as having had them
dictated to him by a malam (scribe) "of the best clan," who
knew Arabic and possessed literary skill.
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Rattray points out that many of the tales "involved, first, a
translation from Arabic into Hausa; secondly, a transliteration
of the Hausa writing; and thirdly, a translation into English
from the Hausa." Thus original form and flavor have been
preserve&

Much of the material here is not suitable for children but is
valuable for the student of African folklore. The narratives,
as presented, clearly convey the original style of telling. For-
mula beginnings and endings enhance the atmosphere of the
stories:

A story, a story. This tale is about a maiden. A certain
man had three children, two boys and a girL . . . This is
a story about orphans. A story, a siory. Let it go, let it
come. A certain man . . . That is all. Off with the rat's
head. And the moral of all this is, if you see a man is poor
do not despise him; you do not know but that some day he
may be better than you. That is all. Off with the rat's
head.

The tale content varies. A number of stories center about
orphans, mysteries like a baby pumpkin with an insatiable
appetite ti swallows all in its way, a magic spoon called
"Help me. a talking thigh-bone, and animals. Spider tales
predom, n3 te. Muslim influences are evident in such expres-
sions as " hey adjured her by Allah and the Prophet . . ."
and "for the sake of Allah and the prophets look after her
well for me."

42. Schön, James F., ed. , and ir.
MAGANA HAUSA. NATIVE LITERATURE, OR PROVERBS, TALES,
FABLES, AND HISTORICAL FRAGMENTS IN THE HAUSA LAN-
GUAGE..To which is added a translation in English. Lon-
don, Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, 1885-86.
2 V. in 1. PL8234.S35

Vol. 2 has special title page: African Proverbs, Tales and
Historical Fragments.
Contents: [v.1] Introductory sentences. Proverbs. Letters of
Dorfigu. The life and travels of DdrUgu, accompanying the
late Dr. H. Barth in Africa, England, and Germany, as dictated
by himself. Narratives, tales, and descriptions, chiefly by
Dorilgu. Contributions forwarded to the author by the Rev-
erend J. C. John, native minister at Lokojah, river Niger.
Contributions forwarded to the author by Mr. G. A. Krause,
from Tripoli, in Africa.[v. 21 English translation.



A body of lore set down by a missionary in the last quarter
of the 19th century to give students of the Hausa language a
connected literature in their own tongue and enable them to
become familiar with it through the medium of their own

' language. The texts reveal much about:Hausa_beliefs and
attitudes, for example, about women and slaverY, and als°
show Muslim influences. The genres indude Miirchen, animal

---taleg-stories-depictinrfamilrand-publitlifergntrdrolls7one
of which, 'The Story of a Mother and Her ObedientSon," is
a variant of "Prudent Hans" and "Epaminondas."

43. Talbot, Percy A.
IN THE SHADOW OF THE BUSH. London, W. Heinemann,
1932. fNew York, Negro Universities Press, 3969] xiv,
500 p. illus., fold. map. GN653.T3 x969

A work undertaken "first, for the pleasure of it, and secondly,
because primitive races, the world over, are changing so
rapidly that it seemed well to place on record the story of a
people most of whom were untouched by white influence

`. in 19°7. . . . It has been written in the intervals of
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C14ections $or Chi 14ft's n
She adds that she has retold the tales from thOlie 'recorded,
word-kw-word from HUM. Masai, and Swahili storytelkrs
and cites a 'source (Of' tacit one.
, The author has kept to basic story outlines although she
has provided explanatory detaih and has omitted unattractive
incidents. Her style it informal, incorporating colloquial dia-
log and African names for such characters as Gitojo the Hare
and Nelotu the Lioness. The animals themselves and the
description of setting convey a sense of place.

She has freely adapted three stories as picture books, all
published in New York by Coward-McCann in t960. The Sky-
God Stories (tm) s Ptft,i.As 83 Sli) tells, how Auanse won
the Ashanti stories for his own. Another AShanti tale, The No
of Ws (ts) p. PZ14.1.Airs Na), is about a youth who man a
chieftainship with the aid of a magic ring and the animals he
befriended. A Nuer tale, Oboe ([5:).p. 11211.4.A113 Ot), re-
scab the prrdicament of a man who ss given a magic futker
enabling him to unikntand the thoughts of animals. Elton
Fax's soh-pencil, humorous illustrations capture the flavor in
each.

Appials. PfMgY.
ANAMIL ThZ snots: /Au% tit011t A/4 ASSANTII IMAM=
Mines, hy !ray Wibos Iliew York) fantheon
(134011 sSa p. PZ&LAtro An

Cationstu s. How Kwalla Aaante wan a kingdom with a grain
of cora.... XVIII, Manse and the greedy Haw the
* gut his amiont..-9. Why the Hard stretches his antkps,
Kwain Anaew aad the whilspiag card.-4. attain Anson
and the donhey..y. Haw the lion rewsrded the rawates
kindneroS. How 'twain Manse browse ha/J., Haw
Swaim Amine Aestroyed a tiagdstur.--ia. Kiosks, Almost and
the rain ataker..tt. Why the irs- has a marrow waist.....sa..
Why Kuala Aaaase stays es (*Mag.its. How wisdom
*was spead throvrghonar the world,

Th minim retold by a teacher. have beea nattered ion
cuawai *angwsge Rfli is skektal audiant she has pm,
Sided the pass reader with hackgroond almieria sad has
dame to alistrantinly. She has emitted trarrstioaal Wettish.
aid endow awrirsstasteful or problems element Althoughas
soureet have bees cited, it tan be seen that vatioata of a Ira
of the saki appear ia Itattraft Man,Asitbstati Pia,rates
(nem 00. Par enasapk. 'glow *wain Amine Was a Kink
dna With a Grain al Cite is Sourd its Itmaray as "How
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WEST AFIRICA

49.4nse. the Spider. Became Poor.' and "How Wisdom WM
,Spread Throughout the World" as his "How It Came About
Tbat Wisdom Came Among the Tribe."

Peggy Wilson's use of African motifs in pictures and borders
makes an attractive volume.

The author has produced three other volumes of Ashanti
tales: Tales of an Ashanti Father ([1.ondonl Deutsch tio671

p. Pia.s.A647 Tal),.. The Pineapple Child, and Other
Tales Front Ashanti acondon] Deutsds DOA 173 p.
MILANI Pi) and The Children of Ananse Evans
1'9581 176 is. P27.A646 CIO. all illustrated in effective scratch.
bmwd technique by Mora Dickson. Six of the stories in
The Pineapple Child appeared first in Anew the Spider, as
did four of those in Tales of an Ashanti Father. The Children
of Ananse, a fantasy about Amines descendants, also con-
tains some of the stories.

49. Arklaorst. joltr C-
TIM ADVENTVRES or smut; WERT AFRICAN FOLK TAW
Illustrated by Jerry Pinkney. Boston. Chile, Brown (so64)
514

PZ9.s.A7 Ad

A brief introduction describing the village scene at night. the
,storyteller,, and_ Spider., 'a favorite permit, in the stories ot
Wat Africa bec.sine
sets the stage for these six stories. Spider is presented without
his maliciousness and lack cot scruples.

Chasm for the yotmg child, the tales indside 'How Spider
.Got a Thin Waist," "Why Spider Lives in Ceilings." "flow
Spider Got a Bald Head." *How Spider Helped a Fisherman"
"Why Spiders the in Dark Corners' (a variant at the Tar
Baby tale). and 'How the World Gat Whdows.'' The telling is
Mimosa and conversationat more American than 'African.
'Why Spiders Lilt in Ceilings' includes a talking house
episode runissiscent of 'Ile Jackal and the Cracodiler.

"Hot' wry banana-leaf homer
Nobody amsvered.
"That's hmuy." said Spider loudly, "my little house si-
ns,' answers me when I call her. I warder what is
VITUIle*

The lavhls illustrations, some in color, are modern intespre .
swims that lack African feeling.
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sa. Bertol, Roland.
SVNDMTA: 110:. EPIC OF THE LION KING. retoid. MAOIrated
by Gregotio Prestopino. New York,. Crowell (ao S ts.

11.8.t.R4194 Su

For his retelling, the author notes: "I have relied upon
several thirteenth-century Arab texts: upon unpublhht
manuscripts, plays. and fragments which my Malian friends
gave me: and to a lesser extent upon published fragments'
and a recent edition edited by D. T. Niane (item 39) of the
epic as told in the town of Djeliba Kora.

The epic divides naturally into a s short books chronicling
the beginnings of Mali; the rise in Sasso of Suntanguru, the
"warrior king" who made a pact with the "unholy demons of
the earth and sky"; the enmity between the people of Mali
and Sasso: the birth of Mari Diata. ugly, lame rsth son of the
King of Mali, and his rise from the dust on which he crawled
to become the tkr.troyer of Sumanguru and the builder of the
great empire of ancient Mali. Filled with mare magical ele-
ments than those in the Mani version. picturing drama.
courage, and chivalry, and distinguished by a clear bardic

: style. this work, the first of its kind from Africa for chikken. is
a valuable addition to collections of heroic literature.

sr. Courlander, fIarod, and George Hersog.
Tnt CM/4AM SWITCH, AND OTHER WIEST ArsucALAI smoun.
Drawings by Madyr Ler arastain. New York, Holt f :944
143P- PZ3.8.031 Co

Twentyieven stories taken primarily horn the Ashanti.
Mende, and Soninke peoples ot West Atka. The montane
ore varied, representing the how and why 'Wit% pnrabka,
trickster or Anansi taks. and dikmana and ironic stories, sack
as "Kassa. the Strong One":

Once among tie Mende people In the country known as
the Sudan there was a strong man named Kassa Kena
Genanins,

'I am a strong man.' he said. "the strongest nun alive:
and ria not afraid oi anything.'

"Africa IS Many Things" and notes on the stories provide
explanatory details, some:, and variants,

p. Couriander. Hamad. and Mbert Kaik Prempelt.
Tux NArSISASESSIC awes, map masa TAWMU um Goys
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COAST. Illustrated by Enrico Arno. New York, Harcourt.
Brace (to,syl ts p. PZ&i .01 Hat

From the Ashanti pnk of Ghana come these at "Ananse .
sem' stories, half 04 them with Anansi the Spider as hero or
antffiero. Compilmi by a folklorist with the assistance of a
West African, the colkction bas an introduction describing
the Ashanti civilisation, as well as concluding notes on the
stories. Here. Mr. Courlander describes Ananars role as wick.
ster hero, his place in Ashanti aociety, and the human and
animal worlds in which the stories take place. He also names
Anansrs West Indian and South American counterparts:
"Aunt Nancy," "Sister Nancy; "Book'," and "Ti.kfalice."
Finally, he comments ea each story, supplying backgrotmd
information, variants, and such published sources as Capt.
Robert S. Rattrayt: Akers-dshanti Folk-Tales (item 4o) and
Allan W. Cardinalrs Tales rad in Togoiand (tem as).

5 Coutlander. Harold, and Ezekiel A, Eshugbayi, romps.
Otzma nit istorrat. AND mama VALLS moss Nateua. Ihliii
crated by Enrico Arno. New York. Hartman. &ate Ia
World log6111 153 p. IMS.s.CS 01

A Western Nigerian coilettion of Yoruba tales, also containing
several from the, Rao and Hausa. A. number. present ijapa the.
Tortoise. a Yoruba trickster akin to Anansi the Spider and
Bre Terrapin. Other types include the legend, or iron, the
ovation myth, and the how and why story.

In a final section of notes on the uorks, the lolklorist4nathor
discussesthe dual role of ljupa in Yoruba society as "a kind of
yardstitk aping *hi& human behavior. human loadnat and
moral strewth are amused" and also as "a projection a ea
force against which mankhal must contend. sometisses win-
ning. sometimes losing." Thus ljapa appears not only in tales
but also in sayings, songs and such pmverbs as 'Though
litapa has a° kV' cas the Wowed* he has wisdom in his bead.
A son who is deficient In one quake, may be strong in

another.)" Yoruba legends and creation myths an she dis-
cussed.

Additiossal material on sources and counterparts is found iss
nostes for the individual stories.
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Fraser. Minneapolis. T. S. Denison [ 9601 44 P.
G Reso.L.5C7

The author states that in his translation he has not deviated
from the original of these stories in plot. thought, and purpose
and that he has used conventional and colloquial English to
retain the mood and flavor of the original tales. The Honor-
able Oscar S. Norman. in s 96o wlvn he was Assistant Secretary
of the Interior of Liberia. in charge of the Department of
Folkways. said that ". . . the authors have pmerved the
spirit and the thought purpose in the original as nearly as is
possible to literature manderred to another language.'

The rhythmic narratives deal with such themes as childless-
ness, uneelkshness, beauty. friendship. arrogance, and greed.
Each has a moral, sometimes stated at the opening of a story
as in "The Handsome Young Man": "Too much beauty has
often become an inconvenience to the man or woman who
possesses it. And this is what this story is about." "The Great
Pace" n a variant of "The Hare and the Tortoise," except
that here a deer sullen the consequences of pride. The well-
known tricksters--Tortoise. Spider, and Cunning Rabbit
enter a number of the tales.

Incorporated songs and soh charcoal drawings give variety
to the pages and add to the general attractiveness of the
volume.

55. Dorliae, Peter G.
ANIMAL, MOVAIII Milt DA LtOPAIAN APIO OMAN War
AiltiCAN IMAM Illustrated by & Irvin Waugh* Indian.
apoUsBobbsMarill[u7oMp. i.D746 An

The so stories and proverbs in this slim volume were selected
and tramlated by a paramount chief of the Yarwin.
Mehnsonoh Chiefdom. Lower Nimba County, Liberia. The
narratives, all but two about mianals, are occasionally eatthy
and didactic in tone: "Tofo learned that we must reap what
we sow. ruFo now lungs while ants struggle to reach him'
A few are about two well-known trickster% Spider and Turtle.
'The Manley aml the Snail' is a variant of "Ilse flare and
the Tortoise- niite Oppose President Stomach"a tale el the
tebellion of the Flirts of the body against the rule of President
Ssomachtepresents a type of story less familiar to western
culture.

Appended are "Some Proverbs":

If a dog is praised for hunting. he is lady to hunt for
levant (Too much praising nukes some people try ba
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do things beyond their abilities.)

Spirited woodcuts by a Nigerian artist evoke the African
scene and village life.

56. Fuja, Abayomi, comp.
FOURTEEN HUNDRED COWRIES, AND OTHER AFRICAN TALES.
With an introduction by Anne Pellowski. Illustrated by
Ademola Olugebefola. New York, Lothrop. Lee & Shepard
Cc [19721 256 p. GR360.Y6FS 1971

Animal tales and Afirchen make up the Yoruba stories in this
fresh Nigaian collection. Many originate in the "Country of
the Animals," where beasts enact the roles of men and, on
occasion have encounters with humans; some are etiological;
others point a moral: "If you have a friend do not try to fight
him even if you think you know his secrets.' Beginnings such
as "There was a time when no rain fell upon the earth and
the aops did not grow. . ." and "Once, many years ago, there
was a great famine in the Country of the Animals . . ."
reflect the ever constant threat of drought and starvation. The
narratives are seasoned with songs like this:

Oluweri Oluweri, Goddess of the River,
I have now returned with eyes of silver and hair
like stars. -

Oh, if k be that my husband is dead.
Let the face of the river run blood red,
Or if my husband yet lives, let him come to the

surface,
There he will behold his loved one they sent

cruelly away.

Mr. Olugebefolis ink drawings in strong line enhance the
African character and attractiveness of the volunse,

57. Guillot. Rene.
Annear( tom ram Selected and translated by Gwen
Marsh. Illustrated by William Papas. New York. F. Watts
tsg65 c15641 i6op GR550.GS 1965

A selection of *3 stories freely translated from Guilloes La
iikAe moire, Le Drowse es 11 a Me, Alta pays des bites, and
Nouveaux mates d'Afrigae, all of whkh had been produced
by the author. a French schoolteacher. during the to years he
rived in West Africa. They convey little if any of the original
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African style. Only names and species of animals and birds
suggest their background. However, a number of plots art
unusual. "The "Do-Good' Genie,:' about a leper who en-
countaed a genie in the form of the firebird and was cured on
condition that he guard the bird's eggs ends less conclusively
than most African taboo tales, since the violation of trust here
is nOt followed by the tepees restoration to his former condi-
tion." No sources are cited.

William Papas' effective ink drawings

Guirma. Frederic,.
TALES Or Moosso: Annus noun most Um* Voss&
New York. Macmillan ts 9711 113 p. illus. G146o.M65G8

Eight tales from the Mossi people are presented to young
readers much as the author. a member of the Upper



Volta delegadon to the United Nations, heard them as a boy.
A foreword by Prof. Elliott P. Skinner, of Columbia Univer-
sity, notes that these stories are "published here for the first
time in any lauguage."

The colleition consists of one kibare, or myth, and seven
soalente or fairytales, only two of the latter being animal
stories. The kibere tells of Naba Zid-Wende, the -Ther who
reign over the Kingdom of Everlasting Truth and created the
earth and all that dwell therein. In its account of the efforts
of Wink% a magician, and his friend, Tanga, to rescue their
famines from slavery, "Maec and Friendship- contains certain
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elements common to the European "Master and His Pupil."
The stories are fresh and reflect the customs and traditions of
the Mossi peoples and their attitude towards age and au-
thority. African names and words have been retained. A
glossary translates 64 words and expressions from the More
(Mossi) language. The author's black-and-white drawings
complement the text.

Guirma has also published in picture-book form the folk
tale Princess of the Full Moon ([New York] Macmillan
[1969. c1970] PZ8.1.6949 Pr), translated from the French by
John Garrett.

59. Jab low, Alta.
GASSIRE'S LUTE; A WEST AFRICAN EPIC. Translated and
adapted by Alta Jab low. Illustrated by Leo and Diane
Dillon. New York, Dutton [1971] 47 p. P28.3..1125 Gas

Four times
Wagadu rm,e.
A great city, gleaming in the light of day,

Four times
Wagadu fell.
And disappeared from human sight.

Once through vanity.
Once through dishonesty.
Once through greed.
Once through discord. . . .

Here we have a poetic rendition of "a legend from the Sudan
of West Africa, which is, in its present form, at least as old as
the seventeenth century.- In her introduction the author
notes that the legend is one of the few surviving pieces of the
still earlier and greater epic, the Dausi. "Most of the Dausi
has been lost . . . but it was originally a long, continuous
epic that chronicled the legendary history of the Soninke

. [and] the rise and fall of their city-state, Wagadu."
The poem tells of Gassire, a warrior prince of the ruling

family who renounces his noble birth to become the first bard
of the Soninke people, and of the fall of the first Wagadu.

6o. Okeke, Uche.
TALES OF LAND OF DEATH: Icao FOLKTAW, as told and
illustrated by Uche Okeke. Garden City, N.Y., Zenith
Books, 1971. 114 p. P28.1.04



Forty traditional Igbo tales, representing Iro, the spoken
narrative, Ita, the sung. and Iro/Ita, a combination of both.
The author states in his introduction that these "serve as a
means of instructing and entertaining the audience." A domi-
nant theme is man's relationship with the seen and unseen
world. Many of the narratives have animals, such as Mbe the
Tortoise, a stock hero, enacting the roles of human beings.

Riddles are included.
Somber brush paintings complement the mood of the text.

61. Robinson, Adjai.
SINGING TALES OF AFRICA. Illustrated by Christine Price.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons [1974] 8o p. M183o.A2R6

Seven Miirchcn and animal stories are prefaced with a short
introduction that describes African storytelling, pointing to
the song within the tale, the "action" story which "tells itself

. in song and bodily motion," and audience participation. Each
story, preceded by the words of its song and melody lines of
music, was told to the author by his mother and grandmother
When he was a child. Tivo of them, in which huts have rocims
and Bra Spider wears a top hat and tuxedo, reflect a changing
world. Animal heroes_ include Tortoise, Spider, and Baboon;
other important characters are man-eating giants and ,genii.
The didacticism, usually so strong in African tales, has been
softened here. Notes explain the meaning of the tales.

Eikcifie-fiill:jiake-WOoiteiftrand -stna I ler-decoration

62. Sidahome, Joseph E.
STORIES OF THE BENIN EMPIRE. School ed. Ibadan, Oxford
University Press, 1967. 132 p. illus.. P74.S567 St

Nine traditional tales from the Edo people as told to the
author by various storytellers and put into English for use in
a reader or text for students of English. They lack flavor and
dramatic impact because explanatory material worked into
the texts, often in the form of conversation, impedes the
narrative flow, and the prose is pedestrian. However, there is
interest for the researcher in the characters and plotsorphan
boys, extraordinary children, magic, secret societies, and old
women endowed with mysterious powersand the picture
provided of life under the Obas in the old Benin empire.

63. Sturton, Hugh.
ZoNto, THE RABBIT; [tales] Drawings by Peter. Warner.
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New Vogt. Atheneum_ astfifi. lag p P27.59.p3 Zo

The pubbsker's sore at she end el this collection Jest:rabies
Zama as ""a dinerpanabk but authemk thwarter of African
forklare _ fertioj iiial1y carne from Hassuland, in what
is moor Northern Nigeria.- It states further that bike literal
gransimians me mast and mean! encrass -bloody:" the author
-fors k* *wiled in tracmding the less mumthe bermes mad
aricarding their puts to Zama- modifying some of the plots,
and supplying some of the missing scribal ambroidery.- Thus
Zoono stands forth au a less marlitions and isurrupolons hero
than he does in the original storks.

"The Animals" Farm- prosides an example of the textual
alteration_ kir ordinarily it is the Hum (Rabbit, Niko is the
thief and taalftes an innocent dope to in slain- -Zooms Pays His
Delos- also shows a dunge. for tonally the creditors are eaten
by WW1 tmiliters email there is meow left hat the triumphant.
wirled liar or debar uktise4 In his fluid and colkaquilil
seffing. Stumm Laps to the present wow- thos -suggesting
tbe &mos of the original tsorytdkes langiost. w 'hich has bulk
411F no pat tense--

Zunis the Rabbit is sew a great oar for wort. fk will
tell pm that he likes using his head. apt his bands, but
the troth is ishot ankle he has to. he will not we either.
One day hiS wile tomes and MU taklit, ostiory o due
the can gormarl boo food, Zaino pots has Wed into bis
right pocket and a is mum. Then he trits his left
pullet and thar is empty, ton.
*Viso.- says kis wik. ao that*: how it is. is it/ Very well
n( utotoi y. no supper?

FriAlli "14A811) Pays His Debar

lispressive alua diwirier in fine Wire

fi.s. Wailer. Marion K.
Tits trousso. P41 rani IMO MUM NatealtiVII towstis.
Woralkuts by licks, Sint Now Vent. Parent( Magaribe
Rao falai) ass p. Mk .W t Dam

lim a short introilostkon the acidic/ mum 'An tliC Wes kr this
collortion weir cold by Olawak bkwa a yoring Nigeriau
nadrin in an Asocramo tolirsc. lonessmor for Stow nod
to *kw tier swim Ow AV pars at his hanicsige.- She
ckstrilbes rumyrulting, the tid s* boursda. otot the story ittrig

*such 4 filary wad a sossural prrforatoote 2* a eery, be-
come thc storyirdter really homoscs a son oll the wiry, hoits'
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in% soup& and gestures. oaks; out what happens. singing the
sougs the tharacters sing, prostratio. g hiroself same some
ratigOr know is the tale must humble himself bekre a
superior--

The storiei . expanded so ;include 4:1Tbm:odours of animus.
reseal the moral code mod salines of the Yoruba. Thus @hey
show that tricksters pay at last kr their wiliness. an oterizond
Lig Wormers that Gal is more powerful dam be, and a poor
man learns abe minks of si&21g a tahooc

-Co us the groom door." said the Ling, his %nice low now.
and sorrosifsd. -Take your Iragiad delbCS and your
bum& of wood. It is not edam peoples gatd wishes
whkh can make you happy. but your own destiny. Sell
your wood. same wort is the awe for poserty. But know
this, nay fries& your misionmse isnot the fault ofAdam."

lyapo mote. He walked on his hare feet put the fine
shoes be had low., rot the handsome robe be had Bun
aside. so the green dom. Opening it. be put on bit ragged
dothes. whkla slaretly cosered his same figure. men
the bundle of wood to his shoulders. he walked out of the
cool palace into the dust and heat of tbe mate *Wood!
Wood for sakr be caned. "Woo& Good. !good Lu, sakr
Bin no matter how many times he cried his '"Wood for
sailer there was ma lorsger a mention pf Adam

From It's Alt A* fay* fi Mare
Thyme a the taks hale appeared elseforhWel 4 tts'IS'1>it iSir

aar (The Instroctor °swayer *05) ats fr1,4c Ihst-

Ashamed To Be Seen% 'les AB Ow NA( MiOttgr
(notoopeit Dottelets Megezioe foe L4* 01,fitoro,, 4":!cco-i4ii4r
rifss) as "Adans and the Woodrinter"tvinnai !tfffte X.(0.4141.*MtV
the Hind" (adapted from -The tiumitur la41, ?he MOO" is
ificwo's Merriam folk Tido. Mae 35)1

A glossary vuppiks adiracionial ilaorunartimnt ANOVilf c.1148VAlry.

names, and variants, e.g.. tlw Tar Baby likkroilE -Til*Papfuifivi
Eilm Tree°

Auras-the fultpage pktugeo and strip kilOgn*glairowe the
apprarame of the todime.
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we are going When, dun, shall we arrive there-
And the father instnscts his son as follows:
-What has gone into yoor head boy?
Art you mad. what has possessed you?
Do you think at drinkthogravyand-take-the-lowt-and-
put-it-into-the-prosisionbasket is as far as where we are
going to at thelowl-iscookedr
The boy gs4 the message thas hi.father wanted hits to
drink the ploy and then take the fowl and pet it into
the provisson basket.

66- Bishop. Herbert L.
A scum-now OF gagCOZA toworr. South African journal
of science. w. sg. Dec. ago= 365-400. QS5-55. `c. 19

Cycle stories about Nwainpfundla the Hare told for the
writer. a missionary, by Samuel kfabaa, -in his rush a great
warrior. a man of considerabk importance in his trilser The
short. tellable narratives have an appearing dramatic (parity
and subtle humor. 'The author-trandaux has endeavored to
be faithful to the originals. while commenting: 'it is, tus-
fostainatdy. impossible to reproduce the vivacity., the inter-
pretative gesture, the free use of'descriptive complensenss:
and dse very evident enjoyment of the stories shown by the
oartartor:* Other. and lets attractive, forms ot some el the taks
appeor in Rev. Henri paces The Me of South Alston*
Tribe (hens 75) and Ler Clients et lei rotates des Bo-Romp
(see note for item 75).

The cycle ita tollowed (p, 4414-413) 14 **A Selection of
liRonga Proverb*** c(4lected by the author from various
SOMOVS. A ray fewfor example. **When Waller it apik. it Can
no longer be gathered up--appear to be Clea parallels of
European proverbs.

67. Skti. Wittelin H. L and Lucy C. Lloyd.
Tux M4NTIF4 AM, taitson; &OMAN FOULLOOLE. Edited
by D. lileeL Illustrated with many reproductions of
Bushman drawings. Cape Town, T. M. Miller 11914)

p. Micro 21563 GR

The resclier, a 4,40ter 01 Dr. Sleek has. without manikin
name. gititrt tanks and coherence to al stories taken flow his
Specimens of Bushman Folklore (iitan 69). These revolve
around Mantis, an ideal "Susharaw."" and Irchies* the way be
rived 'over a century ago."' Mantis is idled wids contradktions.
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lie is the possessor of supernatural powers; he created the
moon and other heavenly bodies; he can bring people to rde-
At the same time he is often extremely foolish, or mischievous,
00mcierrst1y kind, and always very human.

Other characters in the narratives include Mantis' adopted
daughter Porcupine. daughter of the All-Devourer;
kwammang-a, called by Mantis -my sistm-'s son - . a mythi-
cal penon not identified with any animal but seer in the
rainboW-; Kwammang-a's two children. young Kwammanta
and young Ichneuman, a great talker who often upbraids his
grandfather Mantis for his foolishness. All these characters are
animals thane, they were once men and women of -the early
race-

68. Bleck, Wilhelm H.. L
REYNA= THE FOX VII SMYTH AFRICA; oat, Harrwror
FABLES AND TALES. Chiefly translated from original DIBII11-
6cripts in the library of - gr George Grey. London.
Trithner, i864. xxxi, j p. GR36o.H7B4

Here in a collection directed to "the general public- are 13
Jackal fable s. stnen tales about Sun and Moon, and other
narratives about Tortoise, Baboon. Lion. and Haul EArip. the
NAM:Up= sorcerer. A number of individual tales are followed
by variants; there are, for example. five versions of the coming

death, including one from the Zulu. A few -Songs of Praise-
have been included.

The author, a well-known 19thcentury German philologist
and one of the pioneer collectors of South African folklost,
notes in his preface that except for a few 'fight omissions and
alterations, necessary for English readers, the translation is
faithful to the original.

69. comp.
Srscntots or BUSHMAN souttoar.. Collected by the late
W. H. 1. Bkek and L. C. Llo,d; edited by the latter; with
an introduction by George McCall Theal. Translation
into English: illustrations; and appendix. Landon. G.
Allen, 131 IL 968 p. plates (pan col.), ports. (part col )

GR36o.B9B4

"The original Bushman text . . is printed side by side with
the English translation.-
A work consisting of native texts and their translations, de-
signed to assist those wishing to study the San hnguage. The



materials are divided into two categories: the first, Mythology,
Fables, Legends, and Poetry; the second, History (Natural
and Personal). A preface by Dr. Bleck% sister-in-law comments
on linguistic problems and also describes the narrator&

In his introduction George McCall Th=1 provides a little
of Khoisn history and an account of how the texts were col-
lected. The narratives, meticulously recorded and literally
translated, are fra*nentary and repetitious. Detailed footnotes
accompany the text&

7o. Brownlee, Frank.
LION AND JACKAI, WITH OTHER NATIVE FOLK. TALES FROM
SOUTH AFRICA- London, G. Allen & Unwin f1938 174 p.

R35o.B7

Twenty-nine stories cateworized as Animal Stories, Cannibal
Stories. Stories of Hlaka;yana. Stories of Fabulous Creature&
and Miscellaneous Stories. They have been set down faithfully
in wudils close to those in which they were related to the
author, who endeavoured to keep their original simplicity.
Appendis i consists of comment about the origin of the
stories. Here the author indicates that variants of -Lion and
Jackar and -Dove and Jackar are included in Week's
Reynard the Fox- in South Africa (item 68)- Appendix 2, The
Native's Mental horizon, discusses culture and society.

71. Callaway. Henry. Bp,
NCR:VERN TALES, TRADITIONS. AND HISTORIES OF THE &MS, IN
Tina OWN WORDS. With a translation into English, and
notes. v. I. Westpon, Conn., Negro Universities. Press
119701 375 Pr P1-8844-A2C3

Reprint of the i86 8 ed.

Issued in six parts, 0.4i4;-418, 14:11 hinganekwane,
nensumansumane,nezmdaha 7rabantu.

' No More published.

These thoroughly documented narrathes were recorded by
..an English medical missionary. first Bishop of Kalfraria. who
it considered to he "a hallowed name" in the history of Anglo-
African folklore (Richard Dorton. The British .Foiklorisis,; a

..11istory,' p. 353; see item 2) The author carefully indicates
.. the relationship* of these tales to those of Europe and else-
where. 'thus mating his- collection valuable to the student of
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comparative literature.
Among the stories is the "History of the Travels and Ad-

ventures of Uthlakanyana" ("a kind of Tom Thumb, the
Giant Killer"), whose malicious cunning is exerted on his
father, mother, and all whom he encounters. The story is
closely akin to the Xhosa tale -Hlakanyana" and also to
storks of Hare and jackaL Among the stories most likely to
appe,-.4 to children, if ackipte.d, are -Ukrombekcantsini." about
at. bay and aie" magica3iy born to a childless queen;
-Umkxakaza-wakogingwayo,- a princess carried off by a magi-
cal beast who -seem Iedi a moving land"; and -Umdhlubu
and the Frog.- about a princess who was rescued by a frog.
Another aurartive story, -Ubongopa-kamadhela7 about a
boy with magical skills aad his wonderful ox, has been retold
by Phyllis Savory in her Zulu Fireside Tala as -The Love of
Kevelinda" (see item 17).

Further discussion of Zulu folklore may be found in chapter
6 of Eileen Krige's The Social System of the Zulus (London.
Longmans, Green [19361 4.2o p. DT878.7.9K7). Here the
author provides additional insight into the story of Uhlakan-
yana (Uthbkanyana). the dwarf, very like a weasel in that he
is cunning and a "trouble to man; despised by his people
whom he constantly deceives. She also conunents on fantastic
animals like the Imbulu. on "foreign motifs," prevalent
themes. and types of Zulu nles.

7e. Clultelain Hili.
FOLK-TALES OF ANGOIA. FIFTY TALES, WITH KL-34150:NDU
TEVF, 13TEKAL ENGL/S0 TRANsl-ATION, txmouvanux, AND

NOTES. New York, Negro Universities Press 11969. c16941
315 p. maps. GR360A5C3 1969

Bibliography: p. 3 to.

A work intended to be a textbook for students of the .Ian.
guage. and comparative literature.. In preliminary matter.
which consists of an if.troductiot1 to the country, people, and
language, the author devotes a chapter to Afrialr. 4kk1re, 14.t
classification, and the werk of the. faran 19th-century . colkc--
tors.. Each genre is Jescrilsol in brief. ilte Author comments
on 'symbolism in die animal world: the elephant .expressing
wisdom and strength . the hyena brvi ..! force and stupidity. His
comparative notes indkate a4e rebtknship of blacit Amerkan
:folklore to the African int,rrAftican resemblances, and the
-influence of Partuguese and :Italian traditions..



The tales in this collection
tious" stories or Mai-chew) and

73. Honeij.. James A.
SOUTH AFRICAN FOLK TALES.
Pieria 113631 131 p.

Reprint of the iglu ed.
Bibliography: p. 148-151.

represent the nzi-soso Ma-
n:aka ("records of eventr).

New York. Negro Universities
GR35cLII3 1963

A collection of animal stories. cited among works considered"ks plus intportants" by Veronaa Görkgarady in herLittéraiure orate africaine (hem 3).Many of the tales appeared in pre-188o English collections;others are taken from Dutch sources: and a few are retoldfrom memory: ". . in all cases they are as nearly, Lae theoriginal at a translation from one tongue to another willallow." The majority come from the "Bushmen"; others are"perverted types . [which] have been taken over byHoutmots or Zulus." These latter reflect a European in-fluence. as in "The World's Reward:" a tale thollar to "TheBreme) Town Musicians."' In some. akin to stories of BrirRabbit or African Raz.. Jackal plays the role of chief pro.
A number of the tales appeared first under Hooeifs nimein American magazines, "but this is the lint time [two] that1 complete collection has appeared since Dr. Bleck publishedhis stories in 1864.7 The author has limited thecompilation toanimal stories and fables, excluding any with a mythologicalor religious significance. For some of the tales variants are ineluded.

74. Jacottet. Edouare and
T3E TREASURY OW PIA4174, IORE; now muctwas. Sn-arrolurk with a limn/ Eneish tratislation and notes, pub-lished under the dirertion of Jacoatt. v. . Marija.Basutoland (Sotals Africa). Ses..to Bowl. Depot: London.IL Paul, Trench, Trfihntr. 1908. tize;t1.

Micro t9977 Cit'A list of the most important books dealing with SouthAfrican or Bantu folk.lore, or to which reference is made indue notes": p. StS6,287.
in his introduction to this rich collection. the *labor, a
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French missionary, comments on a -*similarity of thought and
structure- in the folluale the world over, the work of other
collectors, and African folklore and its distribution_ Sotho
tales fall into three poupsMiirchen, the most numerous;
animal stories; and moral, or household, tales.. In speaking of
the animal stories. he notes the likeness of Hare. "the cunning
anima par esroeflence." to Fox in Europe and points out that
the role of Hare is taken by a human trickster, Uhlakanyana
(the weasel). in Zulu folklore_

Notes to the tales refer mainly to -Bantu" and South
African folktales.

Here is a part of "The Child With a Moon on His Breast":

It is said that there was a great chief called Bulane. He
had two wives. One of them had no children, but the
other had. The thief had a moon on his breast. One of
the wives was greatly loved by Bulane: she was the one
who had children. She used to torment the one who had
no children.

After a while, the childless one became pregnant The*
months went by, and the time arrived when she was con-
fined. No w. the wife who had children came to help her.
The woman gave birth to a child who had a moots on his
breast, The woman who acted as midwife took the child,
and threw him away under the pots in the hack part of
the hut. A mouse took him quickly. . . .

Another important work translated by the author from
Sotho into his native French is Conks populaires des Bas-
souros (dfrique du Sad) (Paris. E. Leroux. 1895. 292 p.
Collection de comes et chansons populaires, so. GR15.C.6, no.
20,

75. Junod, Henri A.
THE LIFE OF A SOUTH AFRICAN' MUNE. New Hyde Park,
N.Y., Ifni; ersity Books [196sj z v. illus., ports. map.

GN657.T5J82

A Swiss missionary's detailed study of the Thonga peoples of
Mozambique. First published in 19:2 and reissued in a revised
and enlarged edition lin 19:7, the present voltnne is COM-

plete reproduction" of that edition. Thenga social lifemiu
pastoms in relation to the individual, communal and national

described in volume 1. Volume 2 examines Thonga
'Mental and Spiritual Life, its Literature and Music. its
Religion. Magic and Morality." Pages 176-275 here concern
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the "three different styles- of folklore: proverbs and riddles,
poetry (lyric, epic, satiric, and ,the like), and tales. Discussed
in relation to the role they play in the life of the people, and
their literary, ethnographic, moral, and philosophical values,
the tales are classified as follows: animal folktales (stories of
Hare, Tortoise, and Small Toad as tricksters); ".. . stories in
which human beings, children, the miserable and despised,
triumph over their elders and those who hate them"; Ogre
tales; moral tales; tales based on "more or less historic" fact;
and foreign tales, "which have come from Moslem. Portuguese,
or F.iglish sources, but have been altered in a very curious
way thus affording interesting material for the study of the
Native mind." Texts of 11 narratil es are included.

More selections in- the above categories are to be found in
the author's Les Chants et les conies des Ba-Ronga de la bait
de Delagoa (Lausanne, Switzerland, C.- Bride! [18971 327 P-GR360.1-5J8).

76. Kidd, Dudley.
THE ESSEVTIAL KAFIR. With sixty-three full-page illustra-
tions from photographs by the author. Freeport, N.Y.,
Books for Libraries Press [1971] xiv, 435, p.

DT764.X6K5 1971
First published 1904."

BibliograPhy: p. 417"428-
Thirteen Xhosa narratives, with an appendix which dis-
cusses Heitsi-Eibib, a mythical hero of the "Hottentots" and
"Bushmen." The author also fists here so components from
which African storytellers have created their "thousands of
permutations and combinations," such as birds capable of
producing milk, empty huts (indicating cannibals), and ab-
normal births. Melodies for a few songs have been supplied.
Three of the stories may be found also in the author's book
for young readers, The Bull of the Kraal and the Heavenly
Maidens; a Tale of Black Children (item 28).

77.
SAVAGE CHILDHOOD; A STUDY OF KAFIR CHILDREN. New
York, Negro Universities Press [1969] xiv 314 p.
music GN482.K4 1969

Reprint of the 1906 ed.

64
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In this study of Xhosa childhood the writer has supplied a
selection of "surprise stories," or nursery tales, whkh are
literal translations of the narratives of the "natives" and thus
here retain their storytelling quality. The animal stories, a
number of which resemble those of the Zulu, indude a few of
the Brer Rabbit genre, while ,"The Lion and the Gazelle," as
the author points out, is -wonderfully similar in moral" to the
Persian "Camel and the Miller." Among others with a par-
ticular appeal for children are "How Skin-Sore Killed a
Cannibal," "The Man Who Hid His Honey," and "The Child
in the Drum."

78. Markowiu, Arthur.
WITH UPLIFTED TONGUE: STORIES, MYTHS AND FABLES OF
THE SOUTH AFRICAN BUSHMEN, TOLD IN THEIR MANNER..
Illustrated by Arthur Goldreich. [Johannesburg] Central
News Agency [1957:1 77 p. GR360.B9M37

A readable presentation of 35 narratives and poems, without
the "endless repetitions and dicrressions" inherent in the
"Bushman" style of narration. "The author has "restricted
himself to the Bushman vocabulary" and, by trying to avoid
"sacrificing too much of their elliptical style." has preserved
their primitive appeal. Thus the stories have a unity and
coherence lacking in scholarly translations by such eminent
authorities as Dr. Wilhelm Bleck.

A number of the stories"The Little Hare," "The Rebirth
of the Ostrich," "The Woman Who Was a Sister to Vultures,"
"The Thunderstorm," "How a Bad Girl Was Punished," "The
Young Man Who Was Carried Off by a Lion," and "When
Kagara and Chaunu Fight Each Other"have potential in-
terest for children.

79. Martin, Minnie.
BASUTOLAND; ITS LEGENDS AND CUSTOMS. NeW York, Negro
Universities Press [1969] 174 p. DT786.M3 1969

Reprint of the 1903 ed.

The author, wife of a government official, has included so
Sotho narratives in her short account of the history of Lesotho
(formerly Basutoland), beginning with the middle of the
18th century. They describe famine, a bird that eves milk,
cannibals, giants, and men turned into snakes.

The writer has also prepared a work for children, Tales of
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the African IVilds, 2d ed. (Cape Town, Maskew Miller [19691
93 p. PZ8.2.M35 Tal 3), which is marred by a coyness that
robs the material of its intrinsic appeaL

Postma. Minnie, comp.
TALEs most THE BASOTHO. Translated from Afrikaans by
Susie Mc Demi& Analytical notes, tale type and motif
indxes by John M. Vlack. Austin, Published for the
American Folklore Society by the University of Texas
Press [19741 xxv, in p. illus. (Publication of the Ameri-
can Folklore Society. Memoir series, v.. 59)

GR360.B3P613
Translation of Litsiimo.

Bibliography: p. r75-177.

-Good morning, mother of mine." Jackal greeted her.
"Yes. I greet you," she replied.
"Are you still livingr he asked, according to the correct
way in which one person greets another.
-Yes. I am still living. And you? Are you still living also?"
-Yes. I too am still living, Mother," he replied. And then
he asked, as the custom was, "Did you wake well this
morning?"

From "The Jackal and Hen"
Repetition of words. use of idiomatic phrases (-11:tr heart

was black" and "her heart did not want to Lie down-) , African
ideophones (tsoko, isoko, Isoko for the sound of the whirl-
wind) , and such distinctive endings as "Ke tsomo ka mathelho

this is a true tale of the Basotho people" impart au-
thenticity and color to these narratives and reflect something
of the style of the originals. The stories make a rich source for
the retellerabout animals, man-eaters. half-people. great
snakes, and monsters such as the nanabolele "who give off
light in the dark, as the moon and the stars give off light in
the dark."

In addition to motif and tale type:indexes, the appendix in-
cludes a listing of tale types under -Comparable African
Folk tales."

8t. Stayt. Hugh A.
THE BAVENDA. [London] F. Cass, 1968. xviii, 392 p. illus.,
map, music, plates (part Cold.) ports. (Cass library of
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African studies. General studies, no. 58)
GN657.B3S7 1968

Reprint o 1931 ed.

Bibliography: p. [377]-379.

Chapter 24 in this study of the Venda culture in South
Africa concerns folklore and includes 16 texts for animal
stories, Miirchen, and trickster tales. Some of them, such as
"The Chief With the Half-moon on His Chest," "How All the
Animals Got Their Color," and "How Animals Got Their
Tails." are clearly of interest to children.

Songs and their scores are provided for the first three tales,
illustrating how they are circulated among the people.

82. Theal, George M.
KAFFIR FOLK-LORE: A SELECTION FROM THE TRADITIONAL
TALES CURRENT AMONG THE pEOPLE LIVING ON THE EASTERN
BORDER OF THE CAPE COLONY, 1VITH COPIOUS EXPLANATORY
NOTES. Westport, Conn., Negro Universities Press [1970]
226 p. GR360.K2T3 1970

Reprint of the 1886 ed.

Tales collected by a former mission teacher and border mag-
istrate from the Xhosa people.

The introductory material provides insight into the Iife and
culture of the Xhosa: their relationship with the "Hottentots,"
customs, methods of government, physical appearance, lan-
guage, and religious beliefsin the Supreme Being called
Quamata and in an unseen world peopled by water sprites,
hobgoblins, and other malevolent spirits.

The tales represent only a small portion of Xhosa folklore.
Many are so constructed that they are "capable of almost
indefinite expansion . . . [since] parts of one can be made to
fit into parts of another, so as to form a new tale." Among the
selections are "The Story of Hlakanyana," "the little deceiver"
who resembles the European Tom Thumb in stature only;
"Story of the Wonderful, !1(YATAS," akin to "Billy Beg and His
Bull"; "Story of the awe' and "Story of Lion and Little
Jackal." A number of talt cootain song lyrics. A listing, with
explanation, of some ofithe mot common proverbs, "figurative
expressions," and ethnographic notes about individual stories
conclude the volume.

Most of these tales may be found in the next item.
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83.
THE YELLOW AND DARK-SKINNED, PEOPLE OF AFRICA SOUTH
OF THE ZAmsEsr. A description of the Bushmen, the
Hottentots, and particularly the Bantu, with 19 plates and
numerous folklore tales of these different people. New
York, Negro Universities Press [1969] xvi, 397 p. illus.,ports. DT737.T48 1969

Reprint of the 19ro ed.

Four chapters in this historical and ethnographical study of
the Khoisan (Bushmen" and "Hottentots') and Xhosa
peoples contain u-aditional tales. In the trickster stories Jackal,
or Little Jackal, is the animal antihero, and Hlakanyana
(Little Deceiver) is the human antihero. Other story types are
myths and fables. Tile "Bantu" stories have been taken from
the item above.
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PY3m.4ian. Au* 4ier . lt-Ibbit at the, Water notei,7 is akin
the Tar flaby

The stories are designed kw telling. "preferably from
usemory," The traditkusal African narr444se $tyle land
throughout has pteursed 41W' formula beginnings and Mai,
in s. original idioms, and rapetitions nt "now154."' And

WE'41,14, Aftkal4 mews. *ands. songs. and mask.
A foreword %applies the hat kground gor the stories and ex-

plains symbolic odes played by the animals. Intutictions for
the Sinirvdim. with a description of Afrkau storytaing. ate
also pros hied.

rise of the tales 'raw beets worded by Mr. Tracey on a
ph000disc entitled alfricao :Stories Told by Hugh Tracey
Prtsa IF fru. 1195,1 a i. to in. 33 a/3 rpm toktogmne,
Mask ot Akita snick no. g).





CENTIRAL AfOriCts

heard at their ben the tables mug be told by the old. halt-
naked Urban itomfoonsi through the smoke of a %Mar Iffre,
with tbe dui forest Arms am a background and to the ac-
onnpuniment of chirping akkets, the croaking of frogs in the
stream, and the distant all of the jackal and the hrna."

llon of the narratives tdl about anintah--Rablit, Bush-
hoifk. Leopard* Squirrel. Elephant. and Tortoise-4n human
toles. with a foil measure of human foibles. A number are
nickster tales. Othrs pouts out the consequences of greed .
jealousy, laciness, vanity. and rudeness. Some are parallds of
familiar stuties. Mkt Ducks and a Tortoise' (The
Talkathe Tottc.itiz' t "The Tortoise and the Keed.buck Run
a Rare" ("The Hate 'and the Tortoise"). and "The Friend-
ship ot the lIpp the Crorixlik and the Baboon" (The
Monkey and the Crocodile). Elements of "Ali Baba and the
)'orty Thieves" ate found in -The Rabbit Shows the Bush.
buck a Sew Way of Hunting.' "The Two Boxes.- ot more
mem sintage, amounts for differences between white omen
and black anew

Illustrated with mull, lively sketches in ink line.

91, Deuttett. L
Street 0.N nu tsitAisskt or The Floret (Filmes. Cotton).
With an introduction by Slaty 11. Kingsley, Landon,
Published ha the folk-tore :Society by 1011. Non. lint

-ansiL 16, Is- pima, Oichlicatimuc.,of the ,..Tolk-1.4ore.10......
4$) ,

Pethaps it may latrine you. So know hew a nor" is told,
Imagine, dna, a vUlage in a wane of grarehd paha teem

The hill woos it shining beightdy ovals I anall aused
Negrues seated maul a lite in An ottet spa is the Centre
of the village. One of then has jost told a nom and his
delighted attriktar demos& another. Thus he beginst

"Let ses see mother nary: let ny he ar
AR that thaw, mereli altsyr ,

"Let in Ice aft* he repeats,
And the" answer again: "Pnil awayr
Then the aseettellet onnatesscesa "Them w* Iva ,

istothm, the Snort Man and the Foot"
rilitittytst "IegoL" histarital, and "plaf steaks gaeseet4 1.1.1
the: asidisci. a *Wait maim who went a mother of sts
riving wish the riot In her innoduttion, Mary It tholey
destribet the Wed Atticato teem the- telothothip et the Wew
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studies 4fiwt co &dims I, Astain fl
African to the white misionary and trader. and the 'school
of fetish calkd Nkhsism" and devotes a few brief remarks to
African "native literature.

In the first two chapten the author discusses the Fjort be-
lief in Mira nsi, 'the mysterious spirit that dwells in the
earth." as well as charms, taboos, customs, legends, and the
manner of starytellit.g. Ills selection oi tales is varied and in-
cludes a Tar Raby version entitled "The Rabbit and the
Antelope." Songs Are ioterspersed throughout the text.

Additional information about Neambi. "the Spirit of the
Earth or Old Mother Eanit." Maoism. ktishes, and songs is
pros kkd in the appendixes. Latin is emplord in the tranda-
don of int elicate passages.

oo. Doke. element M.
LOMA E01A-110.1F- New Voris. Anserkass Folk-Lure So-
tiny. G. E. Stechett. Agents. son. ati ans),
(Memoin of she Ametkan Folk-Lore Society. to)

GRi.AS. v. to
4

Lambs texts and English trandations.

A vam collection of tales. *phonons, riddles, and songs from
Northern Rhoulealz and the Congo basin. Introduciog them.

-thortaither-discasses tehtianslaist ihe stork* aid "the--
songs riddles, and proverbs, noting

. that the first often 'ma
plily or elucidate the ethers Re speaks of the "fundamentar
tale. Le.. stoties in which plots art almost identind although
setting* and characters may be different. Further, be onaminds
on storytelling and his arrangeusent here of four groups of
iteri ec. anitalai tales (chiefly Atom Mr. Litde-Ilite. "the mast
own* ot AU the &ulna}, [who outwits all euept the
Turtraite stories el village life (attenuates tit the lank tit
inleors1 chiefs, and greedy paten* fairytales (beautiful
princess's and labolotts wealthboth of *hill disappear
when a seam is violated); and ogres and rialltellx, lk inctodes
so "cluirit-- unties. or 'prose stories with songs, which are
'mostly itched
beng

by the women and the igith, the stne pasts
i domed.'
The volume ei a voirte for the researcher and tetellet, al

thong* ism& at dee material is WU for dsilthess
The soar. presserhst. and riddles ate arranged alplusbeti-

tally; all. stories imitated. ere unsubeted



Knappert. Jan.
Mans Sc LEGS:NOS or rut CONGO. Nairobi, Heinemann
Falucational 'looks [ma) zh saS p. (African writers
series, S3) GRewk.C6X6 s97

Sekctions from the history orad literature, and traditions of
to peoples are arranged in thapaers. Prefatory interpretations
are supplied when necessary. The author nests the lack of
knowledge of the mythology of many peoples in the Congo
basin, storytelling styles, and his own method of resonation:
"A straight translation of . these tales, either from the
original language- or from the Flemish (or occasionally
French) as Osen in a journal or karned work, has not been
r . It has therefore been thought that readen who

, interested in folk-kire and mythology . . would appre-
ciate the naaterial better 4 it were rearranged to some extent,
What was implied in the narrathv has been made explkis,
what was taken for granted has been explained, Obscure
passages have been interpreted.'

The takt and kgendstonse erotic or earthydeal with
snakes. hind spirits, the underworld. witchcraft, old hags who
remove their mow and kgs and roll after their victim s. and
cannibalism Minsals play human roles in mull instances.

A useful source for the scholar.

insist 'svaasrac stouts, New
York. C. Scribner's. Sons, silo, stg p. flu.. GR3so.S6

The eapkwerouthor has selected au eavaleiie tales. "the
choicest and Matra curious of those that were related to
pita) during seventeen years and idlakh have not been
hitherto published in any of sui books of travel." They Include
a myth.. "live Creation of Mae; a legend, 'How Kirayera
&came Kist of Uganda': a story of a woman who survived
alone in the busk The Quern of the Puor: as well aat "The.
Story of the Prime Who loshted on Possessing ale mode am*
a number of animal stories. These hate been tendered in a
styk akin to that of Henry Schookralt in his colkctiont ot
American hitints love;

Now opt* loot card A hinge and sooraempesed elephant
went aid wandered ini the forest. Hillside was 'lack fe
Wu* wit istit-T roots and secntlent reeds, hut bit head ,

ass fon of dart thoughts tit a godly is harl of Wood.
looked this way and that.: he observed a Twang Kin allot?



Sifidiet wad Coneaions for Adults

at the foot of a tree. He regarded him for a while, then,
as he was in a wicked mood, it came to him that he might
as well kill the lion, and he accordingly rushed forward
and impaled him with his tusk& He then lifted the body
with his trunk, swung it about, and dashed it against the
tree, and afterwards kneeled on it until it became as
shapeless as a crushed ballana pulp. He then laughed and

"Hai hal This Is a pt001 that I ant strong. I have
killed a lion, and people wilt say proud things of me, and
will wonder at my strength."

From "The Elepharit and the Lion"

Torrend, J., (MN).
Snail. INS OF BANTU FOLII-IAIRE FROM NORTHERN RHO.
DES1A. Texts (collected with the help of the phonograph)
and !English translations by J. Torrend. New York, Negro
Universities POOR [11059I 187 p. map. P1.8o25.1-6 10o

Reprint Of the tors ed.

It ransists of es contqabler, each in their original liuttruage,
accompanied by English translation and mates.
, Some of the Wes arse allegories," Asn Calling 'You Loud"
4beiut a crocoade who lures piling girls ox their deaths--
was used as a warning against the kidnaper who enticed
young girls away, only to sell thiem :in the slue market. Other .

0--lales-relate-to-punistintentelortutiraitneraCtitinderisri-7-*
wife or a child by a hushand or a father. After death the
victim takes the shape of 2 little bird and enposes the criminaL
A Pygmalion type of story tells of a man who made * beautiful
wife from a IshwIt ot wood only to have ber stolen.

Father Torrend points out that in many anima tales the
aeatures are treated as if they were people, and the people- as
animals. He notes that the mysterious little old women who
appear are like fairies.. workers of either gond or ill. "Every
tale . . is a lesson, it may be of a *principk of law, ot ot
civilited manners. . . or esen of religious dogma, as in our.
tale !Nyseyandr: but a lesson it is, though generally hidden
under a legendary or an allegorical form which rubs off any-
thing in the shape bi personal applkation and irritation.'



The tales in this collection, as the author notes in his preface,
were recorded in villages and later translated "with the help of
translators in Lusaka." Since the originals were lost during
Zambia's struggles for independence, the texts have been re-
constructed from "the stray translation" to stimulate an in-
terest in traditional lore and storytelling. Here are creation
stories, how and wiry stories, hunting stories, and Marc/ten.
In "The Spear Brought Fire." fire is brought to the earth from
the underworld by a carpenter who journeyed there to re-
trieve the spear of his blacksmith brother. "The Hare and the
Tortoise" appears as "Thus Failed the Rhinoceros." In two
trickster stories, "Plight of Nfight- and "Use of Brain," Hare
succeeds where mighty ones have failed, thus winning a chief's
daughter. "The Bell Bewildered the Lion" resembles "Belling
the CAL" In spite of stark and sometimes awkward presenta-
tion, the tales are of interest for their plots.

98. Weeks, John H.
CONGO LIVE A.Nti FOLKLORE; PART I LIFE ON THE CONGO 'AS
DESCRIBED BY A BRASS RODI PART 114 THIRTY-THREE *ATIVE
STORIES AS TOW ROCNO THE EVENING FIRES. LOUdal, Re-
ligious Tract Society, :9: r. xxii, 468 p. iflus.. plams. port.

ter4P.W4

to in clearly before the reader
the ingrained prejudices, the curious views, the trementrails
and all-periading superstitions, and the mighty forces that
have been arrayed against the introduction of Christianity."

In his inns:sanction to the seoond part, Weeks points out
that "there is, iS a rule, this marked difference [between
isarrathes told in the Upper Congo and those told in the
Lower Congo]: . The former are explanatory of habits
and customs, and tise latter contain the wit, the wisdom and
the moral teaching .sif many generations." The tales here come
from the: Lower Congo, written down for the author by
teathers and students in a mission sdnnol. thus they "are
genuinely native in plot. situation. explanation and 'teaching:
and. wherever possible, in idiOm also.'

Most of the stories are about anhuals enacting the role of
hamar", with small animals (the gazelle, the stiwirrel, and the
frog) snugly overturning larger ones. Sintibrities to the. Bre,
Rabbit stories are noted. In addition Oen ate some '."pozzlie"
or dilemma storiesthose which end in questions about who
his the greatest skill. A few, like "The Son Who Triedi To



Outwit His Father," are humorous and would appeal to
children. The familiar tutof-war story is here as "How the
Sparrow Set ghe Elephant and the Crocodile TO Against
Each Other:" A Tar Baby variant appears in ''The Leopard
Sticks to the Nikondi.h

Four- other--an imal -stories-ale -included in -chapter-
"Native Xinusements,4 in the author's Among the Primkive
Bakongafd Record of Thirty Years Vase lntercousse With
the Bakongo and Other Tribes of Eqvatorial Africa, With a
Descrip(ion of Their ilebith Customs 6- Religious Beliefs
(New York, Negro Universities Press f1969] p.
DT65o.W35 sg69), a work which "aims at giving a reflection of
the Lower Congo natives mintl."

COLLECTIONS FOR CHILDREN

99, Chadwick. Mara L. P., and Louise Lamprey.
THE Am MArt; smuts rims/ THE Casco. Illustrated by,
Rollin Crampton. Yonkers-on-Hudson XX., World Rook
Co., t9a I. 170 PZ9.Css Al

Eleven village tales interwoven, with a day-to-day account of
the arrisities of a Congolese boy and girl, Mpoko and Nktinda.

. .



CENTRAL AFRICA

Told at night. by the Alo Man, a wandering storyteller, they
are chiefly ;3bout animals. A few explain animal relationships;
others coin/tient on human behavior through the activities of
animals. "The String of Beads,- which tells of a youngest
sister endangered by a giant because of her sisters' jealousy, is
a most appealing fairytale.

ton "Cobble. Alice D.
WEMISI, THE SINGER or STHRIES. Illustrated by Doris Haifa&
St. Louis, Bethany Press [1959J 128 p. PZ8A.C628 We

In her foreword the author comments: "Though these African
fables are *sung' here . . by only one man, . they were
really told and retold to us by countless numbers of Africans.
Some were told patiently, sentence by sentence, at a time when
we were not too familiar with their speech; later, others were
brought in by a few of the -A-Aents who heard that we were
interested: still others were recounted to my Imband as he
spent many, many Tong esvnings out in the villagea, far away
from chilintion." She notes further that no two narnttors told
"the same story the same way" and that she has selected those
which are "the most African in their narrating:" However, the
25 tales, framed in a village setting where an old man tells
then to children so that they may take them to their teacher
At the mission school, have been "englished," becoming too
"rdy: Mr*.

You all know what an Antelope is. Such a fine creature
of the forest! So dainty! Such slender kgs! Such beautiful
eyes! All the animalS itt the forest think the Antelope is
one of the loveliestt:Ibimgs in the world.

.(ine of us forget *hat a Spider looks like. He is very
ugly, with his eight legs and his funny body. None of us
like the Spider....

From "The Antelope and t4e Spade'

A description of a village activity precedes eackmory, oc-
casionally revealing the impact of changing times, tti6en tradi-
tional ways. Most are ,,ently didactic. They include i dilemma
tale and a number of trkkster storks with Tortoise as hero.
The familiar "Tug of War" appears as "The Turtle, the
Hippo, and the. Elephant.7 There is local color in African
gxprevtions and such proverbs as "*Tatobeitake mpoke ea
ions ntf .',elcderti'mpoke e'iteyoke (which means: Don't throw
aw:y the old used poc7which you Onowfor a new one
which you don't know)."
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sot- Holladay. Virginia.
BANTU TALES. Editetl by Louise Crane._ yoodems, b

Vikitig-Preii-(197o1 95 p.
PiA1-H743

Nineteen iesumuinu (tales) from the BaIuba and Lulltal peo,
pies written down in English for the author, a missionary
teacher, by her American pupils who %%tat children of mis-
sionaries. Representing Mirchen, animal stories, and stories
of everyday life, they tell of the forest; hunters; chiefs;
Tshiltashi Tshiku/u the old woman ot the forest, sometimes
kind, sometimes not; cannibals; little people; and a-seven-
headed giant. Kabuluku the Antelope and Nkashatna the
Leopard ate important among the animals in the stories.
songs. African names (a pronunciation guRtt is appended),
and expressions such as -they caught friendsbipr add to.the
flavor of the texts. Familiar themes include a child imprisoned
in a drum ("The Cannibal's Drum-), the outwitting of the
strong by the weak rThe Leopard and the Antelope'), and,
in °The Worthless Man of Pascal," the consoreores of
violating a taboo:



CENTRAL AIRICA

There It'as wine a wan who 2Itat* pgatiK dsat be WaS the
talk of atli the tillage He had no wile. no dialdrto,
house rtoa manioc fields. not eta= a L. He had only a
ISttle lobo cloth made of rat skins towed together. and a
pot of %he, node from sap that he had gathered its the
forest cos make bird traps, Esrey day he ttould go iS260 the
goer% mud iatch 2 kW birds or Tags that htiltIget
not LANs; too hard. He was very happy whOe he Ilia* io the
forest, but he had so return to the salage to cook his
swat. No "comer would he enter the itbgr than all the
thildrea would ,ronse to meet hint damning and jitionleing
throwing clods of din at him and shooting his name-with
ninth laughter.

"*Ttlailandakutat wa &hawk. Lento Ina Startotha.
Toseha tw Nyiena Toseho to Skala. Tdrilanda wa
Ihsheit.- For that was the mane 4 reproatit the village
had given hint, and it torsos ^1.i'Orthiess gait of Paserty
'Who Has Ckely PDX a Glue. and Itat skins so 'Wear Fore
and Aft?

Mateo Negrra striking woodiuts add to the attranitemess of
the work

0.4.- Lamont Maid. coop
Toes Nto. Manned hy Janie* LAW*, AffiC410

. Visiumbitirb rA9,691 , (Mikan reaches Mazer
OW 47) 614604V70400

Twche atsthaal *nodes and Afirchew how (10114'700a tones:tell
Miry sasendiets ot the Nto Histotical Society. rise.. "adds rtsohe
around a wily trickster. Wartytto the ittmeatet, ommthlie tak*
told about Hate. Spitlet. Red Tortoise Others eal of mai
wonders 311 talking hit& an ogress. and a want "frit
lEpsatnit the *at Nsutter," a torrouhatise tale allots a Loy mad
his series of "thaw* of tionestiotts, MM. &MO others of
din wae in that the lad ends up troeptyliandok

"Idy goats aml <bit/end The presents the pea* pee oat
whets I takholt them 111414 the oarpte; the .totpte lehith
the ninentscrs gate tne when Ow, hoot Nry. skin on their
*wow the Itiort the hooters pike roe wheo they Ott all OW
fooloo: Use &oho the badopeoinders pie toe whoa they

Any hint% the Weds *Nth the Hamm gave tog
when they wad all only ternaktes; tho trrInitel the diger*
vie toe when they Wedeln, hoe; the hoe my be* it*.YR



Coltereierrf for Children 79

tee when he lost niy rat; the rat which I Ind troubk.
cats:him& Now again I hate nothing. All thia aratelling!
Alt ihis work! I an 4

Although explanators devils worked into the narratives
have robbed them of their storltelling qualities, the tales lute
potential appeal for children.

to3,, Savory, Phyllis;
Casco rtster tatss Ilhestrated b _Won Tedford.

ts irork,. Hastings House 1196;1 .814 p (Her Ftreside
tales series). GII.363.4064

In a predatory nose the author provides a desniption (4 the
tale s. their equatorial seeing and theit folklose ingredienn.
She suet, no sources bon takes rare to point ow the toms-
blamer al Hare to Beer Rabbit and oi -The Tale of Uten-6,,,

. Ihrake the Little Slave Girl- to Cinderella and explains :he
dement of cannibalises so Emquently erscounteved in this- &OA-
lore. She tonelndes: uildy tales are want .universal =jet
=est by both adults and children; hence I hate tried to keep
the horror element down but not us the point where the tales
lose their inuinsk African character:* Anew:daft of this son
of editiog. vpilloacti in -Thc Hate and the Revallesdkr
hts4f41411 of the innocent dopes being killed, he is 'lents and
drivels foam the Village

5i.c of the 14 'Wes have as their hero Kabala, the Itawf, who
A sunning, t4seropulous, muischil-kwing nit s.,ver:

The hart pretended to be dead until be thou,* that
they had lawmen all about hatk. 'Mon, gradually and .

silenth he crept to the edge of the forest. Once out of
danger lat shouted. -Vou tant catch roe or kill tre either-
Did you reslk think that I .was &at% Feehdt Obeli?'And

einstiAleti grew fainter And Witte, 'as he was lout to light
in the lorest.

"The Lyon and Ow Robin- rewrnshles the fable of the saint
and the 1114501Se ill the klatch book of the Hitopadesa:
-Shaskalekk the Talking.Skulr parallth 'IlseTalking stair
ist CottatatotSret Tremkioes Pot of Sense Ow$.015). Tit r
Mazinits* Writ% WO of ova %lentos:: a lion who ran change
WOO 4. Sank golden birth. and Atakanote, the helpful praying
monis. The stories . Wit born 'englishod"; however, their
varied plots noir 'Lent appealing,

The wdi-dtsigottl volume has toasty lively ink drawing'.
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East Africa

Is this area are the Sudan. Ethiopia. itaada. Staim. Somalia.
Tanzania, and the Ma lagaly Repoitik.

Along the East Coast a partintlarly heavy Muslim iniineoce
its found in SwahEN yaks. ram* the impact of Asian.,
Middle Easters). and European *Mores Inhad appear
animal and trickster stories ahem Hare. Spider, and nligiC
(au Ethiopian Tom Thambi stosies of everyday Lk. mid
Marche*, may of thaw Anal *gm

STUDIES AND COLLECTIONS FOR ADULTS

tat. Beech, Mervyn W. H,
Tan Sea; TIMM LAISMAGE AND rolmone. Wiik an intro-
duction by rex 1:14sIes Eliot. New Yart Negro thriven&
ties Prat ft900) man p. illus.. maps

GN65158114 1969

Reprint cht a ed.

A 1101411n 111,04 Mating frOtth Inn.raiptions suade when
she Amami was acting thscrits 024/044441011ef a Danny" Ease
African Proteculate (Later ltesolli). The fan part "a
siatchy sad bsconapkce" surrey et theonion* ot die Sok awl
the aseand and Ismer pan, a guide to the bovAr. Teats at
is animj l. tales sad r mamba et ridteta are rewkwil "at
manly as panilder in Ewa, assedaion and icidncie a wa4 Asa
et "The Hare and she Tenoise" ('itt; Tanabe *old Mr,
Hare). The Ample rates are tonely toid and he. 44,treta. A
ationacr. midi as 'kepi 4134 Goots" "The Leoprsi tad the
Goat.' 'Why Same Aniasais Swam Danmenk," and °Why
the Leopard Walks by Night.,* are how and why aeries;
&heft ash as "Ithinontras and she games *ere teach a
know-in this caar. "So you Mr haW * *tie insect cao get ate
timer at a tarp sad powerful bens."
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105. Cassel°. C
Encl.-re r.At..es. African studies, v zz, Mar.--Sepc. ISGZ;
1-15, 123-335: v. oz. Mar.-Sept. i953:: to-st. 62-v,, 122-
131. DT231.A4. iv-it

Thirty tales from "a small colkce.on" beant by the author, a
missionary among the Kikuyu who "bastettied] to reoossd
tthese genuine tribal tales" fx-fore they disappeared in the
name of progress and civilization. Represented here are
aniuml storie s. primarily of the trickster genre, with the flare
or Wakahare. the &vivre'. as hero and the Hyena and Lion
as buffoons or dupes. and stories of esayday life. Of these,
"ffernangorma,. a Kautyu Hero; repetitive in the manner oil
"Old Woman and the Pig; "Wamogumo and Wakagunsor
with elements of 'Midden and Midden and Donald O'Nkuy,-
"The Daughter of the Sun." in which a aippkd youth wins
out, "..Nieri the Heroine." sacrificed to the lake that rain may
fall, and A Grateful Gazelle could interest a metier for
children,asid a storyteller.

106. itursdas, Sir Charlet
Kicormskuso asp tTs rtorm; A HISTORY or we
WACHAGGA, USW LAWS. CUSTOMS ASO LEGEIIIDS. Town=
WWI SOME AMOUNT OF TILE HIGHEST 31401:NTAAN IN

AFRIMA.. London, F. CASS. 1968. 349 p. illus., fold tuati.:' -
(Caso Rimy of African studies. General studies, no. 76)

in-44914M t968

The autluir, who has served in Wash East Africa. Tanganyika
Territory. Rhodesia. and the Uganda l'tsitectoraK, incorpo-
rates legends and myths in his study of the Waciugga people.
Chapter 3. "Religion; deals wills Ruwa, who did not mate
man hut *liberated the first human beings from some mys-
terious vessel by bunting ir and la thus known a* "Rnwa
niopara wandu. God who bunt fowl men." One of 'Ole
stories renurtably akin to that of the fall of man COSIOCkwi a
forbidden yaw "But the yam which is called Via or Ukaho.
truly you shall not eat ft . and if any man eats it, his bones
shat/ Utak and at Ian he shall die." Among other anwits akin
to dame of the Old Testament Is the theme of the craning of
death (Cain and Abel), For hin evil tikayt, maro is shown to
have been destroyed twicethe hot time by "an imineme
STragtort:* and later by flood, an occurretsre common to the
Old Tboament. Greek mythology, mut the legends of ether
culture*,
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un. Evans-Pritchard, Sir Eduard E.
TILE ISSOW ISICKSTER. Oxford, Ciarentko rms.: 1967,
240 p. plates. (Oxford library of itirkan lizeure

GR.560.Z213E9

IhNiography: p, 235-237,

Qmtents: i.The social and cultural lackground.s. In-
troduction to the tales.-3, The tales.--4. Some different
t-ersions,Appeodixes.

The appendixes contain two stories in Zande and English
and all index to the inauatives. Sources for all the tales are
provkled.

The texts, concerning Ture, a human trickster whose name
in Zan& means, spider. are sheet and often have a Rabelaisian
humor as they; tell of Ture's adsentures and misadventutu
winlle routinel y. fishing. hunting Collecting termites, and thing
wilds two wives. Often he appears as '"a monster of deprasity;
liar, cheat, lecher. murderer; vain, greedy, treacherous, un-
fgrateful, a pohroon. a braggan.- He is completely amoral.
maintaining a curious innocence in the woast of his misdeeds,
often childlike, and, on occasion. revealing an unexpected
kinship to Punch and Tyll Eulenspiegel. A number of his
escapades are remalisrent of those of Hare. Anand, and the
American Indian RASCIL.

Cecatt R one.
rommuzs. Nairobi. East African Literature

Itureats Dor] 131 p. illus.
. GR36o.K5G4

Eigbaerra Wes contained ha a slim volume, have a detailed
introduction in which the author -surveys Kilusytt hk, beliefs
and values. anal analyaesthe folktale as a means of inuruction
as .well as entotrtainasent. Dividing the tales into tWO large
hiroups. those abotu ogres and animals (trkkut:r4eales, chirpy
about Hare) and 'those about daitY (famine, 417,midlip.
and the Like), she IlkCtriseS the p spow of tads genre mad :fle
techniques employed to i;-.aitfill that, prpose. In itunclusion -sbe
strews the nexesshy of retrievinz that endangered lore 40
"she identity le Afirka4 . (and! inspiration
...wed guidance fto crrrti ssriversi in the handling GS form
40d expresskm aed 4,A.4.apia; the vitality of Afrkan
verbal farm At thrir .4ii-1,g'".

Tht narratives, taarc4 .JV asiateci ..spe recordings. retain
,npremiont and songs in Kilorpo. H. Ontuot, Anyomba
foreword observes that tilt 'transilttion at its 'hest ia froth and.

stroahly suggests the hamar of kikuyu tout'.
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tog Hob ley. Chae- W.
Erimotoc . A-Kauts& Slin antra EAST AFRICAN
IMES- [LC. F. Cass, 1971. xsi Z7 p. inns, fold.
map. (Cass ay of African stutlies. General studies.
no. 961 DT429.1167 1971

Reprint ol

A concise, careful sandy of the cultural, social, religious, and
political life of the Kamba peoples of Uganda. undertaken lay
a British adminiurator vo point out -the imperative need of a
training in Ethnology and Primitive Religion for theme whose
life task is to be the direction and control of native races in
our ,i.olonies and dependencies.- Chapter RI contlins seven
texts: -Story of °den ci Dcath- (similar to the Zulu and
Khoisan myth); a story of -that old favourite' in '"Bantu"
folklore, -The Hyaena ; -The Story of How the Animals Got
Their Masktr; -The Story of the Hare. Ki-Kamba-Wa-Paruku
or Baku"; -The Story of the Ngu orTortoise and the Kipabb
or Fish Eagle; -The Cunning of the Hare% and 'Mtmeirt
Prophecy; a lewnd foretelling the coming of the Europeans.
Trickster stories and how and why tales are alsu represented,
each accompanied by brief es:unseat. The story of the Tortoise
and the Fish Eagle is a Hare and Tortoise story and explains
the origin of the Tortohe's habit of spending pan of his life in
the water.

to. Hollis. Sir Alfred C.
Tut MASAI: WEIR LANCCACE AND FOLKLORE- With intro-
duction Charles Eliot,. Freeport. N.Y., Books for
Libraries We*, sap. xxviii, 359 p. illus., fold. map.
(The Black heritve library collection)

PLII5o1-H6 tOl's

Reprint of the, .1.905_ ed.

Twenty narratives. proverbs, and riddles form a section of
this vohnne which is in parr a Masai grammar and in tun a
description of MAW customs and traditions.. The author*, then
chkf secretary to the Adruktistration ot the East AfT., -an
Protectorate, has sought to record "some of ;he thotns and
ideas of the Masai people.- before their extinatan ar their
admiatare with Bantu elements and, contact with civilization
renders this an impassibility,* Thus; this lore, in uding aangs
ant] beliefs, is given in the words of the Masai themselves, An
iturodudion by Sir Charles. Eliot I-amides a. blitory of the
Masai pool* and an account c& their sodal system.

83
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The IIATIMEItieS, presented in Masai with a close linear
translation followed by a literary rendition, neat most fre-
quently such themes as the consequences of greed, coww-dice,
jealousy,. and selfishness. A number 01dd he adapted for
storytelling, such as -The Stony of the Woman and the Chil-
dren of the Sycamore Tree- and -The Story of the Two Wives
and the Twins-. Four are retokl by Verna Aardema in her
Tales for the Third Ear (item 47).

In another section of the book, Masai Myths and Traditions,
are several myths concerned with gods, the beginning:, of
caret and the origin of the Masai and "Bantu- peoploes. In a
final section appears a legend of the medkine man Mbatian.
whose story has an element of the Jacob and Esau story.

1 I
THE NANDI: THEIR LANGUAGE AND FOLI:-WILE. With intro-
duction hy Sir Charles Eliot. Westport, Conn., Negro
Universities Press 119711 328 p. illus. Pl.,8515,1-16 1971

Reprint of the snug ed.

in two parts: the first, a sociopolitkal and cultural examina-
tion of the people; the second, a ratamar. Nineteen narra-
tives, a few insyths, riddle*, and proverbs are cited on pages
97-13$,, Mituat stories predominate. And include two stories of
Mite-As trickster. There are also a. legend of the Nandi about
a defeat of the Masai, two stories about demons who eat
pcopk,.and IJZIC creation Myth. A few se:Si:ilium Would apPeall
to children-7---The Origin of the Leopard and age Hyena:
-The Story of the Tapki5s Bird and the Child-; The Story of
the 1Warriors and e..,t Desir; "-Ilse Story of the Detnot Who
Ate People and the Chili.' sac ..4.1 in it= 47); -The Story of
the CW460171..: and ""11 aL,di 1Zoose That Jack. Built or the
OW Woman and Bet LI ae last 'rt.gins:

44tai. 4.3ang nve
NV!!.;:f. iso tto otrtts' t:ung?

will throw ",t. at the he;ssass.
What do you want with the frearmt,4
That they drop a little water en
WIty do you want a little water?
-rbt the bun% gras may grow

t r. Knappert. Jan, romp.
Wenn & tr.orsass or unt Swanit.t. Nairobi, ileinetnarm
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Educational Books [two] 2z2 p. (African writers series,
73) GR36o-S8K55

Contents: t. Introduaion.-2. The creation.-3. The proph-
ets.-4. The miracles of Mohanuned.-5. Mysterious destinies.6- Stories of wit and wisdom.-7. The wiles of women.=-8-
S"121 satire', A-4Aute animakso- Travellers!' tall tales.

t. Spirits and sorcerers---12. Just judgments.
Religions as& secular lore of the Swahili has bees ; "culled

from manuscript s. most of them in Arabic script. and other
unpublished Material 4ritten down by Swahili scholars since
the early eiglneenth century" and from narratives recorded
by the author during the years 1961-64_ He notes thz.: sariants
rof these stories ci be found in such sources as EdwardSteeres Swahili Tales (tern 120), Carl When's jIüwiie,, und
Erzilhlungen der Sualseli (Stuugart, W. Speinann, sfsA xxiiis
168 p. PL87o.i.A2V35). and C311 thinner's Aniltarogie trus 4gr
Suaheli-Litteratur (Berlin. E Felber. 1894. 2 v. In 0.
P1.87o.1..B8).

In his imroduction Knappen discusses the role of destinyin the lives of the Fele and itt '"the whole tapestry of
Swahili mythology. secular as well as religious:* He provides
background for stories of the creation,. accounts of the jour-
neys of the prophets and Mohaaruned, and tales of the subtle-
ties of Abu Nuvrasi, the wise trickster who bears a kinship, tothe Turkish hodip, Nasr al-Din. In addition he discusses the.
Swahili concept or women ts Ming "endowed with all possible
vices"a belief drummed its..lo every boy by "almost every
piece of Swahili literature."

The animal fables and traveler S! tales contain many motifs
encountered in the Arabian Nights stories. Other familial
elements are found in tales of *Orin i,and stories of judges_ A
number of the stories could be adapted for children by the
reteller and sur-yteller.

I as. Lindbl--. t;t1hard.
XAsts. eitictotte. Uppsala. Apopelbergs boktr.. 19s8-ss.
s v. Ar,' !ves tretuties oricquales, S. so)

PL8s5t.277 1928
Micro 34812

Contents; t. Tales of animals, with linguistic, etlinographival
and comparative noses."4. Tato of ruperuatural beings and
adventures; drvh, banslations atof nAttes.--3. Riddles, prov-
erbs and songs. texis, trairJaticsh.. ,n;k4 notes. s. ed
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LC holds v_ in microform only.

The 3o animal tales in this collection are preceded by a
detailed introduction in which the author, a Swedish ethnolo-
gist. discusses his method of collecting. fie comments on the
likelihood of inept retellings by pupils in mission or govern-
ment schools and gives an example of an incomplete version-
in addii r. on he alerts the reader to a storyteller's frequent
adaptic . of material to suit a collector's limited acquaintance
with African languages.

The author divides liamba foIktales into fire groups:
animal tales- centering around the activities of Hare, Hyena.
Lion, Elephant, Tortoise, and others; eirtu (ogre) stories;
adventure stories about eseryday life; malts and legends; and
imported tales. He describes eadi mos-. succinctly. The texts
presented in IC-alpha and English ate t'endered literally. Ap-
pended Linguistic and Ethnographic Notes and Comparative
Notes add to the value of the text.

The third volume ucats songs, riddles, and proverbs in a
simiJa fashion.

14. Mbiti. lobo S., ed. and IT:
AKANMA Sit.41UPI. OgOrd. Clatemdon Press 1966. 240 p.
(Wood librarY of Afrkan literature) Pt-8351,1A2

Bibliography: p..11...

Part t describes the lifestyle of th Kannta people, their
language. and literature, supplyinr, a Aort bibliovaphy and
an analytkai interpretatkra of tge frequently encoumered
tale -The liare, the Lion, the Hyena, and the.Crow"; part 2
Cortsists of 7$ texts.

The author, a theologian and collector of roughly .1,5oo
maratives, who estimates that he has located -no percent of all
curron.. Kaaba, stories, discusses at some length the art of
storytelling, the tales themseives. and prOhlems enrouintered
in translation. He states that although he has 'stuck clotsay to
the Kikamba originals," he has substituted, in many instances.
prose equivalents tor poetry anti song witluuut, however, indi-
cating these passages, fie has provided a sampling 'cif 'tradi-
tional tale openisips, 'though he has omitted the introductory
phrase 'The story a: :" so often used by t1s Ramba.
Traditional formula endings (with footnoted explanations)
are employed aS, for example, "1"on had better suing with
the panther's tail while I swing with the tantlA tail" (tearn to .
tell stork.s; 1,4 better. than listening).
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The selection, in fluent yet compressed ceilings. comprises
an appealitv assortment of tales de-ding with warriors, chiefs
sons and daughters, married couples, aitnu (ubiquitous.
powerful, frequently malicious spirits), heroes with skin
trouble, and animals (harts, lions, and hyenas). "The Boy
Who Became King- and "The Miracle Sheep- reveal a kin-
ship with traditional European tales. Many tales in their
references to guns, lorries, white men, Asian shopkeepers.
policemen, and money trees that produce "bank notes, siher
shillinas, and ten-cent pieces" show evidence of the impact ofa mod:rn technological society.

Stories 76 and 77 are given in Kikamba and English.

Millroth, Berta.
istaA; TaADITIONM. RMIGION of THE SCKUMA.. [Uppsala]
1965. 217 p. (Studia ethnop-aphica Uppsaliensia, 22)

BL2480.S8M5
Akademisk avhandlingUppsala.
Without thesis statement.

Bibliography: p.

A documented studs of the rellaious beliefs and customs of
the Sukuma ink th lae lke Prosince'of Tanganyika (Tanzania),
which contains resunuls of creation myths. Twt:'4 derailed ac-
counts of myths appear in chapter 5. -Myths aud Traditkuts":
The Conquest of Light and Shingwengwe or the Destruction
of Man. The latter begins:

One day a gourd (rulta or kimba) began to grow from
the earth. Gradually it became uncommonly big. The
chiltiren thought it very funny and said to one another:
"Look, how big the gourd is." The gourd, to the con-
sternation of everyone, said: "Look. how big .the gourd
:is." Theaikiren''saidi. "It sPeaks," and like an echo the
gourd said: "It speaks.- The children ran home at once
and tofd their mothers and neighbours. Everyone hurried
to see this wonderful go.urd.,F.ach in turn asked the gourd
questions and the gourd pepeated their questions exactly:
The gourd grew and grew out of all proportion and
evmone became more and more interested in it. Kings,
and their vassals came to see this Most wonderful of
gourds.

It Was then that the catastrophe happened. With a roar
as of thumkr the gourd burst and a monster half man and
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half dxagno came out of it. Its feet and its legs and arms
were of fire; Barnes came from its eyes, and the monster
ate up all the people and all the animals that were on
earth.

Only one woman who was with child managed to
escape destruction_ . _

116. Mushanga, Musa T.. comp-
Foil: TALES FROM ANKOLE. EKampala. Uganda, Milton
Obote Foundation. c1969] 144 p. illus. GR36o.1115M87

Text in English and Na.ankoie.

Contents: The old woman and the monster.The coming of
night.Tbe foolish young king.Tinsiima.The wise
woman and her selfish InisbantLThe disobedient boy and
his mother.The Imsh: that .11id a man.The man who killed
his wife.The disobedient woman and her four sons.
Kimuzinzi.The poor, -Childless, kind man and his wife.
The woman who stole locints.The two foolish men.,--The
woman who..0- ve birth to a crow.The war between men and .
the monsters.The batde of Kifunfu.---Thee hare and the
kopard.--4-fare marries leopardess.Hare's .alorn.A false
friend.The pig and the hyena.The King and the hyena-

.
-Mr. Mushanga insists that the telling . of these, tales is

essentially a communal activity, its purpose primarily moral;
and each is Jollowed by the precept which it is intended to
cvnvey." (Because of poer priming on thin paper. the re-
maining half of F. B... Welbourn's introduction. intended to
explain the people'S interpretations of the tales, is illegible.)

A. few of the stories Will interest children: "The Foolish
Young King,". about the wisdom of age: "Tinsiima." a variant
of "fiafic the Stonc-Cutter"; -The Poor, Childless, Kind Man
and . His Wife." illustrating that kindness begets kindness;
.!!The . Disobedient _Boy. .. and His a_Abi . in.:. the..
drum" story; and -The Woman Who Gave Birth to a Crow,"
which is a -Beauty a:td the Beast" variant.

117. Rattray, Robert S.
SOME `FOLIQ-LORE STORIES ANI) SONGS IN CtuNwtJA, with
English translation and notes. With preface by Akxander
fletherwick. New York, Negro Universities Press [1969]
224 P. PL85.93.13.R3 1969

Reprint of the 1907 ed.
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Bibliographical references included in "-Notes" (p.. 167-224).

A three-part work intended to supplement study of the
Nyanja language. In his notes the author, a government

cemments on the scarcity of "original native tales7 and
describes four commonly .encountered plots: "one animal
makes a laughing-stcerk of another, but is itself held up to
ridicule": "two animals make a covenant of friendship, each
in torn 4loing the other some service"; -"one very small animal
outwits some very big one, exemplifying the proverb that
wisdom is more than strength"; "people tic, or do not disdain
to pick up ..some trifle, for which at the time there is co
apparent tise, but which after become 0: the greatest Service:*

Among the nine tales in this selection are "The Tortoise
and -the Antelope" (a variant of "The- Hare and the Tor-
toise"); "The Story of Kachirarnbe" (the child born on a shin
bone); two with Rabbit as trickster; and "The Blind Man
and the Hunchback," which tells hov the heroes rescue two
daughters,of a chief and become free of their infirmities.

Songs, proverbs, and riddles are interspersed.

I IS. Roscoe, John.
THE BAOANDA; AN ACCOUNT OF THEIR NATIVE CUSTOMS AND
RELIEFS. 2d ed. New York, Barnes & Noble ([901
xix,pr,47 p. illus., 3 fold. maps. DT434.U2R7

"Bibliographical note": p.

The material in this study of the social and religious life of
the Ganda was obtained first hand by the author, a missionary.

Chapter 17 deals with folklore. In a prefatory statement the
author discusses the .dual function of folklore in the lifeof the
people: the first being explanatory, i.e., a means to account
for '"many...things-beyond the-understanding-Orthe'peOple;
the second, a way of emphasizing moral truths. Thus, the
people have kgends of their beginnings, their kings, and gods
dial 'many accepted as "trustworthy" accounts of the origin of
man and beast. The Ganda also possess a rich variety of folk-
tales antt proverbs.

The selectitwi of 14 narrnivcy, is an attractive nne, consisting
of a legend of Kintu. .t man (accounting for the coming
of death), a few exp. ,nr- ,les, and a number with wry
comment ori -human II, -.r. A section of proverbs with
explanations, is included.

91
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119. -Rout ledge, William S., and Katherine P. RoutIedge.
Mat A PREIILS7t,..IC PEOPLE; THE ALIKUTU or Barnsn
EAST AFRICA; RE1NG SOME ACCOUNT OF THE METHOD OF LIFE
AND MODE OF THOUGHT FOUND EXISTENT AMONGST A NATION
ON rrs tylasr cosrrAcr win' EUROPEAN avnis..vriox. [Lon-

don] F. Cass, 1968. xxxii. 392 p.. illus., facsims., fold, map,
music, plans. (Cass library of African studies. General
studies, no. 63) DT429.R7 1968

Reprint of 1910 ed.

A fourpart study of the Kikuyu, their pursuits, dress, arts,
crafts, social and political life, and religion. Part 4 includes 23.
stories"The Maiden Who Was Sacrificed by Her Kin"; "The
Lost Sister"; "The Four Young Warriors"; "A Tale Inculcat-
ing Kindness to Animals"; "The Girl and the Doves"; "The
Greedy Hyena"; "The Elephants and the Hyena"; "The
Z;iant .of the Great Water"; "The Snake Front the Great
Water"; "M'wambia and the Njengé"; "The City! Who Cut
the Hair Of the .Vjengr; "The Forty CMS"; and -The Man
Who Became a Hyena." A few legends explaining the origin
of the Kikuyu people and stories of the rainbow and legend-
ary animals are added.

The stories, originally told to children in Kikuyu, have lost
'dramatic fulfillment (and in '"Tlie Story of the Lost Sister" a
certain logic), perhaps because of underaoing translation
from Kikuyu to Swahili and thence to Engiie'sh. However, they
have been transcrit)ed as far as possible exactly as they were
narrated, although there has been an occasional "slight altera-
tion . . where the language was somewhat primitive for
modern taste."

A useful source for a storyteller.

120. Steere, Edward J.
. SWAHILI TALES. AS TOED BY NATIVES OF ZANZIBAR. With an.

English translation. [Rd ed.] London, Society for Pro-
moting Christian Knowledge [t889] xvi, 501 p.

PL87o4,S7 tag

Twenty-one narratives, proverbs, and riddles "taken down"
by the author, a missionary, as he was studying Swahili and
"printed exactly as they were related." Swahili texts accom-
pany them. Three of the narratives, "Mohammed the
Languid," "The Cheat and the Porter," and "Hasseebu
Kareem ed deen," originate in The Arabian Nighis.

The tales ate lengthy and represent a melange of Asian,

9:3
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Middle Eastern, and Western traditional lore. -Sultan Dalai"
has elements of both "Cinderella" and -Puss in Bocas," with a
gazelle enacting the role of Puss. "Sultan Majnun" tells, of the
fortunes of a male Cinderella, or Ash.lad, a seventh son who
succeeds, after his six brothers failed, in ending the thief who
had robbed his father's date: lIfee ef its fruit- A cumulative
story, "Cos°, the Teacher," renthc,i, as f "This is the House
That Jack BuilC' The distinctiveness oi the texts is enhanced
by the use of such phrases as -last- me from the sun, I will
save you from the rain" and the format ending "If it be good,
the goodness belongs to us all, and if it be bad, the badness
belonp to me who made it.-

A number of these narratives are retold in Zanzibar Tales
Told by Natives of the East Coast of Africa, translated from
the original Swahili by Geortre W. Bateman and illustrated by
Walter Bobbett (GR36o.ZI3 1969). The stories in this work,
first published in igoi and reprinted by the Afro-Am Press of
Chicago, are attractively present, 1 for young readers.

COLLECTIONS FOR CIIIAA.M..N

121. Baskerville, Rosetta G. H.
THE KING OF THE SNAKES AND OTHER FOLK-Wtir. 5T(IRLII:5
FROM UGANDA. Illustrated by Mrs. E. G. Morris. LOndon,
Sheldon Press; New York, Macmillan Co. r,Ii0g.Z 88 P-
plates.

Uganda tales, some taken from Sir Apolo Kag ngero za
Baganda, others "picked up [by the author] . . . from old
wives sitting over their cooking-pots in smoky kitchens, from
porters round the camp fire at night, and front that charming
mixed multitude which made up 'the good old days.'
The compilation has variety.-"The-Story. of Kintu- tells of
the origin of death; "The Story of Mpobe" follows a hunter
who wanders into the country of Death and returns. Among
the animal stories is "How the Hare Traded With a Bag of
Corn"; it differs front the version recorded by Torrend in
Specimens of Bantu Folk-Lore (item 96) under the title of
"My Berries" in that Hare's deceitfulness is here all but
expunged from*the text.

Song lyrics appear both independently and within the tales.
They lack felk flavor, being translated into an English style of
poetry sometimes reminiscent of Kipling.

9 6
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Thirty prom-hs are appended_
A second collection of tales by MIS- Baskerwi

Flame Tree aud Other Folk-Lore Stories From Ugandafirst
published in :925. icas reprinted by the Negto Universities
Press in 1969.

Courboder, Harold. arid Wolf leslan_
TUE EWE 0% THE MOLWEALVZ, AM, OTHER Ennorws
SMULES"... Mon-alai by Soben W. Kane_ New York. Hok
1t9soj a Li p. col. plates. GIL96a.E606

Selected and retold by collaborating folklorists. these 2- narra-
tives represent a sampling 4 the diverse mai narration: et the
people 4 Amhara. Garage, Tigrai. Sdasia. Somalia. and
Eritrea. They deal with justice, the _ ci heroes. trkktry.
matchmaking, and other aspects of everyday life. One ee two
tales are paralaks: all contain wry comment an human be-
havior:

Once there was a village man named %um who had a
wile who constaudy made him miserable She was quite
stubborn. and always dad things by opposites.

One day when Slum wanted to build a new house he
said to her. *it think we should build a round stone
house.-

-No.- his wife said after a nsument. -we should hulld a
square day house.-

So the new house that cram built Ws square and made
of day_

From *The Contrary Iffontan-

In -The Ancient Land of Ethiopia- and their notes sus the
stories. nor authors (Oscars cultural inihrosoes. cite Indian.
African. and European equivalents. and indicate sources.

tn. Davis. Kama G,. and Brent Ashabranater, romps.
'DEE 1411Zeio WIOSILEILS; TALES OF UMW AMC'. With Wes-
nations,by James G. Mum. Mouton, Little, Brown
1195191 19s P GROnESD37

Thirty-eon eatrathes from the Amhara. Gelb. Curer.
Shasta**, Faialba. and Somali peoples 01 Ethiopia, gashered
by the autism whale on a twolcar assipnient assisting tht
Minittry of Education in the preparation of hooka lee schooh.
These tales, a blend of genres. deaf with jostice...trickay.
d oss, and the problems of Lies% ohm dispbyiog Ironic hamar. ,
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lati. Harman. Humphrey. amp-
Tates TOLD NEAR A CROCODILE; STORIES MOM Nyman.
Illustrated by George Yard. N'ew York. Ming Press
1107. (196*) 11115 Ga.160X43113 1,67

From the Luo S,iii Abahro. Mai. Nandi. =4 Masai
propk of Nyanza comes this calkction et tale,. gatbaird by
the author while teaching in Kenya. The stories are freely
translated in an informal ityk that enahks the author to
interpolate necessafy budiground and inject ea "zwasal bar-
daimon His subjects are Taricalshe lake (Viaoria). Eirawc
men. aocodik s. cauk aids. and wilds doctors. No specific
sources are mated.
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125. Heady. Eleanor B.
Wax, mz sroxEs um sort.: Easy AFRICAN FIRESIDE
TALES. Illustrations by Tom Feelings. New York, Funk 8:
Wagnalls [19681 91 p. PZ8.1.H345 Wh

Sixteen favorite stories told to children by Mama Semamingi,
"the gandmother who tells many tales." Deali* with nature,
cverYday life, people. and animals, they contain why stories.
After providing a brief general background, the author states
in her preface that she has reshaped the stories adapting
them, as did the African storytellers, for her audience Each
story with its sillage setting is introduced informally.. African
names are given to people and aninulk, and a few comment
Swahili words, like jarnbo chello"), are also used to convey
am African ffasor. Interwoven explan-31ory material fcpands
the tales.. In addition to not specifying her aherations, the
author less not cited her SOurces beyond a general statement
that she has drawn upon anthropological works, friends, and
the staff of the Macmillan Memorial Unary for materials.
Tom Feefings* poetic. soft gray line-and-wash drawings under-
score the mood of the stories.

From the same sources the author has compiled two collec-
tions entirely of animal stories: fambo, Sunpira! Tales From
East Africa (illustrated by Robert Frankenberg. New York,
W. W. Norton [1965] 93 p. PZ.to..3.H31567 Jam) and Sakri
the Singer; East African Tales (illustrated by Harold James.
Chicago. Follett [1972} 96 p. PZ8.t.}1345 Saf). Similar in
pax-seem:ion. the stories are told in a conva-sational style,
which injects a fuller declaration of the characters' emotions.
The character of Sungura has been modified to malice him
attractive. For examples of treatment of text, one may com-
pare "Son of the Lang One- (p. 60-65) and "The Ostrich
citicks" (p. 85-9o) in jamb*, Sun gura! with "The Story of the
Crocodile and the Wild Anintah" (p. 179-.185) and "The
Story of the Ostrich Chicks" in Hollis' The Masai (item I so).
"The Scarecrow" in fausbo, Sungura! is a sariant of the T27
Baby story.

126. Kalibala, Ernest IL, and Mary Gould Dasis.
WARAMA AND ME CLAY MAN, AND OTHER AFRICAN FOLK.
TALES. Illustrated by As cry Johnson. New York, Long-
mans, GIOXII 119461 145 p. P7.8.1.Kt3 %Yak

A baker's dorm a Ganda animal tales which, Mr. Kalibala
notes, arc -part of the educatiou and training of children in
interplay social experience* He comments funber in his ap.
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96 EAST AFRICA

pended note that "each story consists of about three parts. The
first part is fun. _ _ _ The second part is the characters - -
chosen first, according to their stupidity, such as the leopard,
elephant and other big animak, who, for the most part, are
tricked, and second, according to their cleverness, alertness,
and intelligence_ _ In the third part of the story is the
moral." In his Author's Notes he provides instructions for
storytellers_

The stories are appealing in their presentationconversa-
tional s.rith flaw/ furnished by songs.. The selection includes
a clear variant of the Tar Baby in "Wakaima and the Clay
Man":

Waajovu had been asleep in his own bed for hours when
the little figure of Wa laima stole into his potato patch.
When Wakaima saw the day man looming up in the
moonlight he was frightened. Could it be Wanjoru wait-
ing to punish him for stealing the corn and the potatoes?
He dared not move. The clay man did not move. Fmally
Wakaima gathered courage to speak: "Hullo. Wanjovu,"
he called_ "What are you doing here at this time of
night:-

The clay man did not a..t.swer..

127. Mesfin Habte-Mariam_
THE RICH MAN AND THE SINGER; FOLRTALES FROM EI,:110-
PIA. Edited and illustrated by Christine Price, New York.
Dutton [197i] 84 p. map. GR6o.E8M4 1971

Variants of many familiar tales in the European, Middle
Eastern, and Asian traditions compose a large segment of this
collection of stories taken primarily from the Amharic peoples
by the author when a student in Addis Ababa and later a
teacher in Sidamo Among the narratives based on well-
known motifs are "The Husband Who Wanted to Mind
the House; "The Meeting of the Young Mice" ("Belling the
Cat"): "The Farmer and the Leopard" ("The Tiger, the
Brahmin, and the Jackal"); and "Mammo the Fool"
("Epaminondas," "Clever Hans," and the like). The transla-
tions are unremarkable .and lacking in fiavorno formula
beginnings and endings or local expressions are employed.
The tales are often didactic, althomh an occasional bit of
satirical humor lightens the text An introductory chapter
offers a map and geneTal information about the people and
their cournry.



la& Njururi. Ngumbu, comp.
ACIRUYIL/ FOLK TALES. London, Oxford University Press,
1966. 109 p. GR36o.K5N55

The storks in this' collection, dedkated '"to all Kenyan.s living
and dead who cherish and uphold our national begisage;
relate to ogres, animals, and birds. Most of the narKaikgibave
interest for children, like the etiological tales How the Wild
Turkey Got Its Spots- and 'The Story of the Moon and the
Sun." Chants in both Kikuyu and English appear throughout
the texts. Though the stories have been expanded, the basic
plots amear to be unaltered.

29. Nunn, Jessie A., comp.
AFRICAN FOIX TAW. Illustrated by Ernest Crichlow.
New York, Funk & Wagnalls 11969] p. GR55o.N8

Content= Why monkeys live in trees.Today me, tomorrow

1 0
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13o. Osogo, John N. B.
THE BRIDE WHO WANTED A SPECIAL PRESENT, AND OTHER
TALES FROM WESTERN KENYA. Kampala, EaSI African
Literature Bureau 1,966] 64 p. illus. GR360.K4308

Contents: The beautiful bride and her hunchback sister.
The clever but lazy Nakhamuna.The man who went to
huntThe story of Nandagaywa.The story of Nabutandu
and his family.The story of Nakhamuna (pt. z).The
story of Nakhamuna (pt. 2).The girl who ate tsinduli.
The story of Khalayi Wadolwa.The leopard and Nak-
hamuna.The bride who wanted a special presentThe



EAST AFRICA.

story of narnuluku, the shin bone,--How the people fetched
fire.

The majority of stories in this collection center on the
Amanani and Linani (man-eating monsters). Also here are
favorite themes dealing with the child in a drum, kidnaped
girls, and the ubiquitous trickster. -The Clever but Lazy
Nakhamuna- is akin to the Tar Baby story.

131. Serwadda, W. Moses.
SONGS AND STORIES FROM UGANDA. Transcribed and edited
by Hewitt Pantaleoni. Illustrated by Leo and Diane
Dillon. New York, Crowell [1974] 8 p. PZ8.1.S4577 So

Includes music.'.

Stories translated by Serwadda from the Luganda language.
The manner of their presentation is described in a prefatory
note by the editor, and individual notes covering scene-setting
and instructions for dancing or playing the games and chant-
ing the songs are given for most of the 23 tales, game songs,
and songs (transcribed in Western style). A guide to pronun-
ciation is provided.

The volume is handsomely produced, with dynamic two-
color woodcuts.

132. Wall lugull10.
THE TALES OF WAMUGUMO [collected] by Peter Kuguru.
Illustrations by Adrienne Moore. [Nairobi] East African
Pub. House [1968] 72 p. col. illus. (East African readers
library no. 7) GR36o.K5W3

Eleven stories told to children by "a famous Kikuyu character"
who was notorious for his enormous appetite and celebrated
for his great strength and gigantic stature. In a spare, some-
times plodding style, the storyteller recounts the varied ad-
ventures oi ordinary Kikuyu villagers and animals. It is
interesting to note here that the Squirrel in "The Squirrel, the
Leopard and the Hyena- assumes the trickster role most often
assigned to Hare.

-Other titles in the East African Readers Library (Nairobi,
East African Pub. House) which treat of folk materials are
no. 5, Charity Dahal's The Orange Thieves, with Beryl
Moore's illustrations ([1966] 76 p. PZI.D1240r); no. 9, J. K.
Njoroge's The Proud Ostrich, and Other Tales, with illus-
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=dons by Adrienne Moore ([19671 49 p. PZ7.N68Pr); and
no. to, Stephen Gichuru's The Fly Whisk, and Other Stories
From Masailand, with Adrienne Moores illustrations ([1967]
71 p. P7.8.1.G38 F1).



The West Indies

The folklore of many islands in the Antilles reflects a merging
of the European and the African oral literatures with some
Overlay of the indigenous lore derived from Carib Indians.
Chief among the islands represented in items here are Haiti,
Whi Ch shows the French and African worlds meeting; Jamaica
and the Bahamas, representing the English and African; and
Puerto Rico, with the union of the Spanish and African.
Cuba, a Spanish-African area, is represented by some of the
tales in Greedy Mariani and Other Folktales of the-Antilles
(item 147)-

Four distinctive characters are Bouqui (evolving from the
African hyenaa dupe sometimes called Uncle Bouqui) and
the tricksters Malice (or Ti Malice, perhaps evolving from
the African Hare), B' Rabby (or Bro Rabbyrelated to the
African Hare), and Anansy (Spider or Spider Mande-
scended from the African Anansi). The oral tales have been
recorded with characteristic ritual or formula beginnings and
endings.

STUDIES AND COLLECTIONS FOR ADULTS

133. ANANCY STORIES AND DIALECT 'VERSE, by Louise Bennett
[and others] With an introduction by P. M. Sherlock.
Cover design after a drawing by Stella Shaw. Kingston,
Jamaica, Pioneer Press [ig5o] tot p. PZ8.1.A5

These tales, proverbs, dialect verse, and sonp chosen for
-pleasure and delight- are introduced by Sir Philip Sherlock,
who discusses the likeness of the Anansi stories to those told in
West Africa (see Rattray's Akan-Ashanti Folk-Tales, item 40,
their antiquity, and social purpose. He also comments on the
proverbs, folk songs, and dialect verse.

In the stories, all but two of which are given in Jamaican
dialect, Anancy either tries to "t'ief- his neighbors out of food
so he won't have to work and takes revenge on them for a
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slight, or just stirs up enmity for the joy of it. In a Tar Baby
variant, "Anancy an' Goat," Sista Nanny-goat is tricked into
taking Anancy's place With the result that ". _ from dat day
tin teday Nanny-goat dah sey 'Bea, a Bea' an kean get noh
furda. Is Anancy meck it. Jack mandoora me noh choose
none.- (The last six words are a traditional ending.)

A few of the tales provide a glimpse into social changes, as
in "Anancy and Ticks":

Once upon a time Anancy an Ticks use fe live next
door to one anada_ Anancy had a goat an Ticks had a
cow, but Anancy coulda read and Ticks could'n read. An
eena dens deh days we nevah got noh Literacy cam-
Paign-

1&4. Beckwith, Martha W.
JAstAscA ANANss STOIZIES; with music recorded in the
field by Helen Roberts. New York, American Folk-Lore
Society, 1924. 295 p. (Memoirs of the American Folk-
Lore Society, V. 17) GR1.A5, V. 27

The author states in her preface that the stories were taken
from over 6o Negro storytellers in "remote country districts"
in sgsg and 1921. Here are Animal Stories, Old Stories,
Chiefly of Sorcery, Modern European Stories. Song and Dance,
and a few pages of Witticisms and Riddles. The folklorist
notes that they are "set down without polislr-Vr adornment,
as nearly as possible as they were told to me, and hence
represent, so far as they go, a true folk art," Songs and musk
mingle with texts. All of itthe storytelling, riddlin& and
songis called "Anansi story." In Jamaica, where these stories
and riddles played so important a part in the lives of the
people. "Two influences have dominated story-telling . . .

the first an absorbing interest in the magical effect of song
which, at least in the old witch tales, far surpasses that in the
action of the story; the second, the conception of the spider
Anansi as the trickster hero among a group of animal figures."
The folklorist points to the Jamaican Anansi's kinship to
Anansi, Turtle. and Hare of Africa and to the American Brer
Rabbit.

Among elements parallel to those in African tales are play-
ing godfather, the trickster and glutton in the cow's belly, the
false bride, the warning bird, the riding horse, and the Tar
Baby:

Tiger got a groun' plant some peas an' get Hanansi to
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-watch it. Mewhile Hanansi are de watchman, himself
stealin de peas. Tiger tar a 'tump, put on broad hat on
de 'tump. Hanansi come.

Among the European tales is a Jack and the Bean-stalk:

Jack's father died an' leave he an' his mother. And all
them money finish an' they didn't have more than one
cow leave. An' the mother gave hint to go to the market
an' sell it. When he catch part of the way, he swap it for a
cap of bean.

-Big Claus and Little Clans" appears as -Big Begum and
Little Begum," and a Hansel and Gretel story as "The Chil-
dren and the Witch.-

Includes Index to Riddles, Abbreviations of Titles (bibli-
ography: p. [223]-232). Notes to the Tales, and Index cc
Informants.

135. Comhaire-Sylvain, Suzanne.
CREOLE TALES FROM HAITI. Journal of American folk-lore,
V. 50, July/Sept. 1937: 207-295; v. 51, July/Sept. 1938:
219-346. GRI.J8, V. 50-51

Bibliography: p. [xxvii]--lxiii.

-Tales With Human Characters" (with and without super-
natural elements); "Tales of Men and Supernatural Beings";
and "Tales of Animal or Devil Spouses" are presented in
Creole and in English. Both the texts and their footnotes,
which supply explanatory data, names of informants, and
parallels, make a rich source for the reteller and scholar.

A detailed description of the richness of Haitian folklore
its folktales, their structure, form, style, language, use of song,
presentation. and diffusionis provided by the author in her
thesis, Les Conies haitians (Paris, 1937. 2 V. GR12t.H3C6). In
this work a number of tales are fully analyzed as to parallels,
variants, themes, motifs, and origins.

The author has also produced Le Roman de Bouqui (Port-
au-Prince, Haiti [Impr. du College Vertieres] 194o. 116 p.
PQ3949.C63R6), a collection of 25 tales about Bouqui and
Malice, together with discussion of their African origin and
relationship to such African characters as Hare.

136. Courlander, Harold.
THE DRUM AND ME HOE; LIFE AND LORE OF THE HAITUN
PEOPLE. Berkeley, University of California Press, 1960.
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ii THE WEST man

A work of interest to the mearcher, reteller, and student 011
folklore.

Iremonger.
WM` INDIAN IFME,TALES: ANANS1 STORM. TAW FROM
WEST INIKASt 000.4.041L4 retold for English children.
Illustrated by Michael Rook London, G. G. Harrap
1641561 64 13. GR ro.I7

Ten of the '"hestknown and most loved of. [the Mani]
stones" have been "translated" by the author from the dialect
in which she first heard them as a child from her tuna. She
adds Millet that when necessary, she removed from the SCUS
"layers of Grinun's Fairy Tates and Walt Disney until their
true form was laid bare."

Motifs encountered in African Jamaican stories mute to.
*ether in different combination*. "How Spider Ample Game
To Live iis Webs" begins with Anansi orating stops from
&et Monkey and NTT Tiger, who find hint out. Anansi hides
in a little grain of com the.corn is*wallowed whole by a hem

So Wet Muni was in the corn, and the corn was in the
hen.

A little later the hen went down to a pool to drink.
There was an alligator in the pool. and the alligator

rote to the surface and saw the hen and snapped her up.
Down his throat she went, and so Byer Anansi was in the
conk and the corn was in the hen, and the hen was M the
alligator, and the alligator was in the pool.

Bier Tiger and Bret Monkey burn of his whereabouts from
their magic drum; they locate the alligator, cut hint open.
fiad the hen and then the tom Amami runs. He saves his life
by spinning a web: "And that is how Amnia the spidersod
came to lise in a web and learned to eat butterflies for his
dinner."

jack Mandory,
The story is ended.

Adding to the appeal al the stories is the repetition oil
tignikant phrases such as ffrer Tiger's "And atter that I am
going to kill your in "How Om Tiger Came To Walk on
Font Legs." a variant ot the favorite riding hone story.

to. Jekyll. Walter. tit
Jawitacan NOM AMP MOM A.'acs STOW% DisOtaNst
W04 Wit tnrs Ann otoWN/M 'mu& With. new Maw

iia
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ductory essays by Philip Sherlock. Louise Bennett and
Rex Nettleford. New York. Dover Puhlkationt [5966)
xv.zSllp. GRiat.J514 5966

Includes imam. melodies.

'An unabridged and unaltered republication of the work first
published . . in 119077

Three new essays include first Sir Philip Sherlock's account
of Jamaican life and history. Folio...in& Louiie Bennett shares
her childhood memories of hearing and telling the Annancy
stories. She states; ""At the end of each story,. we had to say.
'Jack Mandora, me no chose none: because Annancy some-
timei did way wicked things in his stories, and we had to let
Jack Manclora, the dootman at heaven's door, know that we
were not in favor of Annancy's wicked ways. .'Me no chose
none* means 'I don't choose to behave in any of these ways.*".
Rex Nettleford notes the importance of the Annancy songs
and stories in the theater.

Mice Werner, in the introduction included here from the
original edition, discusses ties between the Jamaican Mmancy
and African Anansi stories, possible origins, and relationships
to the African Tottoise and /tare and the American Brer
Rabbit.

In a preliminary statement Jekyll describes Annancy (his
trkkery, lanitsess. selfishness, and manner of speechhe has a
deft palate and speaks through his nose), the language oil the
tales and its pronunciation, and the tunes. The stories are
short and rigorous in their telling. many Ciiiitain songs or
tunes, and cads is followed by an explanatory note. Among the
varied tales is one explaining why Anisancy tiles in the house .
top and another telling bow Mummy guesses the names of
the King's daughters. marries the youngest "an' a reign./
Annancy is the wkLeclest King ever reign. Sometime hint I
dere, i0Metillit him gone tun 4pon him tope and tel tow fe
him wile. / Jack Mantes,* twe no dowse now." Occasionally
Annaucy gets a deserved ctuatuppante. as in "How Monkey
Maur Antsancr and "Mats.Crour.

Johnson. Gyneth.
How Ina sonturrs wits so num Am ormit TAUS.
Illustrated by Angelo di Sanders*. New York. Dean,
Adair Ga. t949.116 p. 1211.1.16 Ho

Stories collected In the eaely s940's when the anther msd her
husband were kriag in Haiti in a 'native ntilk among the
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country people." In au "Author's Note" she summarizes
Haitian history. describes the people, their way of life, and
language (a patois), and discusses their presentation of

-stories in "Sings," which were "almost always held during the
full of the moon." Here also she indicate% favorite themes and
comments on the effect of Spanish and French cultures on the
"native" African heritage to produce the "exotic blend
essentially Haitian."

Among the stories two types are found throughout the
African oral tradition: tales of girls who marry demons in
disguise rThe Girl Who Married a Stranger and "Demon
Loango") or men who wed beasts disguised as beautiful
women, and people swallowed whole by demons ("The
Coming of Day and Night").

149. Parsons, Elsie W. C.. ed.
FOLVIALES Of ANDROS ISLAND, BAHAMAS. Lancaster. Pa.,
American Folk-Lore Society, 1918. xx, 170 p. music.
(Memoirs of the American Folk-Lore Society, v. 19)

GRatt.B3P3
Bibliography: p. xvii-xx.

In her introduction the author describes Andros, its popula-
tion, history. and "or stone" with patterned openings and
closings stock charactersthe crafty Rabbi t,. the greedy, slow-
moving Bouqui, the hero Jack or Jock and the heroine
Greenleafand "sings." The tales, each with bibliographic
notes. have heen grouped "historically" and, an occasion, by
provenience.

Among familiar elemerns are the feigning of death, the Tar
Baby, the good dfild and the bad, the riding hone, the
demon/devil/witch spouse, the tug ot war (Rabby tricking
Ekpldn and Wale Into pulling against each other), the fake
funeral, and the guessing of a name.

Many of the taks have counterparts in other cultures
African. European, and the Untied States. 'The Password: In
the Cow'S Belly" is found in ;Vest Africa, southern Africa, the
West Indies. Georgia, Louisiana. and elsewhere. "Playing
Godfather" is encountered in Louisiana and Georgia, in
Africa, and in X (1-he Grimms' "The Cat and The
Mouse Set Up Hots It begins:

Once was a time, a very good time,
Monkey chew tobacco an* spit white nate.

Once Boukee an' Rabby went on de bay an' pick up a
kag of butter, an' dey car'ed de butter home. An' We
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Rabb), say, "Now, b'o' Boukee. we cut fier togeder." Say.
he'p me to-day. an' I'll he'p you to-morrow." So

dry went to stan ter cut de fur. Directly b'ci Rabbit
holler out, "Sayr Boukee say, "R.abby who call your
"Dein people might call me. Dey can't name chillun dey
WE I ain't pin' noway." We' Bouket say, "C.o long.
'cause only you here could name chillun." Say, "All
right, I win' dis time; but if (ley call again. I ain't gain'
no more." He went an he opened de kag of butter. an' he
started to eat. An' when he went back, tits' Boukee ax
him, "What de chill' namer Say, "I gi' him name 'Begin
UM:**

Stories like "Jack Bean" are considerably shorter than their
European counterparts:

His fader died an' ler a cow. Dey had dis cow. De
mother was compelled to sell it by bein' poorer. So one
day more than all, a man come by, an' asked de moder it
she would like to sell de cow. So she says, "Yes." So site
asked him what would he give her for de cow. He said.
"I will gist you a bean. Pis bean will be the
instigation of you hasin' a fbirtune if you have a boy:*

A source for research and possible retellings.

44. Parsons, Elsie W. C.
FOLE-WRE OW THE ANTILIZE, FRENCH AND ENGLISH. New
York, American Folk-Lore Society, G. E. Stechert, 1933.
* v. (Memoirs of the American Folk-Lore Society, v. *6)

GRs.As, v. s6
Tales, riddles, proserbs, and verses collected by the author
during 593+ t9ss. and a9z7 011 visiu to the many islands di
the Antilles. She speaks of her local assistants, her recording
of the material, and the richness of folklore in the farmer
French isktnds in contrast to that of the Dutch, former Danisk
and northerly British islands. In conclusion she indicates the
important* of the islands, particularly those which are
French-speaking. to the student of the relatikeship.of African
culture to that of the black in Amerka, The stones, nunthered
Linda each island (for *sample. 95 for Martinique). are st-
rangest geographically hum south to north: they appear
usually in French creole, with a *somber also in English, their
variants included.

Among characters encountered in the stories me Ti-Bfalite.
Bouqui. Rabbit. By or Bo Nancy, Jean Sotte. Jean L'Espwit
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(Stupid John and Cleser John) and 'Tit Jean. Some have the
formula beginning: "Cricl Grad" Some are adaptations of
European tales, such as "La Belle et la bete" or "Beauty and
the Beast" Others show a relationship to Africa, like "In the
Cow's Belly" and "Rabbit Went To Ask God for a Little Bk of
Wisdom." Many of the story patterns are well known. Tar
Baby elements appear in "Wax Doll (Take My Place!):
Tiger Listens to World Below: Rabbit Spat on Mel" (No. 7
in the Trinidad stories):

Water hole, Rabbit mess up water, could not get water.
Dey make wax doll. teacup of chocolate in one hand,
bread in other. Rabbit ask chocolate. Doll don't answer.
Rabbit say, "Goin' to lath you . . ." Rabbit stick. People
came, held him.

In another variant told in Trinidad, the place of Rabbit is
taken by Carve Saiyen (Spider). "Tar Baby: Eavesdropper:
Without Scratching," as told in Anguilla centers on Nancy.

wery wise man" who steals yams from "Father Gad."
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COLLECTIONS FOR CHILDREN

145. Alegria. Ricardo E.
THE THREE WIstiEs; A COLLECIION OF PUERTO RICAN
FOLKTALES. Translated by Elizabeth Culbert. Illustrated
by Lorenzo Homar. New York, Harcourt, Brace & World
[1969] 128 p. PZ8.1.A355 Th

Hispanic, *aboriginal." and African influenco are reflected
in this collection of Puerto Rican folktales which has been
*slightly adapted for children." "Some of these traditional
stories," the author notes. "originated in the Orient and were
carried to Spain by the Arabs. . . . Others were brought from
West Africa by the Negro slaves. After countless retellings
they have been adapted to the geography and cultural en-
vironment."

Among the tales with motifs common in Africa are "The
Rabbit and the Tiger," which begins with Rabbit pretending
to be dead in order to steal Tiger's cheeses, and "The Singing
Sack," about a young girl who left her golden earrings by the
river and was captured by an old man who thrust her into a
sack and made her sing:

Your golden earrings. Mother,
I tried to keep dry.
So in this sack I smother,
For earrings I must die..

146. Belpri, Pura.
THE TIGER AND THE RABBIT, AND OMER TALES. Illustrated
by Tomie de Paola. Philadelphia, Lippincott Co. [1965]it p. MS.: .B4 r27 Ti 2

A selection of stories heard by the author when he was a child
"growing up on the Wand of Puerto Rico in an atmosphere of
natural story-telkrs," Augusta Baker, former coordinator of
Children's Senices in the New York Public logarary. remarks
in her foreword that these particular stories vice first told by
the author in library story hours, where the children were
quick to recognize likenesses of the Puerto Rican "The Dance
of the Animals," to the African "How Mr. Elephant Got a
New Hind End- and of the Puerto Rican "The Albohaca
Plant" to the Czechoslovakian "Clever Manka." Most of the
stories reflect the Hispanic culture; however, "The Tiger and
the Rabbit" and "The Wolf, the Fox, and the Jug of Honey"
bear a relationship to stories told in Africa.
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This volume adds three Hispanic stories to the original
edition (Boston, Houghton Mifflin, 1946, illustrated by Kay
Peterson Parker): n'he Cat, the Mountain Goat, and the
Fox," "The Three Petitions;' and "The Three Figs," while
a different "Juan Bobo" has been substrtuted for that in the
earlier book.

247. Carter, Dorothy S., comp.
GREEDY MARIAM AND OTHER FOLKTALES OF THE ANTILLES

Illustrated by Trina Schart Hyman. New Yirk, Athe-
neUM, 1374. 131 p. P28.1.C.2277 Gr

"A Margaret K. McElderry book."
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Tales of How and Why, Animal Tales, Annancy Tales, A Ti
Malice Tale, Tales of Magic, and Tales of Peoplefrom
Cuba, Puerto Rico, Haiti, Jamaica, the Dominican Republic,
and other islands in the Antilleshave been adapted for
children from French, Spanish, and English printed sources.
Among the characters encountered here are Puerto Rico's
Juan Bobo and Cotnpae Rabbit, Montserrat's Brer Rabbit,
and Jamaica's Annancy. The flavor of the originals has been
preserved by the inclusion of songs and such phrases as "Pues,
ten cuidado! . (A forceful way of saying, `Watch outr).1.
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Explanatory details are worked into the text skillfully without
excessive elaboration. "Why Misery Remains in the World"
bears a relationship to "Wicked John and the Devil," for Aunt
Misery catches Death in her pear tree in the same way that
John caught the Devil in his firebush. "The Miser Who
Received His Due" tells of a slave who outwitted a cruel
master:

There once was a miser so miserly that for a few silver
coins he was capable of tossing his soul to the Devil. . . .

With his slaves this miser enjoyed a reputation for
cruelty and injustice. . . . -

One of the slaves, Tito, the most badly treated and
amply flogged of the lot, had still enough spirit to wish to
repay the master for his bounty of whippings.

"I will make a wager," he told his companion slaves
one evening, "that by the use of my wits I will, before a
month is out, be seated at my master's table."

148. Cour !ander, Harold.
THE PIECE OF FIRE, AND OTHER HAITIAN TALES. Illustrated
by Beth and Joe Krush. New York, Harcourt, Brace fie
World 1:964] 128 p. GR 21.113C66 1964

Animal, tric ster, enfant terrible, and Bouqui-Malice stories
are among the genres in this rich collection. Lacking only are
the cante fables and demon stories. In "Some Comments on
Haitian Folk Tales" the folklorist-author discusses the rela-
tionship of Bouki and Ti Malice to West Afriaes Anansi the
Spider, "a curious combination of trickster and buffoon, cele-
brated for his cleverness but sometimes victimized by his own
stupidity." He pays attention to the intermeshing of European
and African traditions with the Haitian, the telling of the
stories, and formula endings and beginnings:

"Ladies and gentlemen, good evening. Tonight we
shall have a story. It will not be a story that is too long. It
will not be a story that is too short!"

These are not employed in the texts, the folklorist notes, as
they would appear distracting in print. Background informa-
tion, comments on variants, sources, and themes are supplied
in Notes on the Stories.

A number of the tales hive appeared in the author's now
out of print Uncle Bangui of Haiti (New York, W. Morrow,
1942. 129 p. illus. PZ8.1.C8 Un) and The Drum and the
Hoe; Life and Lore of the Haitian People (item 136).
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Beth and Joe Krush's line-drawings carry out the humor of
these tellable, appealing narrative&

149. Sherlock, Sir Philip M.
ANANSI, THE SPIDER MAN; JAMAICAN FOLK TALES. Illus-
trated by Marcia Brown. New York, Crowell (19541
112 p. PZ8.1S54 An

,The 14 stories, retold for children by a well-known Jamaican
educator, reveal close ties with those about Anansi of West
Africa. In this account Anansi wins the ownership of the
stories from Tiger in much the same manner as his West
African" cousin wins them from the Sk) -god (see Rattrays
story "How It Came About that the Sky-God's Stories Came
To Be Known as Spider Stories- in Akan-Ashanti Folk-Tales,
item 40): In other tales Anansi practices successful skull-
duggery to get food: in "Anansi in Fuh Country he pretends '
to be a fish doctor and eats his patient; in "Anansi and the
Plantains" he tricks Rat into giving him food for his family
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STUDIES AND COLLECTIONS FOR ADULTS

152.. Bacon. A. L. end Elsie W. C Parsons_
FOLK-IDRE FROM EMAKLTH CITY COINTY, VIRGINIA.
Journal of American folk-lore. v. 35. JultiSept- 3922:
250-327- Glt1.A533, v. 35

A collection of tales and riddles gathered by Miss Bacon "two
decades or more ago- when she -cooduoed a folk-lore society
in Hampton Inceirlert." Animal, witch, and noodle-bead arc
among the story types.

Elsie Clews Parsons, as editor, comments briefly in her
preface on the swry and on ber own work in
Virginia.

"Pamelance,- one of the 00mM-beads. begins:

'Bout a boy named Parnelance. His mother sent him to
his aunty's, an" the gave him some butter; an he put thc
butter up in his hat, an* it melted all down over his face.
Amt when he got home, his mother said. "Tord-dre
mussy. Pansebncef What dat you got dere. boy? He said,
-Butter, nuumity.---DcmIchcr know dat's not de way to
carry butter? You ought to take it and put it in a leaf. and
take it to the water an' cool it an' cool it an* cool it.- So
the next day he won to his aunty's she gave him a link
puppy; and he took it w the water and cooled it and
cooled it and cooled it 'til it died; an` then he brought it
home. fro mother said, -Lord-dee mussy*. Pame-
lance . r

In dris parallel to the famous Epaminondas story, only the
incident ot tbe pies is missing-

553- Botkin. Benjamin A., rd.
A TREASURY OF SOUTHERN FOLMAR= STORMS. DAISADS.
TBADIIIONk AND FOLKWAYS OF THE ?lona OF TIM SOUTH.
With a foreword by Douglas Southall Freeman. New
York, Crown Publishers la9491 %air, 776 p. music.

G R seal%

An ample compendium of southern traditions. customs, and
talm The editor-compiler describes the Southland...4os in»
habitants. direne folkways, and culture. Sekctions from black
Americans appear in 'Fables and Myths.- These sales include
"flying Africans." earlier found under the tide 'All God's
Osaka Had Wings" in The Doctor to the Mod; Grotnque
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Legends and Folk Tales of Old Char team, by John Bennett
(Westport, Com. Negro Universities Press [1973, c1946] 260
p- illus. Gliao3.114. 1973). Botkin's vasion begins:

Once all Africans could fly Ue birds; but owing to
their many transgressions, their wings were taken away.
There reinained. here and there in the sea islancls and
out-ol-the-way places in the low countr; some who had
been overlooked and had retained the' power of flight.
though they looked lace other men.

There was a cruel master on one of the sea islands-

sm. Bowman. James C
JOHN HENRY, THE RAMBLING BLACK ULYSSEL IlInsumtied
by Roy La Grow. Chicago, A. Whitman. 1942 .. p.
plates (part col) PS461J6B6

Includes songs with music.

Taking scraps*of balLids, songs, folk bertek-and other frag-
nsents from oral tradition, the author of Pecos Bill has given,
in literary form, his interpretation of the John Henry legend.
Here is John Henry, a Nronder child: a devoted slave freed
after his master's death, who became '"a powerful steel-drivin`
man- and "beat de steamer drill down. An* he died slid his
hammer in his lune'

155. Bradford, Roark.
Joim licatv. Woodcuts by J J. Lankes. New York,

1932. 213 p. col. plate. PS3503.R2113J6 1932

A reworking of the John Henry legend in which John
Henry. a laborer of prodigious size and strength, encounters
Stacker Lze, is pursued by women, loves and is often deserted
by his Julie Ann. and ends up rolling cotton against a steam
winch:

Then lightning cleaved the air and the sky turned
black like night. The Mississippi River ran uphill and
the earth shook like a feather. The sun blazed out Re a
ball of ire, and started to set aaoss the river. And when
John Henry saw the sun was about to go down, be
reached out with his long amen hook and stuck it nine
inches deep into a bak at cotton.

But when John Henry pulled, the sun went down. And
so did big John Henry!
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156: Chappell, Louis W.
JOHN HENRY; A FOLK-WRE STUDY. Port Washington, N.Y.,
1ennar2r Press 11968] 44 p. (Xrnnikat Press series in
Negro culture and history) PS461.J6C5 1968

Reprint of the 1933 ed.

Badiography: p. [144 Btlaliographical footnotes.

In this study of the factual aspects of the John Henry
tradition, the author examines earlier investigations, theories,
the identity of John Henry, the John Henry/ John Hardy
confusion, the ballads, and the connection of John Henry
with Big Bend Tunnel in West Aruginia. An appendix sup-
plies texts for the John Henry and John Hardy haltark

157. Christensen, Abigail M. H.
AFRO-AMERICAN FOLK LORE; TOW ROUND CABIN mum ON
THE SEA Istalms or Sarni Coutot.mt. New York, Negro
Universities Press [19691 xiv, 116 p. illus. PZ8.1.C462A5

A reprint of the ilk): edition retaining the earlier paternalistic
preface.

The tales were told to the author by an old man whose
"or grandaddr had come from Africa:

When I was a small ketle boy 't ben bay or, too or
for work, an' I use for bah it for my tank for mizeum. So
'e tell me heap o dese story, ef I only could 'member urn,
dat 'e use to yeardy way ober in Afflict.

Most of the statics are about Brer Rabbit, the "mos' cunnin'
man dat go on four leg," and the manner in which he outwits
Brer Wolf (though "de Wolf, 'e bay wise man') and other
anintah in the wood. The collection contains also another
type of story often found in Africa, that of a woman who
marries a tiger disguised as a man:

An' dey went 'way down in de swamp where de Tiger
bab lib, an"e put her dere an' tell her to stay dere tel him
come back, an' dere was nuttin' for her to eat in de
worr. An' 'e ler her all alone wid a fly to min" her. An' ef
anybody trubbie dat lady de fly mus' go wherebber he is
ale tell WM An' dere she stayed ?me days. Nuuin" she had
to eat, nuttin' she had to look on but ole carcass an" or
bone de Tiger done leabe dere befo'.

From "De Tiger axe de Nyung Lady"
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158- Cobb, Lucy hi, end Mary A. Hicks.
ANIMAL TALES FROM THE OLD NOME STATE. Illustrated by
Inez Hogan. New York, E P. Dutton, 193& soo p-

PZ8.1.C626 An

Gentle, humorous, animal stories told to the editors by
-seven storytellers who have never read any of Joel Chandler
Harris's animal tales.- They are arranged in seven chapters.
each with a different setting and a different storyteller, and
always the audience is composed of white children, listening,
for example, to Aunt Milly telling tales as she bakes pies. The
stories are about Brer Fox, Brer Rabbit, Brer Bullfrog, Brer
Goat, Brer Mockingbird, Brer Woodpecker, and other com-
rades. Some of the narratives, like Where Brer Camel Got
His Hump,- are in the vein of the how and saty story with
the flavor of a proverb at the ending:

Brer Camel am out ob de orchard to, but he has allus
had er hump on his back since dat time.

Dat am de way de worr wags, too: one man is allus
'Lenin' on de other- ones, but den he gits ketched too, so
what am de diffrence?

One or two of the tales, such as The Wind Spirit, suggest
the American Indian.

Inez Hogan's drawings amplify the gaiety of the tales.

159. Dorson, Richard M., comp.
Asanuctisi Nrcao FOLK-Luis. Greenwich, Conn., Fawcett
Publications [1967] 378. [6] p. (A Fawcett premier book.
t557) GR os.D58

Bibliography: p. [379]-1381]

A volume derived from the author's two previous books of
Negro oral nanatives: Negro Folkiales in Michigan (Cam-
bridge, Harvard UnivaSity PICA. 1956. 245 p. Git 103-D8)
and Negro Tales From Pine Bluff, Arkansas, and Calvin,
Michigan (Bloomington, Indiana University Press, 1958- 292
p. GRIo8.D6). From the former almost all of the tales are
reprinted and from the latter more than half the contents.

In his prefatory remarks the distinguished folklorist notes
that others of the tales have appeared earlier in folklore
journals and that he has rearranged some of the material.
brought notes up to date, and provided a new introduction.

In part s the author discusses at length black American
folklore, its origins. its collectors. gmgrapnical distribution,
and relationship to other New World folklore. He concludes:
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the New World Negro repertoire falls into two groups
of stories, one pointing toward Africa and one pointing to-
ward Europe and L.Iglo-America. The Atlantk and Carib-
bean islands and northeastern South America comprise the
first block and the plantation states of the Old South the
second block_ But both story stocks draw from multiple
sources.- Dorson also comments on Bahamian stock figures
and "the changing character- of the black folktale in this
country. A detailed description of both the storytellers from
whom he got the tales and their communities follows.

Part contains the tales, grouped under i5 headings:
Animal and Bird Stories. Old Marster and John. Colored
Man and White Man, Hoodoos and Two-Heads, Spirits and
Hants. Witches and Mermaids, The Lord and the Devil.
Wonders. Horrors, Protest Tales, Scare Tales, Fool Tales,
Lying Tales. Preachers, and Irishmen.. Each of these categories
has an introduction_ Notes for the narrathes indicate motifs,
tale types. variants, and other details.

An index of motifs and tale types is appended.

16a. FauSet, Arthur H.
NBA° FOLK TALES FROM THE SOUTH (MAMMA. Mis-
s:sum, LotnsuusA). Journal of American folk-lore, v. 4o,
JulY/SePt- 1927: 213-303- Git.t.J8, v. 40

Animal Tales, Fairy Tales. Stories of Exaggeration. Old
Marster Stories, Pat and Mike, the Jew, the Negro. Riddles,

_Toasts, Spirituals, and Play Songs front Alabama. Louisiana.
and Mississippi, collected by the authcc in 1925.
__Popular. snotifs include., the trickster and...a dupe in. the_

cow's belly, the Tar Baby. Rabbit in the well, and stealing the
butter by playing godfather. A few of the characters are
Rabbit and Fox, "Bookee" and "La Pain" (Lapin). Among
the Mircheo are variants of "Catskin7 "King John and the
Abbor ("The Three Questions" here, in which an Uhlman
rescues a "colored man by answering the king's questions).
and "The Bremen Town Mtnicians" ("The Homeless Ani-
mals"). A dilemma tale, "'Me Three Suitors" (with a variant).
appears among Stories of Exaggeration.

For the scholar and reteller.

t61. Fortier, Alote.
LOUISIANA FOLK-TALES, IN Faison mAizcr AND ENGLISH
TRANSLATSON. BOHM, Published for the American Folk.
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Lore Society, by Houghton. Mifflin, 1895. 122 /3.
(Memoirs of the American Folk-Lore Society, V. 2)

GRLA5, v. 2
In his introductory statement the author comments on the
difficulties in making "a complete collection of the negro
tales." He speaks of the origins of the tales and of their
various genresanimal stories. Miirchen, tales and songs and
real vaudevilles, "where the song is more important than the
plorand analyzes the Creole dialect.

The animal Wes and Maichen have been presented here
"in a faithful but not literal translation." Many of them are
about stupid. greedy 0:impair Bouki and cunning Compair
Lapin (Bouqui and Malice of Haiti, Hare and Hyena in
Africi). They include "The Elephant and the Whale," in
which Lapin tricks the two beasts into a- tug of war

t
and

"Compair Lapin's Godchild." in which Lapin steals BOquis
barrel of butter (a tale comparable to the GriminsThe Cat
and Mouse in Partnership"). It ends:

He ploukil looked into his barrel, there was nothing in_

it. Lapin had eaten all the butter.
"Oh! that is too much," said Bouki; "he will pay me

for that." He caught Lapin, he tied him with a rope, and
said: "Now, what am I going to do with you? I'll throw
you in the river."

"Alt! yes, that is what I like."
"No, you are too glad; I'll throw you in the fire."
"Ahl yes, throw me in the fire."
"No, you are too glad; Ill throw you in the briers?
"Oh! I pray you, my dear Bouki, do not throw me in the

briers." "Yes, it is there you_must
Bouki threw Lapin in the briers. AS soon as-he fell, be

cut the rope with his teeth, and ran away, crying: "Thank
you, my good Bouki; you placed me exactly where my
mother resides."

The appendix presents 14 additional tales including a
lengthy Tar Baby story. "Piti Boithomme Godron"; "Grease,"
about a girl made of lard (forms of this occur in Africa); and
"The Talking Eggs," a good child/bad child story.

362. Harris, Joel Chandler.
Tuz costmErz TALES OF UNCLE Rnics. Compiled by
Richard Chase. With illustrations by Arthur Burdette
ROSE [and others] Boston, Houghton Mifflin, 1955.
xxxii. 87 5 p. P27.H242 Co
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Arranged in order of publication are the tales from Uncle
Remus: His Songs and Sayings; Nights with Uncle Remus:
Myths and Legends of the Old Plantation; Daddy Jake the
Runaway; and Short Stories Told After Dark; Uncle,Remus
and His Friends: Old Plantation Stories, Songs, and Ballads
with Sketches of Negro Character; Told by Uncle Remus:
New Stories of the Old Pllantation; Uncle Remus and Brer
Rabbit; Uncle Remus and the Little Boy; Uncle Remus Re-
turns; and Seven Tales of Uncle Remus. The original intro-
ductory material for some of the collections is included.

Richard Chase, a well-known folklorist, comments briefly
on the difficulty of establishing the origin of the tales, some
being a part of the folklore tradition of the Old World. He
notes that the Tar Baby story appears to be African and
concludes by saying: "The tales . . have been left as Mr.
Harris wrote them. Our concerrn has been with folktales only,
and not with the songs, rhymedi versions of the tales, proverbs.
and character sketches. . . . Nothing has been added except a
few notes on word meanings." In addition to the stories told
by Uncle _Remus._ the , editor has included_ one other, ."Mr.
Coon and the Frogs," which was told by Crazy Sue in Daddy
Jake the' Runaway.

Most of the original illustrationsby A. B. Frost, Frederick
Church, J. M. Conde. E. W. Kemble, thid W. H. Beard
accompany the texts.

163.
NIGHTS WITH UNCLE RF...mus; MYTHS AND LEGENDS OF THE
OLD PLANTATION. 22d ed. Boston, Houghton Mifflin
ferft83} xxxvir416 p. inns; plates- PZ3.11242 N

Of the tales in this collection the author writes: "It is safe to
say, however, that the best and most characteristic of legends
current on the rice plantations and Sea Islands, are also
current on the cotton plantations." He discusses the "difficulty
of verifying the legends, which came to hand from various
sources . . . some . . . known only to the negroes who have
the gift of story-telling." He points out further a relationship
between a number of the characters in these stories, Brother
Rabbit, for example, and Hlakanyana of the Xhosa (see
"The Story of Hlakanyana" in Theal's Kaffir Folk-Lore (item
82), and discusses "curious parallels" within the stories to
those in the Theal collection and Ma's Reynard the Fox
(item 163). There is, in addition, he comments, a curious
likeness to certain tales among the Indians of North and



South America. He includes a dialect vocabulary (of Daddy
Jack and the Negroes on the Sea Islands) and a reprint of a
French story with creole Negro dialect.

164
UNCLE REMUS, HIS SONGS AND SAYINGS. New and rev. ed.,
with one hundred--and -twelve illustrations-- by
Frost. New York, Appleton-Century Co., 193. xxi, 265 p.
plates. PZ7.H242 Un 33

An edition originally published in 1903.

In his introduction the author states, "With respect to the
Folk-Lore,series, my purpose has been to preserve the legends
themselves in their original simplicity, and to wed them
permanently,to the quaint dialectif, indeed, it can be called
a dialectthrough the medium of which they have become
a part of the domestic history of every Southern family; and I
have endeavored to give to the whole a genuine flavor of the
old plantation." He then proceed-, to discuss his choice of
variants, the songs, and the dialect itself.

Among old favorites found here are "The Wonderful Tar-



Baby Story," "Old Mr. Rabbit, He's a Good Fisherman," an
"Mr. Rabbit Nibbles Up the Butter."

165. Haywood, Charles.
A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF NORTH AMERICAN FOLKLORE AND FOLK-
soNG. zed rev. ed. New York, Dover Publications [1961]
2 v. (xxx, 1301 p) maps (on lining papers)

Z5984.U5H32

,

10
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Contents: v. 1. The American people north of Mexico, in-
cluding Canada.v. 2. The American Indians north of
Mexico, including the Eskimos.

" . . a compendium of our vast traditional heritage in
lore and song." Entries for Book One are arranged alphabeti-
cally according to regions, ethnic backgrounds, occupations,
and miscellaneous (American Characters, Our WarsFrom
'76 to World War II, The Shakers, and White Spirituals)
Each section contains such headings as Studies and Collec-
tions, MythsLegends, Folktales, ProverbsRiddles, and
Folksong. -

The materials cited includ e. studies, collections of tales,
articles, and folk tales published in folklore and, occasionally,
anthropological journals. Works published after the i94o's
are not listed.

Pages 430-482 cover works about the Negro in the United
States; pages 544-560, works dealing with the French-speaking
Negro in the South and the Negro in the West Indies (these
last are "selected"). Arnow:, the collections of tales cited, a
feware for these_zenerally. are _not
identified.

166. Hughes, Langston, and Ama W. Bontemps, eds.
THE BOOK OF NEGRO FOLKLORE. New York, Dodd, Mead,
1958. 624 p. illus. GR103.H74

In his introduction, Arna Bontemps, writer and scholar, ex-
amines Negro lore and describes its variety; animal tales with
their stock charactersAfrican prototypes and Brer Rabbit;
stories of human trickstersJohn/Jack against Ole Master or
Old-Mi3ST-Sthries of exaggeration or "lies,' including hu-
rnorous, wry how and why stories; and preacher tales. All of
these the editors represent in this rich compendium. Among
other genres included are spirituals, gospel songs, rhymes,
ballads (John Henry and others), the Blues, work songs,
street cries, games, and playsongs..

167. Hurston, Zora N.
MULES AND MEN. With an introduction by Franz Boas. ro
illustrations by Miguel Covarrubias. New York, Negro
Universities Press [1969] 342 p. GR1o3.H8 1969

Reprint of the 1935 ed.

Enmeshed in a running account of collecting black folklore

135



are tales, songs, and sermons gathered by the author, a student
of anthropology, in her native Florida. The tales, narrated in
heavy dialect, are most often untitled in the text but may be
located by a title in the contents.

44 . one of the few books that set black folktales in their
social 'environment and show their social and politiml func-
tions" (Julius Lester, Black Folkiales, p. 158. See item 188).

i68. Jackson, Bruce, ed.
FOLKLORE & SOCIETY; ESSAYS IN HONOR OF BENJ. A-
BOTKIN. Hatboro, Pa., Folklore Associates, 1966. 192 p.
port.. GR7043

Includes unacc. melodies.

BH3liographical references.

In the essay "John Henry," MacEdward Leach states that
the John Henry story, complex "falls into three divisions:
Work songs, specifically hammer songs; Ballads of John
Henry; The Legend of John Henry." He describes each and

their interrelationship, remarking that the legend is -based
on an assortment of work songs, ballads, casual references,
folk tales, and deliberate conscious invention." Thus John
Henry evolves from a folk hero into a popular hero, a symbol
of his people, "supreme in valor, strength, love, the conqueror
of the white man's machine."

Leach examines early investigations into the genesis of the
"John Henry Story complex," and the confusing of John
Henry with John Hardy, black and also a steel-driver, who
was hanged for killing another black while gambling. He
*cites references to John Henry_in.. Jamaican ..songs,,although_
there appear to be no ballads or tales with him as the central
figure. However, the name is recognized: " 'John Henrdy
[sic], he was a man killed on makin' dis road; de rocks mash
him up.' " He concludes that the Jamaican material must be,
taken into account in the study of the origins of the John
Henry songs and legend since the Jamaican songs provide the
"oldest objective data concerning John Henry . . . older than
any in the United States by at least ten years."

169. Jacksbn, Miles M.
A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF NEGRO HISTORY & CULTURE FOR YOUNG
READERS [by] Miles M. Jackson, Jr.; assisted by Mary W.
Cleaves and Alma L. Gray. [Pittsburgh] Published for
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C'Big-Claw and Little. Claw"), and -Rumpiestiltskin'
stampeldam"). This last begins:

She was to marry to a king. An" de king said he would
marry to her if she would spin a large room full of gold.
An' while she was seuin* down cryin",she knew she
youltin" do itsa dwarf came an' put in an appearance.

and ends:-
So when Ile man came in dat day before tie crowd an'

deman' k thil's tie queen said. -Ain't your name John?
Ain't )our name Peter? Ain't it Ramstampeldamr Den
de or man got so mad, he stamped his foot, went erough
de ikoor, pop his laig oil, and ran off wid one laig.

The volume alto includes the sections Riddles and Prtwerbs.
Toasts and Other Verses, Game-Songs and Other Songs, and
Folk Way. and Notions.

tn. Porter, Dorothy IL
THE !shwa° et THE LNnzz STATES; 4vt Sel-Wrip mat-
OGRAPHY. Washington., Library of Cixogroo: [for sale by
the Supt. of Doc:, LS. Cote* Print. Oil" two. 313 p,

Z1364.N39543

A general work in wbkh Fotb,lore and Folk4ales (p. tto-
ts6) rites books directed to diiklren and young people The
compiler states, however, that she made no systematic enact
to inmost such material, and she has hot identified it as
Inch.

rytk Sale. John IL
Mt Mt NAM* JOH*, With rimentrtwo silhouettes bit
Joseph Cranston loots. Chapel Hill. University of North
Carolina Prem sgsw op p, GRio3S3

Tales, soperstidons, and beliefs are interwoven is * long
nanative depicting plantation life and doe relationship of a
white child to the blacks armed him, Among the stories
&nutty akin to those of Africa are two *boot Bret Rabbit
told by Moat Betsey to yowag Jobe; one (s. 44-p) reveals
how Bret Rabbit tricked 'Beer 1.400r into tatting so his
Ikath in a wen; another (p. 33-n) oetk how Beer Rabbit got

Parle104
Bra RAW alho wow mart. he she wow, as evelbody

en it oat, dey god. dat he woe de umane somebody whist
live in de woods, Sot Beer Rabbit weak utserfied; lie
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kep" wantin' mo' sense. . . Well, he worrit 'bout Kt. he
did, twel Ws* en las', he went t' de kang uv de animals
(some folks say hit 'ua a witch, en some say hit 'tsz
GawdAh don' know 'bout dat), he ax lin, he did, t'
git him some mo' sense. De kang said he'd do it, but fus'
Brer Rabbit had t' fetch 'im a mess uv green peas rum
out'n Mist' Man's gyarden.

Brer Rabbit accomplished the three tasks, the last was to bring
the king "de piren teethes runt Brer Rattlesnake?'

Wen de kang seen him wid dein teethes, he say, "Brier
Rabbit." he sea, "dar ain' no nuse air you acin' fer no
mce sense; Ah jes ain' gwine gi' you no me, 'ca'se you is
got too much already." Wen he say dat, Brer Rabbit, he
try to ark uppity. he did, en 'gun to sass him, en de kang
got mad, he did, en grab 'im noun' de nake en choke 11111
twel his eyes pop ont jes lak 'you see 'em now, and dey is
been dattaway ever sence.

Other animals appearing in the tales include Bret Mole,
Brer Frawg, Brer Ekfunt Brer Cricket and Brer Flea. Some
of the stories are untitled. Interpolated conversations often
disrupt the now of the narrative.

t7g.' Stoner, .Samuel G.. anJ Gertrisdi M. Shelby.
BLACK GEN134s; A automcia. Illustrations by Martha
Bosky Bratre. New York, Macmillan Co., Igyx axis,
sgs GRsos.SS

In "The Family Tree of Gollah Folk Speech and Folk Tales,'
which introduces this collection of biblical and animal soaks,
the authors discuss the history of the Gullah dialect: "The
branches of the family tree ci Gullah are American, the trunk
is West Indian and. the roots English and African." They
comment on the Ueda, their coming to the West Indies and
Carolina coast perhaps from Angola ("the fint point of con-
tats between negro Africa and mockrn Europeans") or
western Liberia, on the African sunisah in Gullah and thefollnaks

Artanged into s s books, the tales are given its a modified
Gullaft without los of the rhythm or the 'magnificent
verbiage" of the original. There are storks of the creation, of
Adam and Eve, and Cain and Abel. Interwoven with these sire
how and why stories explaining,. among other matters, the
horniness of Be Games hide and the short temper of
Wasp. Be' Rabbit is present with his castaway guale.



*habit Hawker for a Long Tan" reveals des to Annul of
Wet Africa and Annancy of jaassaka. In this story se Rabbit
"cock be bat an' 'tek de path for sone to Hebb*. for az
God if be won't bes* kind as to sr hisa a lass tail likedela
corral oiaer-ii got." Nod God' gives Mos three tishar----

"'reit dis bag an' bring k back to me fan tab black.
bird. . lino& oat se Allisatoes eyegeoes mid die
bontaeo ase fetch *eft to me.
bit-here is to MI wid BY Demi* riemater. Yota under*
stion "Um* you sit *way lirom here. An' dual pas come
bach hod/Serie' me tin Ion done * whole lot."' Dos
he nano tone on he hot an" sone back hs de bone, an`
ham ardour.

,

.Wmersoan, *khalif A4 anti William. L bascais.
Aolacial Aso Niro Woes Nano soudasc..ha Funk k
Walloons standatd trachoma at folklam taltholta. and
kinath., e. a. New Funk Wapans ppm

is * minvy two sokoloss esomiso Oar great Wealth of
folikitat', and les disttibition mad,. rersidable

.Sferivist g Ask **:61 chows dos ott,
orap#011 die teantinl emoglioning tat Afrion,peopka
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. slavery on a strange continent. . fit has persisted in the
.' New World as a well-defined and baskally honiogeneous
entity regardless of the folklore, culture, end language of the
dominant groups whether English. French, Spanish, Porto,
guese, Dutch, or Amerkan."

They discuss such different genres as myths, legends, folk
tales or Minium, proverbs, riddles, songs, and their social
usage. Attention is given to the animal trickster tale, with the
comment that because of the popularity of the Brer Rabbit
storks. these "have come to be regarded as the typical Negro
folktale." They point mu the existence of human-trickster
and divine-trkkster tales In their look at the trkkster storks,
they give examples of characteristic incidents, Le., the trick-
ster's contrived illness "in order to ride a powerfal and impor,
cant animal as if it were his hone." and point out the
distinctive nature of the African trickster. Other types of
tales among these the dilemma or unfitthhed story. stories of
ogres, ot the "metamorphosed wife or husband," of food-
producing pots are described briefly.

ith. Work. Monroe N.
A SIMIOGRAIrily or ma Nemo rx AFRICA AM) AMUUCA.
New York. Argosy-Antiquarian, anfis. x,u, 6911 p.

Ly-stith4W6 6965
Reprint of the t9281 ed.

In his introductiOn Anson Phelps Stokes describes the
volume as "a sekct reference bibliography ots the Negro with
more than 1*,sioo entries covering the most worth-while publi
cations in dafererst languages issued in met": ft indodes three
chapters on folkloreAftkan Folklore, Folklore al the Negro
in the United States. and Forklate of the Negro in the West
ladies and Latin Amerka,-containing entries selected to
indicate the nature and extent of the folklore aad to offer
bases for comparison.

ans. Writers' Program. North. Caralim.
Bosom or insocoars Aso antra Taman. tuir4; by
workers of the Writers' Program of the Work Projects
Administration in the State of North Carolina, edited by

C Hendricks:, illustrations by Hilda Ogborn. DU,-
kink N.C.. Duke University Press, sm., so6 p. plates,
(Duke Univessky publications) CRI tuNIVIY7

Among these tales recorded from "fanners elderly porch.
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whittlers, housewives, Negro men and women, merchants, and
many others" is 'John Henry of Cape Fear," told by Glasgow

McLeod who claimed lie knew where John Henry was born.
worked with JOhn Henry on nie Santa Fe, and witnessed the
contest between ,John Henry and the steam hammer. This
account has the quality of legend:

It was 'bout the last of May and mighty hot. John
Henry was boin in the fireplace room %out two hours
atter dinner. les afore he was born, they come a black
cloud outen the sout'west. . . .

When John Henry was born, two men help the granny
woman lift him and carry him to the tub for the wash.
Then they lift that baby, what looked like a half-growed
boy, and bid him on the bed, longskle his mammy.
When they laid him on the bed a big clap of lightnin'
flashed dean ROOM the sky, and the thunder, jes like a
hammer, big as a barn, done hit the earth.

The storm kept rttin wurser. . . Uncle George
jumped up front his knees, where he'd been prayin', and
he showed: 'Praise Goa, a great youngun's been horned."

In this version John Henry is a prod churchgoing man who
was "give up to be the strongest man what ever lived
stronger even than Samson, or Goliath, or ennybody?' There

.are no references to any songs or_ balla4 Or even
Notes describing the informants are appended.

t83. Writers" Program. South CarRiillit
SOUTH CAROLINA POLK TALIE3: SMILIES OW ANIMALS AND

SOTIOLNATVILILL ZELN4A, conipikd by workers of the Writers'
Program of the Work Projects Adnnnistration in the
State of South Carolina. Sponsored by the University of
South Carolina. Columbia, S.C. 1i9411 122 /1. (Bulletin of
the University of South Carolina, October snit)

CR, to.56W7

"Bibliography for South Carolina folk taks": p. a in-rm.

Animal stories and stories of the supernatural selected from
"several thousand inatuasaipts assembled . between inn
and twt." In her preface Mabel Montgomery, state super-
visor, writes that '"IL large pan of the collection was secured
from Negroes on the toast and barrier islands of the State.'
She descrilses the geographkal area, the kcal speech, and
eforts of project workers to render the tales iv a farm out-
siders conld read.

146
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The stories, in two main sections, each with an Introduction,
are told in a straightforward manner and accompanied by
comparative notes. The supernatural stories are preceded by
a list and description of such beings as "boo-daddies,- drolls,
and "plat-eyes." A number of the animal stories have elements
popular in Africa and in the West Indies. One of these is
-Three Tasks"' (p. 17):

Bruh Rabbit vein to cote Ring daughtah en Ring tell
um: "If lou go to wuk en ketch deer en git eye watah
oura deer eye, you kin marz7 muh danghtale`

.
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Bruh Rabbit went out wid haIf-hitch ob rope een 'e
han en meet Brut' Deer.

'E seh, "Bruh Deer, 0, Bruh Deer, bet you can' put yo
haid tru dis rope."

Bruh Deer seh 'e bet 'e kin, so 'e put 'e haid een rope.
Bruh Rabbit pull rope tight en seh, "Bruh Deer, cry--

cry, Bruh Deer," en Bruh Rabbit ketch tear in boule en
carry urn to King.

COLLECTIONS FOR CHILDREN

184. Cothran, Jean, comp.
THE WHArgo Doom.E; FOLK TALES FROM THE CAROLINAS.

Illustrated by Nance Studio. [Columbia, S.C.] Sandia!).
per Press [1972] 90 p. PZ8. .C79 WIt

A selection of tales representing three "major" groups of--
Carolina folk tradition, i.e.. Indian, British, and black. The
largest number are from the blacks. Of these "The Whang
Doodle" is said to be based on an experience the narrator
had as a child, but it has elements of folk imagination. She
has modified the Gullah dialect of stories from the South
Carolina coast, as evidenced irf thicpiece-from-"The-Rabbit,

and Goose";

What start the thing off? There was a man who had a
garden of vegetables and a little girl. The little girl
stayed home, but the father always went to work.

Now Buddah Rabbit was tricky and cunning, so he
came to the garden and called, "LH gall Oh lil gall"

The source of each story is stated.
The reteller's With a Wig, With a Wag (New York, D.

McKay [1954] PZ8.1.C79 Wi) contains two more black tales:
"Mister Deer's My Riding Horse" (a retelling of one of the
Two Negro Tales, recorded by Mrs. William Preston Johnson,
Journal of American Folk-Lore, v. 9, 1896) and "Mister
Honey Mouth" (a retelling from Aide Fortier's Louisiana
Folk-Tales, item 161).

185. Courlander, Harold.
TERRAPIN'S POT OF sENst. Illustrated by Elton Fax. New
York. HoIt [1957] 125 p. PZ8.1.C8 Te



Collections for Children

The 31 stories assembled here reveal The variety and richness
of the black American folk heritage. Gathered, by a well-
known folklorist from black storytellers in rural Alabama,
New Jersey, and Michigan, they represent selections from
the Buh Rabbit cycle, preacher and devil stories, tall tales
("big lies"), and plantation 'stories, the last revolving around
the slave cultural heroes Big John, George, and Okra.

In the appended Notes on the Stories the author describes
problems encountered in the transcription of the tales
dialect, style, and choice of characters, the last often a matter
of local tradition or preference. He also discusses West African
precedents, citing, for example, the relationship of BuhRabbit to the spider trickster, the hare trickster, and the
mouse deer of Indonesia and Malaya. Notes for the individual
stories indicate variants.

Elton Fax's black-and-white draWings augment the flavor
of the text.

186. Harris, Joel Chandler.
BRER Rekaarr; STORIES FROM UNCLE REMUS . . . adapted
by Margaret Wise Brown, with the A. B. Frost pictures
redrawn for reproduction by Victor Dowling. New York,..
Harper (c1941] 132 p. PZ7.H242Br

A selection of Brer Rabbit stories from Nights With Uncle
-and-Legends-of the-Old-Plantation.- (item"

163) and Uncle Remus, His Songs and Sayings (item 164):,
Margaret Wise Brown remarks in her foreword that she has
omitted the original literary framework of the stories, modi-
fied the dialect employed in conversation by the animals, and
removed interpolated passages, while attempting to be faithful
to the rhythm of the stories.

.

One day when Brer Rabbit, and Brer Fox, and Brer
Coon, and Brer Bear, and a whole lot of them were
clearing up a new ground for to plant a roasting-ear
patch, the sun began to get sort of hot, and Byer Rabbit,
he got tired; but he didn't let on, because he feared the
balance of diem would call him lazy. So he kept on
toting off trash and piling up brush, till by-and-by he
hollers out that he got a brier in his hand, and then he
takes and slips off to hunt for a cool place for to rest.
After a while lie came across a well with a bucket hang-
ing in it.

"Dat look cool," sez Brer Rabbit, sezee, "en cool I
'spect she is. . . ."

From "Old Mr. Rabbit, He's a Good Fisherman" .
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187.
THE FAVORITE UNCLE REmus; illustrated by A. B. Frost.
Selected, arranged, 8( edited by George Van Santvoord
and Archibald C. Coolidge. [Boston] Houghton Mifflin
Co., 1948. 3to p. PZ7.H24* Fav

A selection of some of the best loved tales found in seven of
Joel Chandler Harris' works: Uncle Remus, His Songs and
His Sayings (item 164); Nights With Uncle Remus; Myths

,and'Legends of the Old Plantation (item 163); Daddy Jake
the Runaway, and Short Stories Told After Dark ,,(New
Yorks., Century ,Co., 1889); Uncle Remus, and His Friends;
Old Plantation Stories, Songs and Ballads, With Sketches of

'Negro, Character, (Boston, Houghton, Mifflin, 1892); Told
by Uncle Remus; New Stories 'of the Old Plantation,(New
York,. McClure, Philips, 1903); Uncle Remus and the Little
Boy (Boston, Small, Maynard, 1910); and Uncle Remus Re-
turns (Boston, Houghton Mifflin Co., 1918). The editors have
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THE IL=EED STA-TES

The stories cower on four topics: Olns. lone. Heroes.
and Peock.. Some axe harnorcith. some poignant. and all
evoke the emotions of opression. In an Afterward sources
are cised for ii of the stones.

un Tke kir.e-fligit Man. and Oaker Tales, with pictures
boy Ralph Nato (New 11.'ork. Dial Pros (tgzal 2:13 p.). Lester
has taken six stasies---chiefly =instal taksand road algot
far lounger cluldren_ For these an appendix inchcate. sources

89. low. Rose L.. rd.
A COLLECTSO% OF maxillae FOR COMORE% la 1111:310CIAXT
SCHOOL b AT I Idour- New Vont klantage Press
$3pL1ilaL L'Itterj.1.6

Includes music.

CompThed by the author for use in elementary schools, this
is an estelkut selection al fork daytimes. stories. mess. and
gasses, Their readition in "torrent usage to help the drakes
who will - [the boa) and bean it mud; hawser,
ilhestrates the -low- of 4411rOF ii& OCCSOli wham sourcet are
toed lisesally without the adaptors ear Isciog ammo! to the
marytellerls natural rhythm

Examples of tales appearing in the Vatic gnaws eaglec.
titres (items els. 464. 1116. aod ill2) are: 'The Styes Mr.
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eget Shapkn.
pens Homy ANO TIM DOCOLE peNFIEP ttiMACIANISE- With
faraltiAlA bi Pales DaUgherty. Nes Yoelt. Animater
tiwsl ts$1 p r4441-4,674

ytiorary adarati." bad as Althea( prow thm Karnes the
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hods widi Jabot Hardy. and heinnies a siteletdielsing mowlobs natty diFooe VIM every day. fie inavekst in Anon
ivory nate of ibe &Is a. driving not He worked lie die
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Many rigorous drawings by James Datgbeny.
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